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8 reasons why
this particular Scotch is

dry.

(

The taste no two people describe alike \
and yet everybody agrees is great I

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

W e're talking about White Horse Scotch and even experts are intrigued when asked to define

its crackling dryness. To some, it's a subtle flavor—light on the palate, yet pleasing to the taste.

To others, “DRY” smacks of authenticity, smoothness, qucnchability, bouquet.

Dryness is built into White Horse from the very beginning. In the selection of grains. The way the

barley grains are dried over peat fires, touched with just the slightest whisper of its magic.

As many as 30 different Scotch whiskies are used to make White Horse dry (after slow mellowing

in sherry casks). And White Horse always draws on the same prize whiskies from its own stocks.

Hence, you get uniform flavor. Identical quality.

Unlike Scotches which are shipped to this country in bulk, every drop of W hite Horse is

bottled in Scotland. The difference is subtle and it concerns water—a highly important factor in

determining quality and flavor.

The water used to help make White Horse comes only from soft, rippling streams that flow

from the Highlands through ancient moors and glens. These same waters nourish the fields of

Scottish grain which give White Horse its being and personality.

Dry W’hite Horse is the offspring of 200 years of Scottish tradition and experience. Dates back to

the original W hite Horse Cellar in Kdinburgh, Scotland. To live up to uncompromising standards

of dryness, every bottle of White Horse is numbered and registered right at the distillery.

Since W hite Horse dryness is there from the start—not added—you taste it most when you taste

it straight. But you still can't miss it, however you like it . . . with water or soda, on the rocks

or even in a sour. That clean, crisp dry taste never fades or “waters out.”

Not one quality but a happy combination makes White Horse dry. Tradition. Care. Pri

When you taste White Horse, sip it thoughtfully because you are drinking Scotland’s

finest. A truly great Scotch whisky. Delightfully dry. And delightfully Scotch.

100% Scotch Whiskies. Bottled in Scotland. Blended 86.8 Proof. Sole distributors:

Browne-N intners Company, New York City.

Unique While Horse (Jlasses. Set of 4 in sparkling crystal. Emblazoned with colorful, old-

world Tavern signs. Send S3.00 to White Horse Cellar. Dept. SI-5, P.O. Box 170, Boston I, Mass.
;
*>^

White Horse/the dry Scotch^



A house can change
your whole outlook on life

Most houses are purchased with a mortgage. Most families live

as tenants under their own roofs until the mortgage is paid. But

can you afford to wait that long to guarantee your family a

permanent home? No businessman would take such a risk.

Did you know that Life Insurance will guarantee that your

family will never lose its home from the moment your policy

becomes effective? And while it protects your family. Life In-

surance accumulates cash for you to use as income in later years.

Contact your y£tna Life representative. He’ll give you the

kind of sound professional advice that has made /Etna the

choice of businessmen. More businesses are group insured with

ALlna than with any other company.
Don't wait till tomorrow. You’ve given your family a home.

Now give them a future in it.

iETNA LIFE INSURANCE
THE CHOICE OK BUSINESSMEN 1.ETS YOU CHOOSE WITH CONFIDENCE

/ETNA LIFE INSURANCE CO.. Hartford, Conn. Affiliates: AJtna Casualty and Surety Co.. Standard Fire Insurance Co.. The Excelsior Life. Canada
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Next week
A TIGER ENIGMA is Detroit’s

At kaline. Though he has as-

craged over .300 for 12 years,

some say he has not yet reached

his peak. Jack Olsen offers

his -and Kalinc’s -answers.

THE MONACO GRAND PRIX

is a> renowned Tor its unusual

setting as it is for racing speed

and daring. In eight pages of

paintings Artist Al Parker de-

picts some of its special glories.

A GOLF SUPERCHAMP leads

a bt/arre and frantic life. At

Spokis In usrKAim's request.

Jack Nicklaus kept a three-

month journal that reveals his

unique existence. A new series.
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LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER

In America today, with multiple mil-

lions of us playing more games than it

is easy to count, sport’s transcendent

stars—the ones w ith household names

—are simply the ones who outshine the

big and striving crowd that is the rest

of us. Sports Illustrated spendsmuch
of its gaze and magazine space on the

headliners. Rut we also enjoy scanning

the crowd each week for new faces— for

men, women and youngsters whose

deeds are worthy of salute. Si's name
for the product of this research is Faces

in the Crowd.
Thus, in recent weeks, we have re-

corded in Faces that Paul Wilson, 16,

a junior at Earl Warren High School in

Downey, Calif, equaled the interschol-

astic pole vault record with a whizzer

of 15 feet (SI, March 16). And that a

young man named Rebel Ryan of Rut-

land. Vt., a skier since the age of 10,

illustrat/P
AWARD OE MERIT

turned the Eastern Junior Alpine cham-
pionships at Sugarloaf Mountain in

Kingtield, Me. into a one-man show by

winning the downhill, the slalom and

the giant slalom (SI. March 23). And
that a young lady named Judy Wills,

16, of Gulfport. Miss, won the world

trampoline championship in London
(SI. April 6). Also, a while back, that a

42-year-old Connecticut artist named
Ed Vebell had upset a 25-year-old to

win the epee title at an international

meet in Manhattan.

Fencer Vebell may win another one

like that some day— and we hope he

will because a lot of his art work ap-

pears in Sports Illustrated. Pole

Vaultcr Wilson has

already been heard

from again; one

month after his

picture appeared

in Faces in the

Crowd he vaulted

15 feet 7 inches to

set the interschol-

astic ceiling higher

than ever. Skier

Ryan appears to be a comer; a few days

after his picture appeared he won the

national junior title. Miss Judy Wills

plans to keep on trampolining, but in

the case of an attractive girl tumbler

who still has both feet on the ground

some of the time, you never know . Even

loving the sport as she docs, any day

she might up and quit in favor of a less

spectacular career like marriage.

One thing Ed Vebell, Paul Wilson

Rebel Ryan, Judy Wills and others like

them have in common; a small, unpre-

tentious silver bowl, engraved with the

legend "Award of Merit" (see opposite

column ), which Sports Illustrated

now presents to people reported in

Faces. (This week's award winners ap-

pear on page 112.) You may hear more

about these winners in the future, but

we make no guarantee except that they

are all worth knowing for what they

are doing now.

The selection of the winners each

week is made by one of the attractive

faces in our own editorial crowd, Mary

Ann Gould, who picks them from can-

didates proposed by SI correspondents,

from wire-service reports, sometimes

from letters from readers. Mary Ann
grew up in the combined worlds of

sport and journalism (the day she was

born her father, Alan, was absent, cov-

ering the World Series for the Associ-

ated Press). She learned to swim at I Zi,

and at Wellesley she was a member
of her house crew and her class crew

.

sometimes rowing stroke, sometimes

riding as cox. Belatedly (see above)

wc publish her Face.
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big fish cruise close inshore in

v
> CANADA’S
ATLANTIC
PROVINCES

the friendly-four-hy-the-sea

Among the islands of Canada’s cast coast vacation-

land, in waters warmed by the Gulf Stream, big,

fighting tuna cruise almost within a stone’s throw
of the land. Cod, too, as long as your arm, if you’d

like to try your hand at jigging. But there’s far

more for the sportsman in New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island.

Enjoy swimming and golf by the sea, horse racing,

regattas and dory races. Watch bare-chested and

kilted laddies toss the caber in Scottish games. Just

the sight of the ruggedly beautiful seascapes is worth

the trip. The seafood is delicious, the accommoda-
tions excellent, and you get a Travel Dividend —
your dollar goes further in Canada.

Whether you fish ill salt or

fresh witter, you'll do it amid

some ruggedly beautiful scenery.

Mail this coupon for a vacation preview ... A
more than 130 pages of trip planning Q
information, 150 pictures, 4 maps. Q

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT TRAVEL BUREAU
OTTAWA. CANADA
Please send a FRED Atlantic Provinces Travel Kit to:

6 B- 18-02

ZIP No



Hate driving on weekends ?

Not us.

When the traffic's so bad the trip’s hardly worth taking, take it on Allegheny Airlines. Make it easj

on yourself . . and on your wallet, too. Every Saturday and Sunday, we reduce round-trip fares a

least 37%. And you can fly back any Saturday or Sunday within thirty days. Can you think of £

swifter, thriftier, more trouble-free way to the New York World’s Fair? Or anywhere else in ou!

12 busy states, for that matter? The worst time to drive is the best time to fly ... on weekends

Let Allegheny take you out of the driver's seat. For less.

ALLEGHENYA!RUNES
YOUR FLIGHT GATE TO THE WORLD’S FAIR
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See for yourself.

This is Carlton, the unusual new cigarette from The American
Tobacco Company. Everything about Carlton is selected and crafted

to produce this one result: ( Low "tar” and nicotine, with real

smoking pleasure.} It is so low in "tar” and nicotine we print test

results on all packs and cartons. Carlton has a distinctive blend,

high porosity paper, special air vents, and a new "flavor filter” with

activated charcoal which actually enriches the taste.Q We believe

you’ll want to try Carlton.We also believe you will find it a new
and pleasurable smoking experience. Give Carlton the time it

takes you to smoke a carton.DSee for yourself

ANALYSES OF THE SMOKE OF SAMPLES OF CARLTON CIGA-

RETTES ARE MADE PERIODICALLY BY AN INDEPEND-

ENT RESEARCH LABORATORY. ANALYSES DURING THE

MOST RECENT TEST PERIOD PRIOR TO THE MANUFAC-
TURE OF THE CIGARETTES IN THIS PACKAGE AVERAGED:

“TAR”* 2.7 MG per cigarette

NICOTINE 0.3 MG PER cigarette

•SMOKE COMPONENTS COMMONLY
BUT INACCURATELY CALLED “TAR".



This is the Renault R-8. It hns^^^^m^^everything above—and more.

Now that you’re a Renault expert,destroy this ad. Then go straight to your Renault dealer. Be the first on your block

to test-drive it. You’ll probably be the first on your block to buy it.

Don’t let a soul see it.

Be the first Renault R-8
expert on your block!

I
This is a pushbutton

• panel. It means that

the 230 times a day

you’d ordinarily shift,

you don’t. Renault

automatic transmission

does it for you. If you

like the feeling of

shifting for yourself,

even 230 times a day,

you can get the R-8 1100

with 4-speed synchronized

gearbox, too.

5
This is Pikes Peak. Going

• up it or down it, in the R-8

you’d think you’re on a

turnpike. We call it easy

handling. You'll call it fun.

3
This is Marvin Twill. He sells

• gas. All the Marvin Twills get a little

poorer from Renault. After all, you can’t

get rich pumping gas into a car that

gets up to 35 miles a gallon.

4
This is a bucket

• seat. Probably the

most comfortable

one ever made. Peoplt

say it feels like a sofa.

They’re wrong. It’s

more like an armchair.

RENAULT!
5

This is the Renault name.

• It’s been around 66 years.

8. For overseas sales information, contact one of our 500 dealers or write: Renault Overseas Sales Dept.,750 Third Ave., Mew York, N.Y. 10017.



HARP

If it’s just something cold and wet you want, drink water.

Horp is too good to waste on a thirst. Too full of flavor. Too full ioy the beer with a twinkle in its taste, the beer that or.ly Ireland

of taste and overtones of taste that linger deep in tire throat could have biewed. Drink Harp to please the palate, to savor the

long after Harp's first golden bubbles burst. Drink if slowly, En- flavor, sipping, not gulping, let lesser beverages slake the thirst.



intriguing...

new Sun up ny Gillette

O
More than 20 rare and costly essences from all over the

world give Sun Up After Shave its inviting fragrance.

Cananga from Java...Vetivert from Haiti... Patchouly from

Sumatra... Gillette blends the romance of the seven seas

in Sun Up. Just a splash does a lot for a man. says a lot about him,

too. After shaving—or anytime at all—Sun Up is wonderfully cool and

refreshing. Its lingering fragrance is cleanly male and definitely in-

triguing. In two sizes: 4 oz.. 79£; 6 oz.. $1 plus tax.

from the people who know men best . . . Gillette

SHOPWALK
Knit blazars and westarn-styla hats pro-

duce a new look for the sports-car buffs

A ihc Sebring, Fla. 12-hour endurance

race this spring, knowledgeable specta-

tors, as well as some of the drivers, wore

wide-brimmed Stetsons and club blazers,

usually witha Le Mans souvenir 24 silk-print

tic or pocket handkerchief.

Now while the idea of a blazer is not ex-

actly new . a blazer wardrobe is. Blazers, of

course, abound in all sorts of colors and fab-

rics, but the newest ones make the most

sense for the sports-car crowd. These arc

knit of a nonbagging worsted jersey, a fab-

ric with plenty of innate flexibility. The knit

blazer should provide a car buff with com-

fortable style for turning and twisting bc-

MIKE PARKES WEARS NAVY-BLUE BLAZER

hind the wheel of a sportscar. Stanley Black-

er of Philadelphia makes the jersey blazers

(S60) in 1 1 different solid colors.

As usual, the drivers themselves wore the

most functional garb at .Sebring— the high-

collared racing coveralls that are doled out

to the teams by Pirelli or Dunlop, the for-

eign tire companies. Mike Parkes, the driv-

er (above) who shared time at the wheel of

the winning Ferrari with Umberto Maglioli,

managed to set the sartorial style as well as

win the race. Parkes wore a double-breasted

blazer as a w armup jacket over his Dunlops.

Everyone in the business is making some

sort of L.B.J. model, but the best western hats

at Sebring were the wide-brimmed (3-inch)

Stetson panamas. Stetson has a full assort-

ment of western hats in straws (S9 up) and

felts (SI4 up) to suit anyone’s money belt,

making them in diclfrcnt shapes for people

with less than 1 0-gallon-sized egos. Their

I..B.J. model (SI4), the type favored by the

President, has a 2%-inch brim.

Those racing status symbols, the Lc Mans
silks, are not available in this country. The

thing to do is to buy them at Le Mans in

June. Hermes of Paris, the harness shop,

probably will sell them at its booth there.

—Paul Stewart



World's most expensive hammer

A Bell & Howell AUTOLOAD^1 movie camera
makes a dandy hammer. (Our nail-banging

was to show the sturdiness of our electric-eye

system. It also makes a nice point about our

camera bodies, doesn't it?) If your idea of a

status symbol is close to one hundred and
fifty dollars worth of hammer, though, make
sure it's a Bell & Howell. Actually, we didn't

plan on making a hammer. But when Bell &
Howell makes something, we make it strong.

In case you're interested in taking movies,

we'd like to point out the handy one-

handed-zooming affair. Right there under

the lens, see? You tuck your index finger in

there and zoom smooth as you please. And
the electric eye and reflex viewing. And the

folding, built-in pistol grip. Naturally, you

load this camera with a cartridge. There

now. If you have any further questions, ask

your Bell & Howell dealer. Nice fellow.

Bell & Howell



Promise her anything but give her Arpege

LANVIN
ALL LANVIN PERFUMES ARE IMPORTED FROM FRANCE ARPEGE FROM $7 50. . ku. ...



BOTTLED IN SCOTLAND. BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY. 86.8 PROOF. IMPORTED BY CANAOA DRY CORPORATION. NEW YORK. NEW YORK

HIGHEST

SIDNEY. 1880

SARIS
;

188

S
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Since there are 208 different

Scotches...how can you be sure

this is the world’s smoothest?

Smoothness is difficult to define, since every-

one has his own idea of just what it is.

Some say smoothness is lightness.

Others say it’s a "round” taste: the blend-

ing of a number of mature Scotch whiskies

to produce a well-rounded body and flavor.

Whatever the definition, this much is

known: people want smoothness most of all

in the Scotch they drink.

And more people enjoy Johnnie Walker

Red than any other Scotch.

It is so very smooth, so very satisfying,

that it 'is the largest-selling Scotch whisky

in the entire world.

Johnnie Walker Red— just smooth, very smooth



What's behind all the FUN?
Do you feel a restless craving for adven-
ture? An urge to range far and free?

If your answer is yes, our answer is the

Starflite 90-S.

We built it for you.

The 90 hp 90-S is a compact V-4 motor.
Perfectly balanced. Each cylinder is pre-

cisely fed with its own manifold ... its own
sealed crankcase chamber. A new concept
perfected in speed run tests.

(An Evinrude V-4 holds the world’s out-

board speed record — 122.9 mph.)

Result: The Starflite 90-S develops more
power on less gas than any outboard has
ever developed before. It accelerates quick-

er. Runs faster. And is noticeably smoother.

And quieter.

The 90-S was built to give you a lot of fun
— for a long time. To prove it, we give you

a 2-year warranty*

Skiers get all the instant GO and sizzling

speed they can use. It has the muscle to

hustle big cruisers. The dependability off-

shore fishermen want. The trolling smooth-
ness to go at a lazy pace hour after hour.

Beginners and seasoned skippers like the

handlinq ease of its push-button electric

shift.

You can let your finger do the docking.
Right now, let your finger do the looking in

the Yellow Pages (under Outboard Motors)
for your Evinrude dealer. Catalog free.

Write Evinrude Motors, 4247 N. 27th St.,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216.

’For 24 months after purchase, Evinrude Motors will

replace without cost to original purchaser any part

of its manufacture which upon inspection proves to

have failed in normal use due to faulty material or

workmanship.
EVINRUDE

FIRST IN OUTBOARDS
DIVISION OF OUTBOARD MARINE CORPORATION



Betsy Rawls. Mickey Wright and Patty Berg, members of the Wilson Advisory Statf.

How three great tournament champions help lady golfers score better

B
etsy Rawls, Mickey Wright and Patty

Berg use their tournament experience

to develop new Wilson club ideas that help

today's lady golfers get more distance, more

accuracy, and lower scores.

These great champions consult with

Wilson's skilled club designers to insure

that Wilson clubs are perfectly balanced,

weighted, and styled for the ladies' game.

Only Wilson offers ladies’ golf clubs

autographed by these three great cham-

pions. Only Wilson oilers a wide range of

ladies' clubs in matched sets to suit every

budget, available wherever fine golf clubs

are sold. Wilson Sporting Goods Co.. Chi-

cago. (A subsidiary of Wilson & Co., Inc.)

PLAY TO WIN WITH ^ ijw

U)ito<m("8)
t.mMwvn ny 'umt

Patty Berg Staff Betsy Rawls Country Club Mickey Wright Champ



What you don’t know about

“Full Service” Banks

could be costing you money

Recently, a team of researchers

knocked on 1700 doors to ask people

what they knew about banks. "Full

Service" banks, to be exact. Although

a large majority of the people in this

country use "Full Service" banks,

only a small percentage realize the

many advantages of "Full Service"

banking. The survey turned up many
surprising responses.

For example. 43'/? of the people

interviewed did not understand that

"Full Service" banks are the only

places legally able to offer checking
|

accounts. 25'? of the people who had

checking accounts hadn’t associated

the name "Full Service” with their

own bank. And nearly 50' ? did not

think first of a "Full Service" bank

when they wanted a home loan, auto

loan, business loan, personal loan or

any of the other kinds of loans.

In short, many people don’t realize

that today's "Full Service” banks

delight in making all kinds of loans—

not to mention offering savings ac-

counts and checking accounts and a

host of other important services.

Money-wise families borrow

from their "Full Service” bank

The people who understand the advan-

tages of giving a "Full Service" bank

all their business arc generally the

ones who arc making the most of their

money. They’ve established a good

relationship over the years by keeping

their checking account and their

savings account under one roof.

When they needed extra money,

they've taken advantage of their "Full

Service" bank's quick, low-cost loans

instead of dipping into their savings.

(On a $2000 loan, tor example,

they’ve found they can save as much
as SI 00 in interest charges.)

In short, they've made a "Full

Service" bank their financial head-

quarters. Maybe they've even made
one of the bankers their "financial

partner." These knowledgeable peo-

ple are first in line to save on loans,

icquest ci edit information for business

moves or major investments, even uti-

lize their banker's professional advice

on how to become financially inde-

pendent some day.

Get your family established

with a "Full Service” hank today

Before some researcher (or the wolf)

knocks on your door, take a few min-

utes and look into the advantages of

getting loeked-in with a "Full Service”

bank. Know ing the best w ay to use all

the services of a "Full Service" bank

could save you important money.

Your Full Service

Commercial Bank



She’s a swinger.

She’s longer, lower, wider, faster...

she simply outclasses everything

priced near her.

Try her.

You’re doing 50 in 12 swift seconds.

Top speed is well over 90.

Rack-and-pinion steering and

the tightest turning circle (24 ft.)

let the Spitfire outmaneuver

any other car.

You won't find another sports car

with roll-up windows, disc brakes

and 4-wheel independent suspension

for anything near $2199.

If you dig swingers,

ride with the winner...

Triumph Spitfire!
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BRINKLEY vs. THE BRONTOSAURUS
“Promoters of dubious enterprises often

defend them by saying their history is

long,” began David Brinkley's Journal

Special on boxing released by NBC-TV
this week. The documentary continued:

"Many think boxing is an ugly bronto-

saurus that has somehow survived be-

yond its time.”

One of the many is David Brinkley,

though he did admit that boxing is one

way out of the slums and “into a purple

Cadillac.” But that was just a feint. “The
same is true of purse-snatching or push-

ing marijuana.” Brinkley added.

He landed a lot of punches around the

belt. Referring to “the spectacle ofa long-

time criminal being defeated by a Black

Muslim," he defined the opponents as

Sonny Liston, “the only fighter we know
of who's been arrested more times than

he’s fought,” and Cassius Clay, "world

champion in two divisions—heavy-

weight, and loudmouth." Liston got it

again when Brinkley quoted George

Katz, Sonny’s old manager, as saying:

"Liston has a lot of good qualities. It’s

his bad qualities that are not so good.”

The arguments against prizefighting

are old, though they seldom have been

presented so entertainingly. Its imminent

death has been predicted often, but it

survives, and by no means because tele-

vision for so long and so profitably

drenched the nation’s screens with the

blood NBC now deplores. TV came

closer to killing boxing than any other

force that ever opposed it. But men do

like to contend against each other with

their fists, for fun as well as for money.

Like many other disciplines (including

TV commentary), boxing has an element

of risk. That risk is less than most people

think. Boxing will continue.

ICI ON PARLE FRANCAIS

French, the language ofdiplomats, cour-

tesans and cooks, has been invaded over

the years by sporting terminology, much
of it derived from English, and all of it

resented deeply by Professor Rene Eti-

embleand the Academic Fran^aisc. “My
language, the blood of my spirit, is being

destroyed,” says Eliemble with a sob.

So, with the assistance of the French

Sportswritcrs’ Union, he has begun a

campaign to de-Anglicize French in all

aspects, including the sporting. Hereaft-

er sober yachtsmen are to become gay

plaisanciers, and blue jeans will be dig-

nified as pantalon de treillis bleu. Foot-

ball must be le ballon rond if it is soccer,

or ballon ovale if it is Rugby.

We must doubt that Etiemblc will be

successful. In the speed and excitement of

playing or reporting a game, few will

have the patience to enunciate le ballon

rond. Other languages gladly accept the

currency of modern lingo. In English we
have taken from the French such words

as epee, en garde, touche, lacrosse. Ten-

nis' “love” is, by tradition, attributed to

the French I'oeuf. Literature can be sub-

jected to academic censure, perhaps, but

the language of sport is common par-

lance. It is for people, not pedants.

RAVE

The Italian film The Grand Olympics,

once more available to theaters around

the country, would have been here three

years ago if it had not been for a dif-

ference of opinion about its worth. The
filmmakers held that it was wonderful,

and so demanded a high fee for dis-

tribution rights. The American distribu-

tors held that it was a sports movie

and who goes to sports movies? They
would not meet the price. The film went

back to Europe.

Well, here it is again, and this time

you may have a chance to see it. You
should, because it puts you in the middle

of Rome during the 1960 Olympics,

where you will sec Herb Elliott win-

ning the best race a man ever ran. and

run the marathon with Abebe Bikila

against a background of the Colosseum

and the Arch of Constantine and the

Appian Way. The editing has re-created

to perfection the pace and excitement

and holiday atmosphere of the Olym-

pics. It is in color, of course, with a

superb musical background.

The only thing wrong with the film

is the narration, which is often fatuous,

misleading and full of errors. But that

is a minor cavil. The movie is great.

STRIP OLLAMALIZTLI

When stout Cortez conquered the Aztec

empire in 1 519 he found Montezuma and

hissubjects playing a game the Spaniards

did not think worthy of taking back to

Europe. Today it barely survives in a

much degenerated form in a few towns

in western Mexico.

The game was called ollamaliztli, and

archeologists from the University of Cal-

ifornia at Los Angeles have just un-

earthed in Itapaluca Viejo, a small town

in the Valley of Mexico, an ancient and

elaborate arena where it was played cen-

turiesago.Containingelementsof basket-

ball, soccer and handball (though hands

or feet could not be used ), it was played

on a large, l-shaped masonry court. Play-

ers flailed away with hips, knees and el-

bows at a solid rubber ball the size of

a modern volleyball. The object was to

drive it through any of a series of stone

rings projecting vertically from the wall

on the enemy’s side of the court. Though

the athletes were permitted to wear

leather pads on hips, knees and elbows,

the action must have been bloody, if

not murderous.

Goals seem to have been scored infre-

quently. A good thing, too. because the

player who succeeded in putting the ball

through a stone ring was there and then

entitled to all the clothing of the specta-

tors behind the ring.

FUN FOR RENT

The car-rental business has now got

around to the sports car. Hertz has or-

ganized its own Sports Car Club, the

members of which may display a gold-

coiilinued
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You can telephone all over the world
Today, you can reach 177 countries or areas

of the world by telephone. It’s the quick, con-

venient, personal way to keep in touch.

The rate for the first overseas call-from New

York to London in 1927-was $75. Today the cost

is low. For $12, plus tax, you can telephone almost

anywhere in the world.

Whenever you want to keep in touch with any-

one-telephone. It’s the next best thing to being

there.

Keep in touch by Long Distance BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



Be a darned clever husband!

Give her the gift of lovelier hands...

New Hamilton Beach Manicurist
For Mother’s Day, or any gift occasion, you can win

awards for thoughtfulness and originality. The
Hamilton Beach Manicurist will give her professional

results right at home. Yourown sense of quality will be

impressed by the quietly efficient way the Manicurist

operates, by the gleaming, jewel-like precision of the

Portable Mixers Blenders Hair Dryers AccuSpray Iron

emery disc, buffer, nail brush, callus eraser and

cuticle lifter that come with it. There's a full width

nail dryer, too. And everything stores right in the

case. Choice of Grecian gold, Island blue or Petal pink.

The Hamilton Beach Manicurist—an inspired gift.

At your favorite appliance or department stores.

HAMILTON
BEACH©



Code-a-phone minds the

phone while you’re away
pode a phone will answer, record and

store phone calls automatically
day or night whenever your phone is

untended. It will take orders, make
appointments, give information or per-
form a hundred other telephone com-
munication tasks of value to your
business. Code-a-phone is the com-
pact. si mple-to-operate instrument
that answers calls in a true natural
voice. Code a-phones are now avail-

able from your telephone company on
a small monthly service basis.

If you want to know how Code-a-
phone can work for you, call your tele-

phone company Business Office for
complete information.

CmLa-a-fihoruL
AUTOMATIC ANSWERING SERVICE

/
CODE-A-PHONE ELECTRONICS. INC.

Portland 25. Oregon

V

Discover the brave
new world of Ale.

Try Red Cap.
Taste tor yourself how Red Cap Ale goes a

step beyond even the smoothest beer. It's

extra bold and hearty because more hops,
more malt and longer aging go into every

chop. Such a brew Is Red Cap Aie. Try it.

Brewed here in the U S. A. by Carling Brew-
ing Company. Cleveland, Ohio, brewers of

Black Labe! Beer.
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embossed credit card. Admission to the

club is not too easy. Members have to

pass a road test, because many appli-

cants who learned to drive since auto-

matic transmissions came in have trou-

ble with the stick shift and clutch, and

others arc unfamiliar with four-speed

shifts.

The sports cars are priced for rental

on much the same basis as ordinary

automobiles. The original cost of the car

determines the rental. Thus, a Jaguar

XK-tl costs SI 7 a day and 17c a mile,

same as a Cadillac. The Corvette goes

for SI4 and 14c, like the Thundcrbird.

Volvos and TR-4s arc also available,

and some Mustangs are on order.

STICKY DIET

A low years ago the fisher, a voracious

little animal that closely resembles the

marten, appeared to be on its way to

extinction in Maine. Antitrapping laws

were passed and now the fisher has be-

gun to pop up in ail parts of the stale.

He has become an export item.

The average porcupine can destroy

5.000 board feet of lumber in its lifetime.

But one fisher can destroy 500 porcu-

pines. Nova Scotia, which has lots of

lumber and lots of porcupines, has there-

fore just imported 20 Maine fishers.

Over the past four years some 70 fishers

have been shipped to Vermont for the

same reason.

The fisher's ability to eat porcupines

is something of a mystery. Naturalists

think the fisher bewilders the porcupine

with rapid movements, then flips him

over on his back and slashes the unpro-

tected belly. Kenneth W. Hodgdon.

chief of Maine's game research and

management, has found fishers w ith their

intestines lull of quills, quite unharmed
by the diet. f urthermore, quills stuck in

a fisher’s hide do not cause festering as

they do in other animals. There is an

old wives' tale that the fisher's fat dis-

solves the quills. Naturalists sneer at

this but so far have not produced an

alternative explanation.

THE .400 CLUB

Anyone who believes that Willie Mays
will maintain his current pace against

National League pitchers is invited to

inspect this bridge we have for sale, a

magnificent structure running between

Manhattan and Brooklyn On the other

hand. W illie just might hit .400 this year

for the first time since Ted Williams did

continued
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BLACKWATCH
The Man’s Fragrance

shave lotion '2", cologne '3nmu

By PRINCE MATCHABELLI

THEY'RE NEW!
Black Watch Instant Foam Shave

Black Watch Pre-Electric Skin Conditioner



ARMSTRONG
THE SAFE TIRE

ANNOUNCES

NEW PREMIUM

CORONET
Grips the road to save your life with
these 3 remarkable safety features

Safe because

NEW SAFETY OUTER RIBS

give you an extra rib to grip the

road in high sjx'ed turns, This
extra Armstrong rib works like

a stabilizer to help prevent dan-
gerous side-skids. Daredevil Eu-
ropean racing drivers rely on
these ribs to save their lives.

Safe because

NEW SAFETY SIPING

provides you with greater trac-

tion than ordinary tires — under
all driving conditions. This ex-

clusive new Armstrong tread
design is molded 30% deeper to

grip 30% longer . . . give you
safer driving mile after mile.

Safe because

PATENTED SAFETY DISCS

keep tread ribs open, always

ready to grip the road to save

your life — no matter how hard
you brake. Get Armstrong -
The Safe Tire. It costs no more.
See vmir Armstrong dealer,
listed in the Yellow Pages.

The Armstrong Rubber Company, West Haven, Conn. • Natchez, Miss. • Des Moines, Iowa • Hanford, Calif.
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still yours to enjoy in the fabulous

edaroma

To the connoisseur whose taste is attuned to the superb flavor

and delicate aroma of fine Cuban leaf, the Gold Label Cedaroma
conjures up fragrant memories of the 1 Iavana of bygone days.

Slender, elegant and magnificently mild, the cedar-jacketed

Cedaroma brings you seven streamlined inches of solid smoking
enjoyment. At all fine tobacconists. Or write: Gradiaz Artnis,

Factory No. 1 ,
Tampa, Fla./ world leader in luxury cigars

it in 1941 with a .406. One who thinks

he might is Ted Williams, now dedicated

to fishing and philosophy. Williams also

mentions Mickey Mantle. Hank Aaron,

Vada Pinson and Carl Yastrzemski—all

of whom, he feels, have the qualities

essential for a .400 hitter.

The qualities'? In order, he lists them

as opportunity, desire and ability, with

the latter a distant third.

“The opportunity has to be there,”

he once said. “You never see a great

hockey player from Alabama, and you

don't sec great hitters front Quebec."

As for “desire." Williams secs little

sign of it in today's players.

“Maybe they have too much to do be-

sides play baseball," he speculated.

“When I was young I was the first one

into a clubhouse before a game and the

last one out afterward."

All of which sounds like an ancient

bewailing the ways of youth, but it

brings us around again to Willie Mays,

a fellow impassioned with hunger. He
has the opportunity, certainly, and the

desire, for sure, and who would doubt

his ability?

MOUNTAIN COMES TO MUHAMMAD ALI

There is a good chance that Muhammad
Ali will defend his title against Sonny

Liston in September. Only one difficulty

now intervenes. After Muhammad

—

then known as C'assius Clay—humiliated

Liston at Miami Reach, the World Box-

ing Association seemed briefly of a mind

to disbar both of them and finally set-

tled on loser Liston as the victim of its

cautious w rath. Sonny was taken off the

list of eligible challengers, for reasons

that have more to do with his inability

to gel along with cops than with his abil-

ity in the ring. That situation was appar-

ent before he lost the title, but it seems

not to have been so important until then.

Now the WBA is faced once more w ith

the dilemma of its inconsistencies. The

rematch seems about to be arranged. A
condition is that Liston he restored to

status as a contender. TheWBA nevcr has

dared refuse to sanction a big fight.

Assume that the fight were held with-

out WBA approval, a likely assumption.

Suppose that Liston won, which is not

wildly implausible. We would then have

an unrecognized contender beating the

champion in an unrecognized match.

If the WBA were to stick to its wood-

en guns all future champions and cham-

pionships to the final trumpet would



Why
Fortrel?
Ask Dan Gurney.

The championship driver

who demands performance

as well as style

from his suit.

He gets both with Fortrel,

the fiber that keeps his

‘Botany’ 500 suit looking

neat and freshly pressed.

On 6,500 r.p.m. days
at Indianapolis.
95° days with designers.

Dinner-and-speech days
after the big race.

Good reasons to look

for Fortrel in all

your clothing.

‘Botany’ 500 suit tailored by Daroff.

In Natural Gentleman, Classic and
Fashion Styling. In a crisp fabric

of Fortrel polyester and worsted wool.

A qomplete range of sizes and colors.

About $60. At fine stores everywhere.

CONTEMPORARY FIBERS

Fortrel® Is a trademark of Fiber Industries, Inc. Celanese®



the true old-style
Kentucky Bourbon
always smoother because it’s slow-distilled
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be unrecognized. By the WBA, that is.

But the WBA. bless it. is not quite that

stupid. WBA President Ed l.assman puts

it this way:

"If the public demands a Clay-Liston

tight we would probably sanction it. My
guess is that we would.”

Good guess.

THE PARTICIPANTS

A lopsided view of college sports holds

that most students get their exercise wav-

ing pennants in the stadium and running

from campus police after pantie raids.

Critics maintain that the only benefici-

aries of costly athletic plants and pro-

grams arc the varsity performers.

Not true, says the National Collegiate

Athletic Association, which counts more

than a million male students engaged in

59 different intramural sports, as against

1 43. 788 athletes engaged in 32 different

intercollegiate sports. The intramuralists

represents 85.7
'

", of the undergraduates

in 536 NCAA member institutions.

furthermore, says Ellis Mendelsohn

of the University of Louisville, the trend

is toward more intramural play.

"Intramurals and club activity arc

coming fast." asserts Mendelsohn, who
is an associate professor in the physical

education department. "There's a great

boom in the construction of facilities,

buildings and other things."

Most popular intramural sports: bas-

ketball. softball, touch football, volley -

ball and tennis, in that order.

THE CONSERVATIVE PROS

At age 65. when they retire from what-

ever professional football players turn

to after they can no longer play football.

National football League players who
have completed live years in the game
can look forward to a pension of at

least S487 a month.

But. says Pete Rozelle. league presi-

dent. "our investment program in the

slock market could make it as high as

5850 in the estimation of many financial

experts who say we are too conservative

in our expectation.”

THEY SAID IT

• Joseph A. W. Iglehart, chairman of the

board of the Baltimore Orioles, on the

suggestion ofABC TV President Thomas
W. Moore that sports change their tra-

ditional patterns to better suit TV: "In

the league he is in. there are only three

teams and he is in last place." end

AREN’T ALL TROPICALS
WITH DACRON THE SAME?
True, there are many suits with “Dacron'” and wool on the market today. After

all, the "Dacron" in all of them keeps creases sharp and helps keep wrinkling

to a minimum. How, then, does a man go about buying a suit of the finest blend

there is of these fibers? Quite simply, he goes directly for a Varsity-Town tropical

of "Dacron" polyester blended with wool that’s rarer than cashmere. So rare

that only 3 10 of 1% of Australian wool meets its standards of fineness. That’s

why this hot weather fashion is so incredibly light, so luxurious to the hand, so

rich to the eye, so wrinkle-defiant. So unlike any other suit!

Moy-D & F, Denver

Sokowitz, Houston

Henry's, Wichita

Lazarus, Columbus

L. S. Ayres, Indianapolii

Diamond's, Phoenix

Boyd's, St. Louis

Jerrcms, Chicago

White & Kirk. Amarillo

Tate-Brown, Charlotte

Womble's, Raleigh

Damschroder's, Toledo

THE H. A. SEINSHEIMER COMPANY, CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
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THEIR
HATS ARE

IN THE
RING

Four men whose backgrounds vary as

widely as their tastes in headgear have the

top contenders in this week's Kentucky

Derby; oddly enough, their competing

colts have similar styles on the racetrack.

by WHITNEY TOWER
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The smiling, confident gentleman on

the opposite page is wealthy San

Francisco Horse Owner George A. Pope

Jr., whose very fine Thoroughbred. Hill

Rise, probably will be the favorite in the

90th consecutive running of the Ken-

tucks Derby. George Pope knows that

in the previous 89 Derbies the favorite

has won 40 limes, considerably better

than the national average of winning

favorites in all U.S. races. Pope also goes

to his second Kentucky Derby as an

owner with the knowledge that favorites

still lose more often than not; two years

ago his Decidedly, a lukewarm third

choice, won the Derby while heavily

favored Ridan was third.

Chief challengers of George Pope’s

equanimity in Saturday's mint-scented

potpourri of nostalgia, bedlam and a

dash of Thoroughbred class (see rover),

are the three men at right. They are, from

the top, the owners of Northern Dancer,

The Scoundrel and Quadrangle. Any one

of these horses—or all three—could whip

Hill Rise; they are qualified and ready.

The Kentucky Derby, aside from its

hoopla, has a special niche in American

racing. Like the Masters in golf, it is the

spring's first meeting place for the top

competitors of their class over a cham-
pionship distance. Derby colts go a mile

and a quarter. Later, they too will be re-

tested in their own version of the U.S.

Open, the mile-and-a-half classic Bel-

mont Stakes. When colts like Hill Rise.

Northern Dancer and Quadrangle win

mile-and-an-eighth races in the winter

and early spring, it is no guarantee that

they will do the same at a mile and a

quarter on the first Saturday in May.

Often, on Derby Day. it turns out that

nine furlongs, the shorter distance, is

just right fora horse but that 10 furlongs

definitely is not. Conversely, the fast-

closing finisher at nine furlongs often

seems a tempting bet at 10 furlongs.

However, he may just keep right on be-

ing a fast-closing loser.

Many factors go into the preparation

of a Derby winner and, while a few

have simply been lucky, the year-in-year-

out Churchill Downs champion is the

product of exquisite timing by a trainer,

and a ride by a jockey who has the cold

patience to trust and follow his orders.

Abo\e all. naturally, the young horse

himself w ill have the breeding and cour-

age to sec the job through.

This year’s Derby, possibly more than

most, poses a challenge in racing tactics.

All four favorites like to run up front.

This is not to say they are pace-setters,

but they do prefer positions just behind

the early leader. For a time this did not

seem to be much of a problem, for it was

widely assumed that Roy Sturgis' Mr.

Brick would dash to the lead, as he usual-

ly does, and the others would race com-

fortably along close to him until the

turn for home. Then, at the quarter pole,

the race would begin among the charg-

ing quartet who would fight to the wire

while Mr. Brick graciously retired. But

last week Mr. Brick showed up for the

seven-furlong Stepping Stone without

blinkers for the first time, and with a new

jockey . He had been ridden most recent-

ly by Wally Blum, but in this year's fever-

ish round robin of Derby mount selec-

tions (SI. April 27) Mr. Brick suddenly

found himself under the firm hand of Mi-

lo Valenzuela. This is the same Milo who
rode Tim Tam to victory in 1958, and

who earlier in the week had been an-

nounced as the rider for California’s

Wil Rad. The reason for the removal of

Mr. Brick’s blinkers, as explained by

trainer Jimmy Picou. is that they may-

have been preventing him from seeing

his opposition moving up on him. The

reason for the switch to Milo Valenzuela

was quickly apparent when the race be-

gan. There was Mr. Brick under a tight

hold, nicely off the pace set by the long

shot Geology. Milo, of course, did put

him in front eventually and then held

him together in the stretch long enough

to beat The Scoundrel by a diminishing

half length. What this indicated, in the

general Derby picture, is that some other

sprinter, most likely Admiral's Heart or

Royal Shuck, w ill set the early pace. Mr.

Brick, who has a world of speed when he

wants to use it. will be back with the

favorites.

There is no question but that all the

favorites have pure speed in abundance.

For the first mile of Northern Dancer's

winning Blue Grass Stakes last week.

San Francisco Shipping Magnate George Pope (opposite), who owns favored Hill Rise, has

never worn a hat. E. P. Taylor (top). Canada's foremost racing man and Its beer and lumber

baron, owns Northern Dancer. Rex Ellsworth (center) /s a working rancher and owner of The

Scoundrel- Art Collector and Financier Paul Mellon of horsy Upperville. Va. owns Quadrangle.



DERBY continutd

however, this was hardly apparent. He
trailed along behind Royal Shuck in

hunt-meeting time of 25, 50' i, 1 : 1
4*

5

and 1 :382 a, with Bill Hartack riding

him. But the slow final time of 1:49*:.

wasextremclydeccptivc. Northern Danc-

er actually covered the last three-eighths

in 35 seconds flat and his last furlong in

IPs. The significance of this winning

race is that it showed Northern Dancer

can be rated off any kind of pace, from

extremely slow to lickety-split, like the

1 :09s s six-furlong pace set for him by

Mr. Brick in the Flamingo. He has speed

whenever he needs it. Trainer Horatio

Luro (see page 33) has a very fit horse

on his hands.

Hill Rise himself has not been idle

since coming to Kentucky after his vic-

tory in the Santa Anita Derby on Feb.

29. Before running in this week's one-

mile Derby Trial, he won his seventh

straight in a seven-furlong race at

Kccncland. Somewhere along the line,

however. Hill Rise has acquired a case

of nerves, and perhaps because of it he

kicked out in his stall and bruised his

left hind hock. That is now all cleared

up, and last week he worked a mile in

1:38'& before a beaming George Pope

and Trainer Bill Finnegan.

Paul Mellon's Quadrangle, who will

go in the Derby with no other race since

winning the Wood Memorial, does not

get Hartack to ride him after all. With

Hartack firmly set on Northern Dancer

and Braulio Baeza's status indefinite

pending legal troubles over his contract

with Owner Fred Hooper, Trainer Elli-

ott Burch has given the mount on Quad-
rangle to Bobby Usscry. “Hartack suit-

ed this colt perfectly," said Burch, “but

of the other available riders, Ussery is

very strong and rides a lot like him.

Usscry is at his best on a horse that

likes to lay close to the pace.”

While he is not doing as much talking

as he was obliged to when he brought

Swaps to Louisville in 1955 and Candy

Spots last year. Mesh Tenney has never

been more serious than he is about

training The Scoundrel for this Derby. A
year ago he was criticized by those who
thought Candy Spots came to the big

race somewhat “short" after a long lay-

off from racing. Tenney passed up the

Stepping Stone and with it. his critics

said, all his Derby chances. “I didn't

want to pass it up,” Tenney explained

recently, “but Candy Spots was a more

nervous horse than many people sus-

pected. He needed to get used to crowds.

That race was on opening day here, and

I think if I had taken him to a strange

and noisy paddock that day he would

have been absolutely terrified. I still

think I had about an equal chance to

win."

The Scoundrel, although fit, very

much needs the experience of racing.

In the Florida Derby he had trouble

changing his leads. This did not bother

him as he finished second to Mr. Brick

in the Stepping Stone: what most im-

pressed observers was the way he made

up a length and a half from the eighth

pole to the wire and finished very strong-

ly. "Naturally I don't feel as confident

with this horse as 1 did with Candy
Spots," said Tenney, "because this colt

has yet to prove he has that kind of

ability. But we wouldn't be here if we

didn’t think he had a good deal of

ability anyway."

It is still difficult to say just who will

start this Saturday. Mr. Brick bore out

in the stretch in the Stepping Stone,

which could mean something is bother-

ing him. Mr. Moonlight, winner of the

Gotham, had a touch of the virus that

briefly set him back in training. Ishkoo-

dah was a stretch-running disappoint-

ment in Florida, and Wil Rad does not

appear to have the stamina for a mile and

a quarter. But Roman Brother, who ran

so well last fall, could be a surprise if

he continues the improvement shown in

the Wood Memorial, where he finished

third. He is as little, however, as Hill

Rise is big. And he is also a come-from-

behinder. In a big Derby field, the late

runner must rely on lucky breaks to get

through without losing yards of ground

in circling the tiring horses in front of

him. One advantage a little horse some-

times has in a crowded field is that he

may be more shifty on his feet and

therefore less apt to be thrown seriously

off-stride if he is knocked about. Ken-

tucky Jug may have earned a trip to

Louisville with a good showing last

week at Laurel, though he finished sec-

ond. There are also the usual offbeat

hopefuls. A Canadian colt named Grand

Garcon (trained by a relative of Ger-

many's World War I ace, Baron Manfred

von Richthofen) has been entered on

the basis of a victory over Northern

Dancer a year ago. Another on the

grounds is Admiral's Heart who, bless

his heart, is still a maiden. But then so

was Sir Barton in 1919, and all he did

was become the first Triple Crown win-

ner. Finally there are Dandy K., Extra

Swell, Clem Pac, Floral Shop. He's A
Gem and Prince Davellc, but by entry

time two days before the race some of

these and others may have been fright-

ened off by the Big Four.

But which will be the Big One? In an

open race, my vote goes to Northern

Dancer.

DERBY HORSES ON

THE ROAD TO

CHURCHILL DOWNS

Tls the colts began their campaigns soon after the first of

the year, our color cameras followed them, to record the

significant races of those who later became Derby favor-

ites. At the top of the opposite page Hill Rise (7) moves

up to overtake Wil Rad (4) and Real Good Deal and

win at Santa Anita on February 12. Below, Quadrangle

(center) loses his first start by a head to Ky. Pioneer on

February 19 at Hialeah. For other key races, turn page.
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With Willie Shoemaker up. Northern

Dancer (top. opposite page) won his

first race of 1964 at Hialeah by seven

lengths. Then, with an old quarter

crack healed, he won the Flamingo.

Homan Brother (above left) came

from way off the pace to nail Mr

Brick (alongside) by a head in the

Everglades, but this Florida-bred was

disappointing in his next two races.

Hill Rise ran away with the Santa

Anita Derby by six lengths (left).

Trailing him at the wire were Knight-

ly Manner (6). WU Rad (2). Real

Good Deal (a). The Scoundrel (3).





THE DERBY continued

Pressed hard for the only time in four successive races.

Northern Dancer still beat The Scoundrel by a length in

the Florida Derby (opposite). Ridden by Willie Shoemaker

here, he will have another jockey in Kentucky. His training

has been a model for the preparation of a classic colt,

and the man responsible is the colorful Argentine at right

THE CONTINENTAL
TOUCH OF

SENOR HORATIO LURO
by ALFRED WRIGHT

The man who trains Northern Danc-

er, Senor Horatio Luro, cuts a

splendid figure around the track. Well

over 6 feet tall, he dresses in the tweedy

elegance of European aristocracy, often

with the added lillip of shirts in dazzling

pink or yellow. When he supervises the

daily preparation of a dozen or more
Thoroughbreds at early morning work-

outs, Senor stands out like Adolphe

Menjou at a soup kitchen. Each time

a set of his horses arrives on the track,

there rides Senor aboard his stable pony,

his hawklike face peering impassively

from beneath a rakish cloth cap, a flaw-

lessly cut hacking jacket on his back and

a pair of gabardine slacks over his well-

boned English boots. It might be Chan-

tilly or Newmarket, were it not for the

prosaic American types who are clutter-

ing up the background.

During the afternoon racing, the rich

and famous welcome Senor to their box

seats, basking in the charm of his Con-

tinental manners and hoping, perhaps,

for a tidbit of profitable information.

When Senor doffs his hat to the ladies,

one secs that the hair has thinned to

a few brown strands. Otherwise the

strenuous 63 years he has lived have left

hardly a trace on this handsome man.

Around the paddock and the saddling

enclosure, the doubt-torn public is on

equally easy terms with him, calling to

him by name and now and then grasp-

ing his sleeve w ith soiled hands and rasp-

ing into his ear, "Hey, Senor. anything

to tell me?" Though Senor rarely re-

wards anyone with more than a sly and

conspiratorial smile or a little small talk,

no one seems to go away disappointed.

There is ample precedent for Luro to

w in a big one like the Kentucky Derby.

Two years ago he won the race with

Decidedly, an outsider that came from

George Pope's El Peco Ranch in the San

Joaquin Valley of California. In the 27

years since Luro arrived in this country

from his native Argentina riding a

shoestring, his horses have won a dozen

stakes in the SI 00.000 category, as well

as many of the classics, among them the

Jockey Club Gold Cup. the Coaching

Club American Oaks and the Whitney

Stakes. Luro's victories in run-of-the-

mill stakes and handicaps from the Arc-

tic Circle to the Mexican border are

uncountable.

Even so. Senor is a legendary charac-

ter among horsemen chiefly because of

Princequillo, a 2-year-old Irish plater

he claimed at Saratoga 22 years ago this

summer. Within a year Luro developed

this courageous little colt, who seldom

ran on more than 2Vi or three legs, into

the distance champion of the country,

and today, at the age of 24. Princequillo

is one of the leading sires in American

Thoroughbred history. Round Table,

his most famous offspring, is the leading

money w inner of all time.

In 1944 Princequillo broke down, and

soon after Luro did, too. Princequillo

was relegated to stud in Virginia, and

Luro went to the Mayo clinic. "The

war was over," Luro says, "and the help

situation was very bad around the tracks.

1 am very exhausted, and I think I quit

racing completely and go to live in Eu-

rope or something. But after I spend

some time at the clinic and take six

months’ vacation I feel so good I am
itching to get back to racing."

The career of Horatio Luro divides

itself Really into two phases—before

and after his postwar breakdown. When
he resumed his racing activities, he es-

tablished himself as one of the most

knowledgeable and respected Thorough-

bred horsemen, training for such dislin-
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THE DERBY continued

guishcd stables as Liz Tippett’s Llangol-

len Farm, E. P. Taylor’s Windfields

Farmand Pope’s El Peco Ranch. He was

married to the popular and pretty Mrs.

Frances Gardiner, daughter of a wealthy

Atlanta mining executive—his second

marriage—and he settled down to a con-

scientious and reasonably conservative

routine for a man who lives by racing.

But it was in the first phase of his life

that Luro developed his great knowledge

of horses and an undying reputation as

a lady-killer.

Horatio Luro was one of the nine chil-

dren (six sons) of Adolfo Luro, a wealthy

rancher who headed a large meat-pack-

ing company in Argentina. “I learn very

early in life,” Horatio says, “that my
grandfather, Pedro Luro, fought the In-

dians in the 1800s. They were always

fighting back and forth across the lands,

my grandfather and the Indians, and he

had a very fast horse, a buckskin called

El Moro. When things got hot and he

was on the run and had to save his skin,

he always took that horse. He left his

sons millions of acres.”

Senor is very proud of his forebears,

and he recalls with fondness the happy

and irresponsible days of his youth, w hen

his family had a great deal of money and

he lived the life of a nifio bieii, or play-

boy. The Luro brothers all went to

school in Buenos Aires, and during the

summer vacations they lived and worked

at Haras El Moro, rounding up the cattle

and schooling the horses. As Senor puts

it, “Girls, unfortunately, were one of my
weak spots.” When he was 18 he found

one that appealed to him so much he ran

away with her, and Father Adolfo Luro

had to call on the police to find the ro-

mantic couple.

The Luro white and gold racing colors

had for years been among the most cel-

ebrated in Argentina. Their most fa-

mous horse. Old Man, never lost a race

in his career and is still regarded as the

Argentine equivalent of Man o’ War. To
earn his filial allowance money, young

Horatio had to put in an appearance at

the Sunday race meetings, and soon, as

he says, "I got interested in racing with-

out knowing it.”

At that time, however, he still was

more interested in girls and next found

himself in love with a young lady who
was embarking on a voyage to Europe.

Horatio went to sec her off and decided,

on the spur of the moment, to go along

for the ride. A friend of about the same

measurements lent him some clothes

during the voyage, and Horatio became

engaged to the girl in mid-crossing. Aft-

er three or four jolly months in France,

the girl broke off the engagement “due

to my lack of consistency,” as Senor ex-

plains it. When his father thereupon

stopped his allowance, Horatio found

himself a job in Paris as a car salesman.

During the next few years Horatio

bounced back and forth between Europe

and Argentina, married an Argentine

widow with a couple of children, oper-

ated a Chrysler agency in Buenos Aires

with a rich playboy pal, who is known

on the international nightclub circuit as

Macoco, and worked for a time in the

Argentine embassy in The Netherlands.

The illness and financial difficulties of

his father during the Depression brought

Luro back to Argentina in 1933, and at

this point he took over active manage-

ment of the racing and the El Moro stud.

Times were bad in South America in

those days, and Luro found himself dis-

posing of most of the family's 40 or 50

yearlings each year in exchange for lOVJs

and other nonncgotiablc paper. Several

times the thought occurred to him that

he might do better peddling the horses

in the U.S., but his father told him he

was crazy. “You don't speak the lan-

guage. and you don’t know anything

about American racing," the elder Luro

protested.

Still, Luro couldn't get the idea of the

American Thoroughbred market out of

his mind. In 1937, shortly after his fa-

ther's death, Senor made his first visit

to the U.S.. landing in Miami. He met

John Gaver, Duval Headley and several

other well-known horsemen in a Miami

nightclub and went to the races with

them. What he saw on the Florida tracks

convinced him that his own horses and

the other Thoroughbred stock of his na-

tive land would do well in the U.S.

About six months later Luro received

a cal) from a man in Chile, who intro-

duced himself as A. E. Silver, an Ameri-

can trainer shopping for racehorses in

South America. Silver had only about

S3,000 to spend, but Luro found a cou-

ple of horses for him and arranged to

ship them north. He also persuaded Sil-

ver to let him accompany the horses and

bring along a couple more of his own.

The horses and Luro arrived that sum-

mer of 1937 in Chicago, where Silver’s

acquisitions won a few races. Then Luro

moved on to California. There, during

the fall season, Luro himself scored his

first victory, with a horse called Amor
Brujo, who won two of three starts. By
the end of the year he had disposed of

his stock and had a profit of something

like $40,000 or $50,000.

That money and more that followed

evaporated quickly. “I like the girls in

Hollywood,” Senor says without regret,

“and I spend a lot of my money there.

What is left I take back home and buy

some more horses and bring them back

for the next season. I liked this country.

I liked better to live here than in Argen-

tina, so I resigned from the El Moro
stud. And then every year I go back and

forth to Paris on my vacation, and it was

a very nice life. 1 have a lot of fun in

those days, but then came the war, and

I could not import any more horses.”

A friend who has known Senor since

his early days in the U.S. and ob-

served him in all his activities at close

range, has summed him up this way:

"He liked French champagne. Argentine

horses and American women." One of

the most popular stories about him at

that time is told by a reporter who called

him up one Sunday to ask him a ques-

tion about one of his horses. “Why you

bother me on Sunday?” Senor replied.

“Sunday is for lauveeng.”

On the other six days of the week,

however, Senor kept his mind closely

tuned to business. He particularly ad-

mired the technique of B.A. (Plain Ben)

Jones, the taciturn old Middle Western-

er who was beginning to have such enor-

mous success with the Calumet stable of

Warren Wright Jr., the baking powder

man. “His horses always looked very

good when he brought them to the

races,” Senor says. “He never hurried

them, and he never ran them unless they

were ready.”

Scnor's own training methods are a

synthesis of his long apprenticeship with

his father's horses in Argentina and his

careful observations of Americans like

Ben Jones. "Horatio has a good eye for

a horse,” says his former partner, Charlie

Whittingham. "He is a great judge of an

animal, especially its future, and he has

lots of patience. He is a slow trainer who
gives a horse plenty of time to get ready.

He doesn’t train fast, doesn’t move fast

himself and never is in a hurry to push

a horse.”

“1 hired him because he was born
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to horses and understood them.” says

George Pope, for whom Luro has won

a number of big races besides Dccided-

ly's Derby. For the past six seasons,

Senor has trained the eastern division of

Pope’s racing stable, while Bill Finnegan

has handled the California division. Fin-

negan, of course, brings Hill Rise to the

Derby as Northern Dancer’s chief com-

petitor.

The unhurried manner in which Senor

has developed Northern Dancer illus-

trates the patience he employs when he

has a truly fine horse. The colt was as-

signed to him as a 2-year-old by Taylor,

who has regularly sent one of the smaller

divisions of his enormous stable to Senor

since 1957. The Dancer, who gets his

name because his dam. Natalma. was a

Native Dancer mare, started his career

extremely well in Canada last August

and finished the season by w inning Can-

ada’s Coronation Futurity in October

and the Remsen Slakes at Aqueduct in

November, the former at 1 >/k miles and

the latter at a mile. Unfortunately, he

sustained a quarter crack on his left front

hoof while shipping in a van, and so

there has always been a threat that the

horse would break down momentarily.

Realizing that only the gamest coll

would run so well under such a handicap,

Senor racked his brain for some way to

get the colt ready for the Derby without

causing him serious injury. He discov-

ered that a blacksmith named William

Bane had invented an operation for vul-

canizing a split hoof and had performed

it successfully on Su Mac Lad. the great

harness horse. Early last December, short-

ly after the Dancer had won the Remsen.

Bane performed a seven-hour operation

on the colt in a stall at Belmont, with

Senor in nervous attendance. Then fol-

lowed the tedious and careful business

of getting the Dancer back in racing

condition without creating strains that

might break him down.

For his first winter start at Hialeah

last February, Northern Dancer was en-

tered in an unimportant six-furlong

sprint to test his progress. Bobby Us-

sery, the leading jockey of the meeting,

was riding him, and they were badly

bumped as they left the starting gate.

When the colt recovered, he was lengths

behind the leader, but Ussery rode eager-

ly after the field. Having caught most of

the horses in the turn toward home, Us-

sery was again badly bumped but con-

tinued to whip the colt in an effort to

win. He failed to do so, finishing third,

and Senor was furious. “It's a terrible

thing to beat a horse like that unneces-

sarily.” Senor said afterward. "We know
he can run, but we don’t want to hurt

him in some race that doesn't matter. 1

believe in being veiy patient with my
horses. I don’t want punishment—under

no circumstances. Unless I prescribe pun-

ishment. which is very seldom. 1 don’t

want the jockey to touch my horses w ith

the whip." Ussery was removed from

further rides aboard Northern Dancer

and was replaced by Bill Shoemaker in

the Flamingo and the Florida Derby.

Senor’s secret with horses, if there is

such a thing, is a kind of reverse on

the usual training methods. He tries to

adapt the environment to the horse. For

instance, he emphatically disagrees w ith

the prevalent theory among some train-

ers that any of the leading jockeys are

capable of getting identical results out

of a horse on a given day. To prove his

point he cites the case of Miss Grillo, an

ailing mare he bought in Argentina in

1946 for S25.000 and brought to the

U.S. for the Mill River Stable. Under

the gentle ministrations of Jockey Conn
McCreary, Miss Grillo won S250.000 be-

fore she was retired, hut without Mc-
Creary aboard she could do little. On one

occasion, w hen McCreary failed to show

up for a race in Maryland, Senor gave the

mount to Eddie Arcaro, who had been

begging fora chance to ride her. That day

Miss Grillo finished well back in the

ruck, and Senor believes it was because

she disliked Arcaro’s strong, aggressive

style. A few days later McCreary beat

roughly the same field with Miss Grillo.

Most of the stable hands and exercise

boys whom Senor employs around the

barn have been with him for years, and

he does his best to match their tempera-

ments with the particular horses to which

they are assigned. “When you get to

know a horse, you can always tell wheth-

er he is happy or not and how he is

feeling,” the Senor insists. "You can tell

by the way he is feeding and his disposi-

tion when he is working out and wheth-

er he likes the horse in the stall on this

side of him or that side of him. You
have to keep a horse happy or he won’t

run for you. Anyone can tell you if a

horse is not happy when he goes to the

track or finishes a race but you must be

careful to learn what makes him happy.

The same with a jockey. You must study

the horse to understand the kind of

jockey he will like. Northern Dancer. I

am convinced, will get along very well

with a boy who sits still on him.”

Although Senor appears to have a dis-

position as serene and sunny as the first

day of spring, he is not immune to the

stresses and strains of the racetrack. A
few years ago he was a party to one of

the noisiest feuds in modern racing when
he became involved in a lawsuit with Liz

Whitney Tippett. They still refuse to

speak to each other.

This year, as he moved north for the

spring and summer racing, Senor tried to

avoid some of the tensions of the past

by confining his stable to about 40 horses

consigned by a number of different ow n-

ers including, of course. Taylor. In pre-

vious years he had attempted to train

as many as 60 horses in three divisions,

employing assistant trainers to manage

each division and traveling to the dif-

ferent tracks in Canada and various

parts of the U.S. where the divisions were

racing at the moment. About his only

respite was his annual summer pilgrim-

age to Deauville, a trip that he insists is

necessary to protect his hay fever from

the pollen of Saratoga. Deauville, how-

ever, is scarcely an escape, for there he

looks over the racing stock that he and
Frances run in France, and he also tries

to find a few promising racing fillies at

the Deauville sides.

Although marriage and the years have

somewhat mellowed Senor, his racing

public still looks to him for the miracles

he provided in such fabulous seasons as

the 1947 Saratoga meeting, when he had

17 winners in 30 races, including nine

stakes. There arc still a number of peo-

ple like a Miami headwaiter named Pan-

cho who used to bet S20 on every horse

Senor trained, no matter what. It was

Pancho’s claim that with this system he

never finished a meeting a loser.

Senor regards such faithful fans with

amused tolerance, claiming that his only

magic is hard work and a ceaseless at-

tendance on the whims and eccentricities

of his horses. As proof he points to a

skin rash that covers his legs and arms,

the effect of a nervous disorder brought

on by Hie strain of his self-imposed rou-

tine. "1 ask the doctor how to cure it,”

Senor says, “and lie tell me there is only

one way. Get a million dollars and a

yacht and stop only at ports that make
you happy.” ind
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THEY CAME OUT IN

GALE FORCE
The winds blew on the first big outdoor track weekend of the season, but

one performer, massive Discus Thrower Al Oerter (left), caught a zephyr

to his liking and spun out a world record by JOHN UNDERWOOD

Alfred A. Oerter is like any other Long

Island noncommuter who has two

children, a good-paying job outside of

Manhattan, a healthy distrust of the

Long Island Expressway and a few thou-

sand pounds of lead available to him at

a little gym near the office. The lead is for

lifting, which increases his collar sizeand

fills out his shirts in a manner that would

set him apart on any commuter train

west of Levittown. Otherwise the only

distinguishing feature about noncom-

muter Oerter is that he can throw a

discus farther than any other man, com-

muting or dead.

Getting distance throwing the discus

is no more difficult than getting distance

throw ing a sausage pizza, once you get

the hang of it. Some discus throwers, of

course, never do and presumably go to

a wobbly grave. Oerter has been throw-

ing the discus all his adult life (he is 27)

and a good portion of his youth, or a

total of 12 years, and admirers of his

technique say that if he cannot throw it

to Connecticut on the fly he can certain-

ly skip it across Long Island Sound.

Oerter is content, however, to flash

around the world on his days off—week-

ends and vacations— setting records

with great sweeps of his arm.

Last weekend he was on vacation and

back at Mt. San Antonio College Sta-

dium in the scrubby San Jose Hills 40

minutes east of Los Angeles. The Mt.

San Antonio Relays, the Drake Relays

at Des Moines and the Penn Relays

at Philadelphia, all on the same busy

weekend, are the coming-out parties of

the outdoor track and field season. They

attract athletes of all ages and descrip-

tions—5,000 this year at Penn and close

to 3,000 at Mt. SAC—and though Olym-

pic prospects are in definite abundance,

so are the definite nonprospects. One
skinny steeplechaser at Mt. SAC enter-

tained the crowd by walking across the

hurdles and jumping with both feet into

the w-atcr hazard every time he brought

his weary wet self around.

Notwithstanding the confusion of

such carnival. Oerter a year ago threw

the discus 205 feet 5*/i inches, a world

record and far better than he had done

winning Olympic gold medals in 1956

and I960. Soon thereafter, however, he

suffered a slipped disc in his back and

competed only three times more in 1963.

Each time he threw, pain shot down his

left arm. He is right-handed but the left

leads away as the whip arm. "I began

to anticipate the pain," said Oerter. "It

became a mental block.”

Oerter is a big man, 6 feet 3 3 4, 257

pounds (“I would like to be taller, and
bigger, because there is still room in the

circle for me to put size to good use").

He has rugged good looks, a bull's-eye

dimple at the point of his chin and scars

he earned when he put his head through

a windshield five years ago. "I went

through clean." he said, "but I got sliced

up when my buddies pulled me out. My
buddies." He is a systems analyst at

Grumman Aircraft on Long Island and

is very much a believer in precise analy-

sis of his ow n problems.

Representing the New York Athletic

Club. Oerter showed up last Saturday at

Mt. SAC on a crisp, clear California

day wearing a blue ski jacket over a

turtleneck sweater over a T shirt over

an ultrasonic massage over a shot of

cortisone. No mental block on the mar-

ket today could live under that kind of

suffocation.

The chill wind was made to order for

discus throwers, gusting in at about 10
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Caribbean gingham: swinging new sport shirt from Arrow.

This is a good guy's gingham. (Note how it wins

over the girl in this last scene.
1

) These two were

made for each other. And they’ll stay true-blue be-

cause this subtle gingham pattern is woven. They’re

neatly tapered to approximate your individual

measure, correctly buttoned-down to give the col-

lar a soft, casual roll. (Arrow places the buttons

with dead-eye precision to get it that way. ) There’s

a button in the back and a label that reads "Sanfor-

ized." That means this cotton shirt will stay true

to its fit for life. Three other gay gingham colors.

His, $5. Be a hero. Buy her one, too. Miss Arrow, $4.

Wherever you go. ’ you look better in— ARROW-



THEY CAME OUT combined

mph and running diagonally to the line

of lire. In his practice throws, however,

Oerter could not get the lip of the disc

up enough, and his line drives dug in far

short of 200 feet. Then, on his first offi-

cial throw, with jacket, turtleneck and

T shirt still on, he whipped through per-

fectly
—“balance is so important, and

balance is where I have improved these

last few years*'—and the disc took off,

low at first, and then soaring up with

nary a wobble, peeling to the left to

complete the arc and thudding down
past the triangular colored flags that

rimmed the 200-foot throwing area. A
few more feet and it would have joined

a jumper in the high-jump pit.

As Oerter paced up and down, flip-

ping his retrieved disc nervously, the

long steel measuring tape was stretched

and the distance recorded: 206 feet

5Va inches, a world record.

Subsequent throws were unsatisfac-

tory. but on his last try of the day Oerter

did 206 feet 4 inches in a fashion that

nearly stunned him. He deliberately

came out of his spin in a squat to com-

pensate for having been leaning to the

left and pulling his throws
—

"and every-

body knows you’re not supposed to

squat. Maybe I'll have to look closer

into these wrong methods.”

Oerter long ago made up his mind that

happiness was a 200-foot discus throw.

Having passed his goal with such shat-

tering regularity, he now feels he could

stand the extravagance ofwinninga third

straight Olympic championship next fall.

He thinks it altogether possible that

someone will eventually throw the discus

220 feet, “but it probably will be a big-

i gcr, taller man than me.”

’ An ill wind, too

Whatever advantage the wind had for

Oerter and the discus throwers, it was

not unanimously loved by the winners

at Mt. SAC. New Zealand's Doreen Por-

ter, a long-long-legged girl in white short

shorts, ran 100 yards in 10.4 seconds and

220 yards in 23.9, and both would have

been American records had she not had

a six-to- 1 0-milc wind as escort. The same

was true for Darcl Newman of Fresno

State, who hopped off the starting blocks

as though he were out to beat the Grey-

hound Bus to San Francisco. He did 100

meters in 10. 1, which would have tied

the American record.

Otherwise the disappointments were

not windblown so much as they were

typical of what happens to arms and legs

and generators after a winter indoors.

Dallas Long, the world's best shotputtcr,

did 63 feet 10% inches, two feet under

his record and 2% inches behind Texas

A&M freshman Randy Matson's superb

winning toss at Des Moines, and came

to the amiable conclusion that, despite

how wonderful he felt. 1 ) the wind dis-

tracted him, 2) Mt. San Antonio has al-

ways been a tough bank for him to crack

and 3) at 262 pounds he was just too

much muscle—or too much something.

Olympic Broad Jumper Ralph Boston

won at 25 feet 1014 inches and mumbled

to himself, "You gotta get up in the air,

man. you gotta get up in the air."

But nobody looked quite so unready

for summer as C. K. Yang, the decath-

lon world record holder, whose country

is Nationalist China and whose school

is UCLA but whose training is lacking.

Yang is now out of undergraduate com-

petition and has been "taking it much
easier, building up more slow ly." he said

before the first day of the decathlon. "It

is better, because my legs do not hurt,”

he explained, gripping his thighs.

What hurt, eventually, were his eyes

—

at the sight of Russ Hodge, a self-trained

track man and Air Force regular from

New York, holding a big lead after five

events. Yang ultimately won out, but he

did not look good.

What did look good and made good

sense—but passed unnoticed in the rush

of 2,950 athletes, 106 officials. 12.000

fans and the usual general amazement

that such a meet can be put on at all

—

was Meet Director Hilmer Lodge's in-

stalling the international 10-meter rule

for the short-distance relay events. Inter-

national rules allow an additional hand-

off strip of 10 meters—a sort of early

warning line— for the man accepting the

hand-off. so that he may be going full

tilt when he takes the baton in the al-

lotted space. Fouls cost American teams

victories in Rome and Moscow under in-

ternational hand-off rules, and Lodge,

like the directors of the Penn Relays,

thought it would be wise to start edu-

cating.

Dramatically, the relay teams from

Grumbling (La.) College tied the world

record of 40 seconds in the 440—though
Australia has a 39.9 pending—and then

missed by .8 second at 1 :23.4 in the 880.

In spite of all the athletes' problems, it

was a good wind that bleu in the out-

door season, end

A quickandcharmingNew Zealander. Doreen

Porter, won both women's sprints at Mt. SAC.

An awesome freshman, Texas AdM’s Randy

Matson, seta shotput record at Des Moines.
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THE RUNNING GAME COMES BACK

In the first two weeks of the seai

crazy, using steals, the hit-and-run

Two weeks ago Willie Davis of the

Los Angeles Dodgers sprawled out

on the thick blue padding that covers

the dugout bench in Dodger Stadium

and talked about a subject close to his

heart—running. “I really love to spin my
wheels," said Willie. “I believe it's pos-

sible for me to steal between 50 and 60

bases this season. That’s about twice as

many as l ever stole in one season in my
life. Of course, l‘m not going to say that

I will steal that many, because too much
depends on the breaks, my health and

so on. But it would be possible. Real

possible."

Back in 1960. when Willie came to the

major leagues to play full time, he was
considered the fastest man ever to play

for the always fast Dodgers, the fastest

man in the National League, the fastest

man in baseball and one of the fastest

men alive. Today he is still extremely

fast and still the fastest Dodger, but he

is no longer the fastest in the National

League or even the fastest in Chavez
Ravine.

This season there are runners all over

the place in baseball, and many seem to

be as fast—or as quick—as Willie Davis

ever was. Chico Ruiz of the Cincinnati

Reds is now probably the fastest in his

league, and the whole Red team is now
as fast as the Dodgers— if not faster.

The overall speed title may belong to

Dick (Briefcase) Simpson of the Los An-

geles Angels. Briefcase, a center fielder,

plays the same position in the same ball

park as Willie Davis, which should make
for some fine comparative arguments be-

fore the season is finished.

"There is no doubt,” says Manager

Johnny Keane of the St. Louis Cardinals,

“that teams are running more this year

than in a long, long time, and they will

players in both leagues were scampering around the base paths like

and the bunt to win tight games

continue to run. I believe that the whole

idea of running was triggered by Maury
Wills and Willie Davis two years ago
when they stole 136 bases between them.

For too long people in baseball had for-

gotten about running. It has always been

one of the most important parts of the

game, but it became the most neglected.

Today many players do not even know
themselves how fast they can run and
90r ; can still improve their running. We
worked and worked this spring on our

running, on the hit-and-run, on picking

up the extra base. Baseball games are

tighter today than ever before, and get-

ting a little edge with speed has become

tremendously important.”

Just how important the little edge can

be is shown by the fact that the three

best teams in baseball last season—the
Dodgers, Cards and Yankees—played in

a total of 161 games that were decided

by one run.

Says Cicorge Strickland, who is acting

as manager of the Cleveland Indians un-

til Birdie Tebbetts recovers from a heart

attack, "The Dodgers made speed at-

tractive. That's their whole attack and

it is bound to have impressed everyone,

whether they admit it or not. The club

that is running is going to force other

clubs into mistakes. The stolen base de-

moralizes a defense."

Pedro Ramos, the Cleveland right-

hander, believes that the way the Dodg-

ers beat the Yankees in the World Scries

has convinced many managers in the

American League that speed is the an-

swer to Yankee power for them, too.

Ramos, who in 1962 grandiloquently

billed himself as the “fastest man in base-

ball" and got beaten by Briefcase Simp-

son in a 75-yard dash, has adopted a

slogan for his teammates this season:

by WILLIAM LEGGETT

“Go for Pedro.” And the first-place In-

dians arc really going.

Actually, many teams in the American

League are turning to speed— stealing,

bunting and using the hit-and-run more

than ever before. The World Series lesson

was not lost on the Yankees either. One
of the first things Yogi Berra did this

spring was tell his players that he intend-

ed to use more running, a definite de-

parture from the managing techniques

of Ralph Houk. In a game against the

Baltimore Orioles last week the Yankees

Push bunt by Linz was one of four Yankee
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flashed their speed and won a big ball

game with it. Mickey Mantle dragged a

bunt single, Roger Maris—yes, Roger

Maris—also dragged a bunt single and

went to second by tagging up on a fly

ball to center and Bobby Richardson

stretched a single to a double. Each

eventually scored in a 4-1 win.

“When you get men with speed think-

ing more about running, you open up the

game." says Manager Bill Rigney of the

Angels. “You worry the opposition to

death. This causes that infinitesimal

glance by fielders that often can result in

a misjudged fly ball or in a man being half

a step behind a ground ball.” Even the

Minnesota Twins, who usually rely on

extra-base hits, are working for runs this

way. Says Coach Floyd Baker, "We are

trying to force the defense into having at

least one player out of position on the

hit-and-run.”

While base stealing is up 55'
, in the

American League and triples have risen

another 45ri , the National League is not

far behind in these statistics. The Pitts-

burgh Pirates can attribute part of their

early-season success io the hit-and-run

—

and playing the New York Mets seven

times. “The Pirates were off and running

almost every time 1 looked up,” said

Catcher Dick Bertell of the Cubs the

other day. “The reason for it. I think, is

that the pitchers had so much success last

year that the hitters are out to bother

them this year.”

Third Baseman Ken Boyer of the St.

Louis Cardinals says, “There arc an aw-

ful lot of pitchers today who will never

give you a home run ball. So you have

to rattle them when you gel on base."

Early this season Boyer, who stole only

one base all last year, got on against Don
Drysdale of the Dodgers and look such

long leads that he drew five throws to

first. In addition to annoying a pitcher

and spoiling his concentration, this can

tire him. In the opening game of the sea-

son between the Giants and Braves. Hen-

ry Aaron kept waving his arms and

shouting so much at first base that he

forced Juan Marichal of the Giants into

balking home the tying run.

All of this, of course, makes for more

interesting baseball, both to play and to

watch. But if speed isn’t enough to bring

a rise in attendance this year, that old

standby, the home run. will. In the Na-

tional League at least we may be in for a

record season of slugging. Through the

first two weeks there have been 97 home
runs, almost a 50'’,' increase over 1962,

and no one reallyknowswhy. Fred Hutch-

inson of the Reds claims it has been

caused by better weather this year in

spring training. Says Hutch. "The hitters

got ofT to a better start. They wanted to

hit. In bad weather their hands get sore

and they say to hell with it." Bob Ken-

nedy of the Cubs maintains it is caused

by the prevailing winds in Wrigley Field,

where 22 have been hit. and Gene Mauch
of the Phillies says that the batters have

just adapted to the strike zone. Mauch

says those “prevailing" Chicago winds

prevail both ways and that his team lost

nine homers in one game there when the

winds prevailed in rather than out. "It

pertains to something besides hitting and

throwing the ball," says San Francisco

Manager Alvin Dark, mysteriously, and

refuses to explain. Since the Giants have

hit 16 homers and the Cubs 17, you

can take your choice. end

bunts-for-hits that helped in sweep of Baltimore. Pinch Runner Moore dashes for second as Orioles Siebern (4) and Miller scramble for ball.



EVERYONE
FOR

BACKGAMMON
by EDWIN SHRAKE

A crowd of socialites and their friends gather on

a resort island to play the game they love best

By the gold watch on the wrist of Prince Alexis Obolen-

sky it was 4:37 p.m., and a few stray members of the

Jet Set had gathered in the lobby of the Lucayan Beach

Hotel on Grand Bahama Island to watch the finals of the

First Annual International Backgammon Tournament.

Well, why not? King Simeon of Bulgaria had already gone

off someplace, the Duke and Duchess of Windsor had de-

cided to stay in Palm Beach, and there was no cocktail

party at the moment. Little Sparrow’s steel band had quit

playing out by the pool. Wind bent the palms and beat the

emerald sea and banged at the glass walls of the hotel.

Most of the pool crowd—by now, after three days on the

island, tons of roasted flesh—had dressed and padded

down the hall in velvet slippers to stand on the gold carpet

of the new gambling casino. But a dozen or more had

stopped in the lobby to see if Porter Ijams, a Wall Street

publisher, could beat Chicago Millionaire Charles Wacker

III (of the Wacker Drive family) for the Obolensky Cup,

a shining silver trophy, and—at least as important—nearly

$8,000 in Calcutta pool and entry fee money.
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Ijams had reached the finals earlier that afternoon by

what amounted to a smashing upset over Nicholas Sar-

gent (ne SegalotTi, a Rumanian who may be the best back-

gammon player in the world. The dice ran hot for Ijams,

a New York Racquet Club regular who had sold for S600

in the Calcutta pool but who had thought so little of his

own chances that he did not even buy a S25 pari-mutuel

ticket on himself. Wacker had moved steadily through his

five previous matches, never in danger of losing. Ijams

was the sentimental favorite among the younger players,

particularly after beating Sargent. But Wacker was the

betting favorite in the opinion of the tournament's un-

official bookmaker, a 5-foot-6, 267-pound crapshooter

named Jelly Wehby. w ho wore green pants and a green shirt

and described himself as looking like an avocado salad.

As the assorted barons, counts, princes. Palm Beach so-

cialites and Wall Street brokers gathered around the finals

table, Jelly Wehby laughed with a colossal heaving and

bellowing. "Backgammon is for idiots and rich people."

said Jelly. “I come here to play African golf. But I can tell

you two things about backgammon— it’s a big gambling

game, and don't ever play it w ith a Syrian or a Turk."

Backgammon is indeed a game in which fortunes are

won and lost, mostly in exclusive men's clubs where the

stakes arc high and the action is fast. It is a game with a

history that can be traced back to the pharaohs. In France

the game is called trictrac, because of the sound of the tiles

on the hoard. Almost everyone has heard of backgammon
but. strangely, very few know how to play it. Most think it

is something like cribbage or parchesi, and undoubtedly

there are some who think you play it with a racket. Few
realize that the other side of a checkerboard is not like (he

other side of the queen of clubs: the other side of a checker-

board is a backgammon board.

The game is deceptively simple. Children play it. The idea

is to move your pieces around the board and back home.
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BACKGAMMON

BROADWAY. NEW YORK 18. N. Y. Burlington

A Division of Burlington Industries

YOUR NEAREST RETAILER WRITE US AT 1407 BROADWAY. N.Y.

The team—an effortless working^
together of dress and jacket

Nantucket Naturals '

.

by rolling the dice, before your oppo-

nent can do the same with his. Luck is of

obvious importance. Where the skill

comes in is in knowing the percentages,

knowing when to play offense and de-

fense, when to block and when to run.

Where the gambling gets big is in the

use of the doubling cube—a die that

signals the stakes have been doubled. It

is rather like a press bet in golf, except

that in backgammon you press when
you think you are ahead.

In one of the predawn, nontourna-

ment games at Lucaya a prominent New
Yorker, playing for S50 a point against

several people and with the stakes dou-

bled up to 32 times the original bet,

found himself needing to throw doubles

with the dice on the last roll or lose

SI 6.000. He threw double deuces and

cut his losses to $8,000. A few games

later he lost S4.000. He sighed, wrote a

fistful of checks, and went to the casino.

“The saddest words on land or sea,”

Jelly Wehby told him. "are deal, dealer,

but deal past me." That was hardly any

consolation.

Backgammon was the excuse for about

100 of the Jet Setters and the social

ramblers to assemble two weeks ago on

Grand Bahama Island—a 75-mile-long,

15-mile-widc strip of limestone that sits

due east across 76 miles of ink and tur-

quoise water from Palm Beach. The
tournament was the idea of Prince Obo-

lensky, a tall, gregarious Russian who
sells real estate around Palm Beach, and

Bindy Banker, a Wall Street broker.

“We were in Obey’s | if you are In, that

is what you call Prince Obolensky] house

in February and 1 said, look. Obey, we
all love to play backgammon and they

have a new gambling casino over at

Lucaya, so why don’t we get up a tourna-

ment and also go see the place,” said

Bindy Banker. The prince agreed. He
arranged the tournament with the aid of

the Grand Bahama Development Com-
pany, which bought 150 backgammon
sets from a gaming store in Brooklyn

for almost S2.000. including shipping

costs. The prince talked some of the

game's best players—Teddy Bassett,

Michel dc Surmont, Count Jose Dorel-

is. Prince Nicholas Tountanoff, Char-

lie Wacker and Johnny Crawford, the

bridge expert—into flying to Grand Ba-

hama for the tournament, which finally

developed 48 contestants. The tourna-

ment, or the various other pleasures of

the island, also brought in prominent

, continued
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The precision camera that loads instantly

KODAK INSTAMATIC 700

Exquisite precision plus instant, automatic loading — the combination

that makes the new Kodak Instamatic 700 Camera unique among the

world’s fine cameras With the fastf 2.8 Ektanar Lens.you'll find your-

self taking beautifully clear, sharp pictures— and with astonishing ease.

The Kodak Instamatic 700 loads instantly. No threading, no rewinding.

It automatically sets the electric eye for the film speed.The lens adjusts

automatically for correctly exposed daylight as well as flash pictures.

And the flash holder is built in. The Kodak Instamatic 700 Camera costs

less than $1 10. Other models and prices, too. See your Kodak dealer.

Price subject to change without notice.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N.Y.



BACKGAMMON continued

Wherever you sec this AP sign, you can be sure the man who displays it is a real

pro when it comes to taking care of your car.

You can be sure of several other things, too. He's a man who believes that the

best service he can give you is to carry top-quality products. That’s why of all the

mufflers available, he chose AP. He knows it is a longer-lasting muffler. Yet he

sells it to you at no extra cost.

Another thing you can be sure of is that he knows his business. He has the tools

to replace a muffler on most cars in 15 minutes or less. He’s an expert not only in

muffler work, but in all the services you have a right to expect.

So before you head for that big game, or go hunting or fishing, or start on a vaca-

tion trip, turn your car over to him. Tell him to check it out. Travel confidently,

come home safe.

Certified Longer Lasting by Detroit Testing Laboratory Inc.

AP LONGER-LASTING MUFFLERS
ARE SOLD BY MORE DEALERS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

travelers like Woolworth Donahue, Nor-

man Hickman, Bruce and Gordon Leib,

Columbus O'Donnell, Walter Shirley.

Horace Schmidlapp and Bogert Tailer.

When they arrived at Grand Bahama
they found bulldozers crunching through

the pines, palmetto and white sand in

a frantic rush of construction. Based on

an exclusive 10-year gambling franchise

that Canadian Lou Chesler. president

of Grand Bahama Development, wan-
gled from the newly independent Ba-

hamian government, the S8.5 million

Lucayan Beach Hotel grew up around a

luxurious casino where guests play rou-

lette, craps, blackjack or baccarat be-

neath a chandelier that is a bright flow-

er of crystal and brass. The casino is

staffed by pit bosses from Las Vegas or

from Batista Havana, but the 62 croupiers

arc all Europeans trained in London by

order of the Bahamian government.

Having croupiers with Beatle haircuts

and British or Continental accents is

meant to keep a European flavor in the

islands.

I
ucaya is in a duty-free area called

Freeport, where the liner Italia will

be berthed in June and converted into

a hotel hard by a $50 million cement

plant. Several new hotels are going up,

at least one of which will also have a

casino operated by Chesler’s Bahama
Amusements Corporation. Chesler’s

existing casino is not yet a highly prof-

itable investment. The S33-per-day aver-

age rate at the Lucayan Beach Hotel,

which Chesler has sold to fellow Ca-

nadian Allen Manus, is too high to at-

tract the swarms of small bettors who
go to Las Vegas. And the Bahamian

government has levied a $280,000 tax

against Bahama Amusements, a matter

that is being violently debated in the Ba-

hamian Senate.

But the visiting Jet Setters were not

concerned with the taxes, and some not

with backgammon cither. They played

golf at the Lucayan Country Club (for-

mer U.S. Open Champion Craig Wood
is resident pro), where the areas between

fairways are like long planter boxes of

palmetto and pines. In one of them

Writer Jim Bishop's foursome recently

lost 48 balls. They had to stop on the

17th hole. Other guests sprawled beside

the thatched-roof bar at the Lucayan

Beach Hotel’s pool, a few yards from the

ocean, and listened to Little Sparrow’s

THE AP PARTS CORPORATION • 24- R AP Building. Toledo. Ohio 43601
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Women's fashions created for Honda by C. Capriotti

You meet the nicest people on a Honda

A bit of social climbing is in order.

Look around. Hondas are definitely

fashionable.

They never gulp gas. Just sip it:

200 miles to the gallon. Soft spoken

even at 45 mph.

The 4-stroke, 50cc engine is a

model of self-reliance. Practically

looks after itself.

Other rewarding qualities include

:

3-speed transmission, automatic

clutch, cam-type brakes on both

wheels. Even an optional push-

button starter.

The price is a reasonable $245,

plus a modest set-up charge- A
Honda 50 might help you skip a few

rungs on the ladder.

For address of your nearest dealer

or other information, write: Ameri-

can Honda Motor Co., Inc., Dept. BQ,

100 West Alondra, Gardena, Calif.

HONDA
world’s biggest seller!
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This fairway doglegs at 210 yards,

so you go direct for the green.

steel band and sunned in the company
of some incredibly beautiful women. Or,

dressed in their double-breasted blue

blazers, ascots, red slacks and slippers

without socks, they wandered through

the lobby and glanced at the backgam-

mon on their way to the bars or the crap

tables.

On what was supposed to be opening

night of the tournament, the Calcut-

ta pool and dinner party, which raised

SI 5.425, lasted until after midnight, so

the tournament was put off until the next

afternoon. The draw was tough on sev-

eral of the better players. Nick Sargent

met and beat Johnny Crawford in the

second round. M. de Surmont lost to

Bassett in the third round, and Bassett

lost to Sargent in the fourth. That set up
the semifinals meeting of Ijams and the

craggy-faced, chain-smoking Sargent,

who could be called a professional at

backgammon. After Ijams beat Sargent

his luck seemed to be running high, and
he quickly got a lead on Wackcr in the fi-

nals. But the tide changes sw iftly in hack-

gammon, and in two and a half hours of

play to 25 points Wacker put out Ijams

26-20. Ijams was not overcome with dis-

appointment. "1 was fortunate to beat

Sargent,” he said. Ijams had been worth

52,468 to the holder of his Calcutta tick-

et and had collected 5705 for his S50 en-

try fee. Wacker paid ofF 56.170 for his

Calcutta bidder and collected SI,645

from the entry fees. That put them all in

the mood for Connie Dinkler's black-

tie celebration party, which wound up
with a daylight swim and more back-

gammon for stakes much richer than

those of the tournament.

What is the appeal of the game? "It

is a game for gentlemen and will last as

long as there are gentlemen. It is a game
for the Racquet Clubs, though of course

not the Racquet Clubs of Miami or Palm

Springs," says Mrs. Nina Thompson of

Delray Beach. "It is an ancient and ex-

citing game," said Prince Obolensky,

who is already planning the Second An-

nual International Backgammon Tour-

nament.

"I don't know what it is," said Jelly

Wehby, who had bounced through the

w hole affair with the expression of some-

one watching grown men playing hop-

scotch. "It looks like what kids do. mov-
ing little deals around on that board.

But it's got action, and cash passes

hands. I guess I better learn it, in case

they come down here again." end
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If this is your dream,

this is your dream ball.

The Black Dot.

Spalding’s ’64 Black Dot puts

unprecedented confidence— bordering

on arrogance— in your game. After

you’ve lashed out a few big muscular
drives, on its sightline trajectory, you’ll

start dreaming about conquering this

game altogether. Yet the sources of the

Black Dot’s massive yardage are hard
realities. Violent isoprene windings,

stretched to the screaming point. A
new vibrant core, loaded for distance.

A unique whitener that keeps the cover

immune from yellowing afflictions.

It all adds up to maximum
distance, superior trajectory. That’s

the stuff that dreams are made of.

SPaldInG
CHICOPEE, MASS.



JUST OUT FROM
UNDER A ROCK

Who is? Well, not many people, although they sometimes are

accused of it. But plenty of fascinating life crawls under stones,

as this naturalist vividly demonstrates by JOHN TERRES

O n that May morning the fragrance

of wild honeysuckle floated up out

of the swamp. 1 had walked a wooded

slope where birds swarmed in the oaks

and maples, and insects and spiders, daz-

zling in their numbers, were in every

green bush. Suddenly I tripped on a stone

and knelt down to turn it over. One of

my college professors had taught me a

long time ago that some of the most

fascinating things often lay hidden be-

neath a rock.

As I lifted the stone, 1 saw a sudden

seething and boiling of tiny black ants.

I had uncovered their nest and, as the

light fell upon them, each seized a tiny

white object in its jaws—a pupa, or un-

born ant—and rushed wildly about with

it. I had unroofed their fortress, and

now they seemed not to care for their

own safety, only for that of their unborn

young.

These were Tapinoma (Tapinoma ses-

sile) ants. 1 once found a colony of them

nesting in the bottom of a bird’s nest in

a swamp—they are not at all particular

about their nesting places. The Tapino-

ma may have from 2,000 to 5,000 indi-

viduals in each of its colonies (some spe-

cies have only a few hundred). It nests

from sea level to the highest mountain-

tops, in the soil, under bark, in places

with or without a covering object, and

up to 200 females (an unusually large

number in an ant colony) may be in the

nest.

Tapinoma ants are gentle and inoffen-

sive, and sometimes nest peaceably with

other ants, yet they can defend them-

selves well. 1 touched one of them and a

strong odor, of rancid butter or of over-

ripe coconuts, arose from the nest. Some
of the ants had discharged butyric acid

from their bodies, a secretion they use

when they arc attacked. The sticky fluid,

squirted on other ants, is usually fatal

to the attackers.

It may take months or even years fora

rock to settle and accumulate enough

moisture to provide a home for the many
tiny creatures of the earth. But wherever

the rock is— in woods, field or garden—

the animals of darkness will find a haven

under it.

My garden, like all gardens, is a lovely

place. I remember at one time that the

flagstone walk there had been merely

something to tread upon. Now each

stone plays a part in a new game—a kind

of animal treasure hunt of mine. Of all

the strange animals that live beneath



stones, none fascinates me more than our

remarkable sow bugs, or pillbugs. They

arc slate-gray, about half an inch long,

with sharply scalloped edges. Some peo-

ple call them wood lice, but they are

more of the sea than the forest, being re-

lated to crabs and lobsters. They re-

semble armadillos, are clad in a jointed

armor of chilin (pronounced kighlin)

and also live under boards and logs

where they eat decaying plants and

wood. Because of their gill-breathing

organs, which must be kept moist, they

live mostly in damp places.

Under my flagstones I sometimes find

them in the hot dryness of summer,

drawn together in groups. In their des-

perate need, they have learned that close-

ly huddled together like honeybees and

earthworms they can conserve their pre-

cious moisture. Bunched, either in winter

or summer, their respiration rate is low-

ered—which helps lessen the harsh effects

of temperature changes. When they can

touch each other they keep quiet and

thus economize their bodily energy.

Like the kangaroo of Australia and

our own American opossum, the young

of sow bugs develop in a brood pouch,

or marsupium. on the underside of the

female’s body. When they emerge they

look exactly like their parents. And, like

opossums, they feign death by curling up

in a tight ball.

About 35 years ago a naturalist in

Chicago discovered that in autumn some
sow bugs travel deep into the earth in

tunnels of mound-building ants and hi-

bernate w ith them in their nests.

One of our neighbors, who had no

sheltering stones or pieces of wood lying

in his garden, became fascinated by the

story of our sow bugs and how' they live.

1 told him of the 52 kinds that had been

described by scientists in North America.

Of these, nine species had never been seen

again after their original capture and de-

scription many years ago. Then f show ed

him how to capture sow bugs by digging

a circular hole or tunnel in a raw potato.

He buried it in the dead leaves under his

dogwood tree and next morning had

caught 36.

Sometimes there can be danger, too,

in turning over stones. Flat stones, tight

to the earth, are usually safe to lift, but

one must be careful of stones that have

their upper parts well above the ground.

One day, not long after I had uncov-

ered snails courting in my garden. I was

walking in a rock-strewn woodland w ith

continued
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RICKS OF HARD MAPLE are stacked most

carefully to make the special charcoal that

smooths out Jack Daniel’s sippin’ whiskey.

The ancient Charcoal Mellowing process we

still use calls for hard maple charcoal,

rick-burned in the open air. A gentleman

once wrote to say you can’t make charcoal

this way. Well, we’ve been doing it for

nearly a hundred years. True, it takes a

lot of care, and that’s why we rick our

wood so patiently. But the rare sippin’

smoothness it gives Jack Daniel’s is well

worth our time and patience.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWLD

6
DROP

6
BY DROP

©1963, Jack Daniel Oirtlllery, lem Motlow, Prop., Inc.

TENNESSEE WHISKEY • 90 PROOF BY CHOICE

DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY • LYNCHBURG (POP. 384), TENN.



When today's freshman graduates, the guarantee

on his Smith-Corona portable will have one year to go.

By the time he graduates, the first

sentence he learns to type (The
quick brown fox jumps over the
lazy dog.) will be a thing of the past.

But not his Smith-Corona* portable.

Smith-Corona portables are all

guaranteed for five full years—

instead of the usual 90 days.

Five years of all the bumps, bangs
and scrapes a portable may get

from a student. This portable is

built to take it. The all-steel frame
completely encases the heart of

each machine for added protection.

The electrostatic finish defies

scratches, burns and bruises.

All Smith-Corona portables are
made to last. A college education
is just the start of a lifetime

of service.

SMITH-CORONA PORTABLES

BEBJe
GUARANTEE : Any Smith -Corona branch office will replace without charge (eacept for labor and Shipping) any part that proves defective within 5 years of purchase

date. No labor charge within 90 days of purchase. Warranty covers all parts encept motor, rubber parts, energy cell or charger after 90 days. Does not cover damage

from accident or misuse and extends only to original owner. SCM CORPORATION, 410 PARK AVE., N.Y.^Ii N,Y.



lilting nets drying in tut sun, on an island in Bucayne Bay lacing Miami's world-famous skyline.

UMMER IS TOPS IN GREATER MIAMI!

lome on down to the Vacationland of a Thousand Pleasures — for land and water sports of every

ind! Swimming in pool or ocean . . . sailing . . . water-skiing . . . skin diving . . . fishing from

ioat or pier (there are over 600 varieties of salt-and-fresh-water fish in the waters around Metro-

iolitan Miami) . . . tennis . . .
golf ... and just relaxing gloriously in the breeze-kissed sun! Plenty

if accommodations to fit every budget — plenty of friendly people to make every day memorable!mGREATER
iaill i

This symbol of understanding, friendship and good will

between Latin American republics and the City of Miami

may be seen in downtown Miami’s beautiful Bayfront Park.

OUTDOOR MATES" approved sponsors include Greater Miami : Van Heusen Shirts & Sportswear; lady Van Heusen Starcraft Boats Mercury Outboard Motors : Sagner Peso
luma Clothes Bear Archery :: Windbreaker-Danvllle Jackets :: U. Sr Keds MerCruiser Storn Orives :

Voit Water Sports :: Jerks Socks :: Universal’s Stanley thermos



RY INCH A CHAMPION . . .

the dashing Linbrooke, a gentleman's sport shirt by Van Heusen. Note the rugged linen look,

with wash 'n' wear advantages in a 100% cotton. Styled with the handsome medium-spread

r. Two handy pockets and notched vent sleeves with loop and button tabs. Contour -crsited to

you where it counts most! You'll want at least several of the tweedy, homespun color blends to

ten your life. Just $5 each.

Linbrooke by/A rvl HEUSEN

OUTDOOR MATE
R LEISURE AND PLEASU

Van Heusen puts Linbrooke on the map with these inspire

colors. (Alt Shirts & Sportswear in this "Outdoor Mates
section are designed by Van Heusen and Lady Van Heusen

younger by design

)OR MATCS" approvrO sponsors include Greater Miami Van Heusen Shirts & Sportswear, lady Van Heusen Sta'craft Boats Mercury Outboard Motors . Sagner Peso
Clothes Bear Archery . Windbreaker-Uanville Jackets :: U. S. Keds :: MerCruiser Stern Drives Voit Water Sports : Jerks Socks :: Universal's Stanley thermos



43 WAYS TO ENJOY FUN ON THE WATER

Choice? Starcraft gives you a choice of 43 different boats: aluminum and fiberglass cruisers, run-

abouts, fishing boats, even a 14 ft. sailboat and the first lapstrake aluminum canoe. All at prices any-

one can afford. And this year, Starcraft scores another first! All of our stern drive powered boats

have deep vee bottoms, both fiberglass and aluminum! For better planing, tighter control. Improved

speed and performance. Don't get left at the pier. See the Starcraft dealer nearest you and

test drive one soon! Starcraft Boat Company, Goshen, Indiana

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR BOATS STARCRAFT
Starcraft runabouts deliver the tops in performance, contro

agility. And for sailing excitement, try our new Skyiarl

Get out on the water and you will see what we meat

"OUTDOOR MATES" approved sponsors include Greater Miami Van Heusen Shirts & Sportswear;
Pluma Clothes Bear Archery ; Windbrcaker-Danville Jackets U. S. Keds MerCruiser

Lady Van Heusen : Starcraft Boars Mercury Outboard Motors :: Sagner Pe
Stern Drives Voit Water Sports : Jerks Socks :: Universal's Stanley therm



5TARCRAFT

1ST MATE OF THE MERCURY FLEET

rc 1000 with 100 hp is first among all outboards . . . first in power, first in performance. It’s

world’s most powerful outboard. With a Merc 1000 you can cruise faster than most outboards

i run at “full-bore" ... and range farther on less fuel. It's first choice among outdoor sportsmen

rywhere. Get a Merc 1000. It’s a great FIRST MATE for a boat.

Merc has the power to match your need in 100, 85, 65, 50,

35, 20, 9.8, 6 and 3.9 horsepower outboards. These 1964
Mercs will give you the most RUN for your money.

SILVER ANNIVERSARY FLEET
caittin Taianto. ol ii'runiu ,ck <

DR MAIfS" approved sponsor* include Greater Miami Van Heusen Shifts & Sportswear; lady Van Heusen : Starcratt Boats . Mercury Outboard Mctors :: Safner Peso

Clothes Bear Archery Wmdbreakcr-Oanville Jackets U. S. Keds ;; MerCru ser Stem Drives Voit Water Sports Jerks Socks Universal Stanley thermos



“PESO PLUMA” ” WORLD’S LIGHTEST WEIGHT

"Peso Pluma" is Spanish for featherweight — but the language it speaks is universal. It's fashionable

in tailoring, impressive in style. The entire suit weighs only 24 ozs. (the sport coat even less); its

wrinkle-resistance is uncanny, thanks to Pacific Mills' brilliant blend of Dacron* (55%) and worsted

(45%). The fabric is exclusive with Sagner, who c-o-o-l tailors it with premium care. You c-o-o-l wear

it, day in, day out, comfortably assured, assuredly comfortable. At most fine stores, or write Sagner,

Inc., 1290 Avenue of Americas, New York, N. Y. 10010.

SUITS Iron, sa
SPORT COATS Iron S37.9J

SUCKS Iron, f!2.9i

SHORTS ,rom $10.9)
, , 6,,AONER
eoo “Peso Pluma" Slacks are tailored with the same (

mate care that makes the suit memorable. Also av
Walking Shorts in a colorful selection.

® Trademark Burlington Industrie,, Inc. * DuPont trademark lor polyester /Her

"OUTDOOR MATES" approved sponsors include Greater Miami : Van Heusen Shirts & Sportswear; Lady Van Heusen Starcraft Boats Mercury Outboard Motors Sagn
Pluma Clothes 8car Archcry . WmdbreaKer-Danville Jackets :: U. S. Keds :: McrCruiser Stern Drives Voit Water Sports Jerks Socks Universal's Stanley



TRY ARCHERY: AMERICA’S FASTEST

GROWING FAMILY SPORT!

Archery is action. It's excitement and challenge. H

blue skies and the thrill of a shot well placed. Every y

archery grows more popular. Here's good healthy rec

ation. And so many kinds of family fun: target arche

bowfishing, bowhunting, field archery, archery golf .

and the newest sensation, indoor range archery. It's e;

to become proficient — especially when your bow's

Bear. Bows designed for beauty and accuracy. Bows bi

to professional standards, from $19.95 to $125.

Archery, the new family sport. See a Bear dealer so<

Hea/i*
ARCHERY COMPANY

Grayling, Michigar

Archery is for particular people. Families who enjoy tt

outdoors. And on the range or in the field — you can coui

on Bear for the finest in bows!



'/A
fD&AEMFfi JACKETS

. . designed by Arnold Palmer

/hat does the world's most famous golfer look for in a

icket? WINDBREAKER® not only asked Arnold Palmer,

ley actually let him design that jacket. Result — this

andsome, easy wear, easy care Arnold Palmer jacket of

'ater repellent, fully washable 65% Vycron® polyester

iber and 35% cotton. Styled with floating shoulders, take-

p side tabs and a free-swinging pleated S-T-R-E-T-C-H

iylon mesh backswing. Sizes — men: 36 to 52, $12.95 —
oys: 10 to 20, $10.98.

MJTDOOR MATES" approved sponsors include Greater Miar
Van Heusen Shirts & Sportswear; Lady Van Mcusen Starcra't

rats Mercury Outboard Motors :: Sagner Peso Pluma Clothes

Bear Archery Wlndbrealer-Danviiie Jackets U.S. Ked»
MerCruiser Stern Drives ; Voit Water Sports Jerks Socks
Universal's Stanley thermos

yachtsmen
a om

'INDBREAKER® BOOMER ... 3 jackets in 1. ...

ear the waterproof acrylic coated nylon outer jacket

ar extra warmth, zip in the nylon quilt inner jacket. And
n land, slip outer jacket off and wear inner jacket. $29.75

look lor the label Io bi



Left: Keds Mainsail in sturdy sailcloth, with patented zigzag

anti-skid sole about $7.95. Right: Keds famous Court King

Oxfords in lace-to-toe style, about $8.95.

look for the blue label*

STEP RIGHT UP AND GET THAT GREAT KEDS FEELING . . .

These are the lighter, cooler casuals that win the palm for comfort and smart good looks — U.S. Ke

Made of handsome, breathable fabric in a full range of washable colors that stay new-looking long

Plus Keds famous easy fit and special construction features. For men who like action and value qual

Left: Yeoman Slipon in blue madras, about $6.95. Right: Yeoman Oxford in brown about $6.

United States Rubber

kors include Greater Miami Van Heusen Shirts & Sports ivear; Lady Van Heusen Starcraft Bo3ts Mercury Outboard Motors ? Sagner P

; Windbreaker-Danville Jackets :: U. S. Keds .. MerCruiser Stern Drives Voit Water Sports : Jerks Socks :. Universal's Stanley there

"OUTDOOR MATES" approved spons
Pluma Clothes :: Bear Archery



ou can take a MerCruiser with you because it's as easy to trail as an outboard. Boats equipped with

lerCruiser Stern Orive Power Packages give you the prestige of an inboard, the economy of 4-cycle

ngines . . . plus the propulsion efficiency, maneuverability, portability and impact protection of an

utboard. More than 165 boat builders are installing MerCruisers as standard equipment. Ask your

lerCruiser dealer about the boat you can own . . . equipped with MerCruiser Stern Orive power.

110, 120, 140, 150, 190, 225 and 310 hp

gasoline and 60 and 100 hp diesel. /T7£/7C/7U/SE£f
STERN DRIVE POWER PACKAGES

) 19W Kickhatftr Corporation, Fond du Lac, Vitconiin and Toronto. Sul>tidia>y o/ Btuntwiek Corporation.

MerCruiser 120; 120 hp, 4-cyUnder in-line engine. Mer-
Cruiser I Stern Drive with dashboard-controlled power tilt

and Jet-Prop exhaust. All 1964 MerCruisers are available with
power tilt, power shift and power steering.

OUTDOOR MATES" approver! sponsors include Greater Miami Van Heuserv Shirts & Sportswear; Lady Van Heusen Staroatt Boats Mercury Outboard Motors :: Sagner Pt
luma Clothes Bear Archery ;; Wlndbrcaker-Danviiie Jacket* :: U. S. Heds :: MerCruiser stern Drives r: Voit Water Sports ;; Jerks Socks :: Universal’s Stanley them



NEXT STEP — ADVENTURE !

When SCUBA MATES take the air, it's down beneath the surface where nature is still unspoiled and

beautiful. Being experienced in the sport, these couples have naturally chosen Voit equipment. And

that includes everything . . . Voit ColorGuard wet suits, tanks, regulators, masks, fins and a potent

new Voit Spearf isherman gun to bag the big ones. If you, too, would like to enjoy the adventure of

SCUBA — your Voit dealer is ready to make it all come true. W. J. Voit Rubber Corp., Santa Ana,

Calif./Maywood, N. J. /Chicago ll/Atlanta 2.

Finest name in water sports

at leading dealers everywhere
Shown preparing for thrills topside are these enthusiasts

with their professionally famous Voit skis and smart new
Voit ColorGuard ski jackets.

'-OUTDOOR MATES" approved sponsors include Greater Miami Van Heuscn Shirts S Sportswe;
Pluma Clothes Bear Archery

:
Windbreaker Oanville Jackets U. S. Keds McrCruiSi

Starcraft Boats
Water Sports

Mercury Outboard Motors -- Sagner Pi

Jerks Socks Universal'* Stanley them



SOCKS ALL ALIKE?

Not on your feet! Jerks Socks' fashion-wise BAN-ION® styles have a softer, more resilient feeling

because they're knit of 100% "Textralized" nylon. And BAN-ION hose by Jerks Socks wear longer,

too. Even after one hundred washings, their color and shape remain true. Always neat, distinguished

ankle style, "Academy”, $1.50; leg covering over-the-calf length preferred by many: $1.50. And

remember just one size fits all. Jerks Socks Inc., Cincinnati 15, Ohio.

•Jerks Socks - V »
THE SOCK OF SOCKS You’ll find Jerks Socks in styles and colors for any occasion

and every mood. Take these handsome panel socks, for

example. Just $1.00 in BAN-LON.

"OUTDOOR MAKS" approved sponsors include Greater Miami . Van Heusen Shuts t Sportswear-, lady Van Heusen Si aitrait Boars . Mercury Outboard Motors . Sagner Peso
Pluma Clothes Bear Archery :: Windbreaker-Danvilie Jackets :: U. S. Keds :: MerCruiser Stern Drives :: Voit Water Sports : Jerks Socks Universal's Stanley thermos



EVERLASTING FUN BECAUSE YOU CAN’T BREAK IT!

For longer jaunts and bigger groups, Universal's Stanley

thermos jugs hold one gallon or two gallons of favorite

beverages. Optional bulkhead mountings for seafaring craft.

There is nothing like Universal's Stanley unbreakable

thermos bottle for keeping liquids hot or cold safely for

long periods. Only Universal’s Stanley has a lining of un-

breakable lifetime stainless steel. No glass, nothing to

break, nothing to spoil the day's fun. Undeniably the best

for outings, boats, hunting and fishing trips, and all sports

uses. Pint, Quart and 2-Quart sizes, food Jars to match.

i
UNIVERSAL

UNIVERSAL’S STANLEY world’s only unbreakable thermos bott

“OUTDOOR MATES" approved sponsors include Greater Miami Van Heuscn Shirts & Sportswear Lady Van Heusen .. Starcralt Boats Mercury Outboard Motors . Sagner I

Pluma Clothes :
Bear Archery Windbreaker-Danville rackets U. S. Keds MerCruiser Stern Drives Voit Water Sports Jerks Socks Universal's Stanley ther



UNDER A ROCK continued

a friend. In my path lay a stone with one

edge projecting about two inches above

the ground, like a small sheltering roof.

I leaned forward and reached for the

edge to raise it. My friend shouted a

warning. I drew' my hand swiftly away

and then saw a poisonous copperhead

snake lying under the edge of the stone.

It did not strike, and no doubt was wait-

ing there for mice that often find shelter

in such places. After that I always car-

ried a baling hook with which I could

reach out and raise stones of this kind

without exposing my bare hand.

Of all the animals in our garden that

live in perpetual darkness. 1 think the

millipedes under our flagstones have the

queerest adaptations to life. Like large,

reddish, many-legged worms, millipedes

creep about on their nine, or up to 200,

pairs of legs, feeding on dead leaves and

humus. When I pick them up. their defen-

sive glands give off a reddish or orange-

colored fluid of deadly power. One day I

confined some insects in a closed empty

jar with a millipede. They died within a

few seconds. So strong is this fluid that

some animals refuse to eat millipedes.

Chemists have analyzed it as largely prus-

sic acid, a hydrocyanide, which is also

highly poisonous as a gas.

Early in the 1940s. a scientist in Cal-

ifornia tested the deadliness of the milli-

pede's "poison gas.” He put a skink (a

kind of lizard) and an alligator lizard in

separate airtight jars, each with two mil-

lipedes. Within three hours the skink

was dead: the tougher alligator lizard

died after 24 hours.

Centipedes, which move much faster

than millipedes, are under the flagstones,

too. They resemble millipedes, but have

fewer legs (only one pair instead of two
to each body segment) and two poison

claws alongside the head w ith which they

pierce their victims—snails, slugs and
earthworms.

One night I went out into my garden

with a flashlight and caught several cen-

tipedes. I put them in a glass jar and dis-

covered that they ran about ceaselessly.

But if ] put a piece of transparent glass

tubing in the jar, they entered it at once

and became quiet. Centipedes must have

some solid object touching their bodies

on two sides to stop them from running.

Many years ago a German scientist

gave this action the name thigmotropic,

and it has great survival value for centi-

pedes. It keeps them seeking cover, which

protects them from many of their ene-

mies, and when under cover their bodies

do not dry out. Some centipedes, if kept

without moisture, will die within a few

hours.

When I was a boy 1 found that sal-

amanders—smoolh-sk inned, Iiza rd I ik c

animals—also live under stones. They
are harmless, elfin creatures of the night,

whose small faces seem fixed in a grim,

perpetual smile. During the day. turn

over a stone in the woods or at the wa-
ter’s edge and you may find one, possi-

bly brooding on a clutch of its eggs. The
raccoons know where to find them.

O ne June day in 1935, near Indiana,

Pa., 1 helped a Pittsburgh scientist

collect the unprecedented number of

nine salamanders of a kind which, up
to that time, no one knew much about.

These were Wchrle’ssalamandcrs, named
for "Uncle Dick" Wchrle, the naturalist

who collected the first ones ever known
to science. We found them under flat

rocks on a wooded hillside above a

creek. So restricted was the daytime

home of this salamander at that season

that ne wight not have found them any-

where else but under stones. As far as

I know, the courting, mating and egg-

laying habits of the Wchrle salamander

are still a mystery.

Animals often have an acute sense of

where it is safest to bear their young.

One hot August day 1 lifted a partly

raised stone in an old abandoned pas-

ture. On the cool ground beneath it lay

a female ribbon snake, about 24 inches

long. She had already given birth to six

young ones—she may have up to about

17. Although the majority of snakes lay

eggs, the harmless ribbon snake, like

the dangerous rattlesnake and copper-

head, bears its young live.

Some of the baby ribbon snakes were

still coiled within the thin, transparent

membrane in which each one leaves its

mother's body; a few had broken out

and were lying by her side. The mother

snake remained motionless, as though

waiting to see what I might do. Slowly

I lowered the stone, taking care not to

pin her under it, and walked away leav-

ing her in peace with her new family.

A collector of frogs (he was a scientist)

once told me an intriguing story about

a ribbon snake. One summer's day he

raised a stone near a pond, and a young
pickerel frog leaped out from under it.

The frog had hopped only a few feet

continued
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UNDER A ROCK continued"\

At the Masters, more played the

Maxfli than any other ball.

You’ll never know how good you are

until you play a Maxfli.

FOLDING CHAIR. MODEL 69/FOLDING TABLE. MODEL ?\

THE WINNER!
T his Cosco champion is the official bridge sci of the World Bridge Olympiad

being played this month in New York.

We can’t promise it will improve your bridge game, but you'll appreciate the way
Cosco holds up under the most strenuous play. When the game’s ended, Cosco
easy-fold mechanisms cut put-away time to seconds.

Table, just SI 0.98; new chairs with foam-cushioned

seats and backs, S9.98 each (slightly more far west).

Hamilton Cosco, Inc., Columbus, Indiana. useful products for family living

down the slope toward water when a rib-

bon snake, hidden in the grass, struck

at it. The snake gripped the frog in its

jaws only for an instant. Then it dropped

it and frantically rubbed the sides of its

head on the ground. Pickerel frogs, when

seized, exude in self-defense a poisonous

secretion from their skin, just as toads

do. Though snakes may be bothered by

it, herons, egrets, bitterns and other birds

that cat frogs and toads seem not to

mind it at all.

One hot July day l raised a loose stone

from the top of my garden wall and dis-

covered a 1 0-inch-long DeKay’s snake

swallowing an earthworm. It was then

that I began to see that life under stones

is attractive to animals for other reasons

than shelter. Some come to the cool

earth beneath rocks for life-giving mois-

ture; others come to court, to lay eggs

or to bear their young. Still others come
to prey on the inhabitants, just as the

centipedes do that live there.

Despite the bulk and weight of stones,

certain small predatory creatures have

learned to undermine them. Asvoracious

as the tiny centipedes are the small,

mouselike shrews that burrow under

stones to gorge themselves on sow bugs,

snails, slugs and earthworms. The shrews

have discovered that aggregations of ani-

mals under stones are an easily tapped,

abundant food supply. They cannot lift

the stone as a raccoon, a bear or a man
can, but they can tunnel under it.

One spring day. just after a thunder

shower, I walked into the yard of an

abandoned farm in upstate New York.

The old house had gaping holes in its

walls where windows had been, and the

swinging doors creaked dismally in the

wind. The yard had grown up to tall

weeds and grass, which almost covered

several flat stones that lay about. I lifted

one of them and under it saw the open

burrow of some small animal. Then, in

a side chamber olT the main tunnel, I

found the discarded shells of more than

two dozen snails. The empty shells were

packed close together in the chamber.

What animal had put them there?

Later l returned with two small cage

traps, which I set in the tunnel. Within

two days I had caught a pair of short-

tailed shrews. They were the builders of

the tunnel, the tidy housekeepers who
were careful not to obstruct their travel

way with empty snails’ shells. I released

the shrews in their tunnel, then set the

stone over it just as 1 had found it.

continued
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Nore/co brings men the world's best-selling shaver.

JVow look at the fabulous grooming aids Nore/co has created

to make lovely ladies look lovelier

The Norelco Beauty Sachet. A lovely gift

— to give and to receive. Simple attach-

ments make it four grooming aids in one.

Massager. Perfect for working

your favorite face cream into

the skin fast and easily. Use it

forcuticle-removercream, too.

Manicurer. Shapes nails like

a personal manicurist, exactly

the way you prefer. Fine for

pedicures and callus removal.

Hair-trimmer. Your Norelco

Beauty Sachet will whisk away
hair quickly, gently. Neatens

hair line at nape of neck.

Vibrator. Stimulates scalp with

invigorating action. Relaxes

taut muscles. Gives your scalp

a healthy, alive feeling.

©

The Lady Norelco. Looks like no ladies'

shaver you've ever seen before. It's made
that way to shave legs and underarms in

the most comfortable fashion possible.

Protects your tender skin from nicks and
cuts. Lets you apply underarm deodorant

instantly. Ask for it at your Norelco dealer

—or from your favorite man.



UNDER A ROCK continued

Makes Life Worth Loafing

The all new Florsheim rubber-soled Casual,

of course—the fun shoe that can get down

to business—the "Friday look” that lasts all

week. Two-timers that make life worth living

—and loafing. The price? Unbelievably low!

Florsheim Casual styles

Top: The CASUAL, 62605; black calf plain toe. 2 eyelet bluchcr; driftwood, 63613; old salt, 63602.
Bottom: The Casual, 62601; black calf rolled-front hlucher; driftwood, 63612; desert gold, 61601;
old salt, 65601.

THE FLORSHEIM SHOE COMPANY • CHICAGO 6 • MAKERS OF FINE SHOES FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Even more remarkable was the oppor-

tunism of two moles 1 heard about in

West Virginia. One summer day a natu-

ralist from Morgantown noticed a doz-

en dark-brown Polistes, or ringed wasps,

flying about over a small flat stone in

a meadow. When the naturalist walked

up to the stone, the wasps made no at-

tempt to sting him. They merely con-

tinued to circle about over the stone as

though they were dazed.

The naturalist noted that fresh earth

protruded from the edge of the stone.

He stooped, turned the rock over and

found on its undersurface the flat, comb-

like nest of the wasps. It was partly

crushed, and all of the young grublike

wasps in the cells had been neatly re-

moved. A mole had dug its tunnel under

the stone. Then, to avoid being stung by

the adult wasps, it had pushed line earth

against the comb until it had crushed

the adult wasps in the nest. After that

it had feasted on the helpless young

wasps.

Another West Virginia mole showed

even more ingenuity in its food-getting.

While going about his rounds the chief

game protector of Morgan County dis-

covered a large gray paper hornet’s nest.

The football-shaped nest was attached

so low to the branch of a bush that

its pointed lower end and entrance

hole were only a few inches above the

ground.

A few days later, while passing the

hornets’ nest, the game protector no-

ticed that a mound of earth had been

pushed up under it from the ground.

The fresh earth surrounded and covered

the lower third of the nest. The hornets

had disappeared.

When the game protector tore open

the nest, he found the interior of it

packed with earth. A small hole, or bur-

row, in the chimney of soil led straight

up the center to the comb inside the

nest. All of the young grublike hornets

had been snatched from the cells. Again,

a clever mole had thwarted the hard-

stinging adults by blocking them out of

their home, and then had devoured their

helpless young.

A naturalist can see the marvelous

mystery in the lives of such lowly things

as centipedes and salamanders, snakes,

shrews and moles. In wonderment he

can contrast their remarkable adapta-

tions to life with his own, and is sure in

the knowledge that no matter where he

looks, a new mystery awaits him. end
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The pitch shot is hit as if you were lobbing the ball. Pick

the spot where you want the ball to land before you swing.



PART II

LET ME HELP YOUR GAME

BY CLAUDE HABMON WITH ALFRED WEIGHT

LITTLE ONES
THAT

MATTER THE
MOST

One ofgolf's groat teachers—anil a man especially renowned

for his technique in sand—Claude Harmon uses this final

installment of his instructional series to explain how those

short shots that seem so hard can he the easiest of all

Wc all know golfers who arc men of poise and polish off

a tee, who hit their four-irons firm and their seven-irons

crisp and high. And then, when faced with a shot that is

a mere 30 yards or less from the green, they go into a

shaky-knecd funk that makes a shambles of their score.

“I just can't hit the short shots," they'll say. “It’s a differ-

ent game around the green." A majority of golfers share

this attitude to some degree, and they are wrong. The short

game is not different; the basic ingredients of the swing

for the short shot and the long shot are exactly the same.

You can even think of the short-shot swing as nothing

but the bottom part of the drive. The hand action is the

same. Thus not only is the swing your friendly old familiar

one, though shorter, but you can also put backspin or

overspin on the ball as you choose, by making changes in

your grip and stance exactly as I told you to do with the

drive in Part I. The ball is still played off the inside of the

left foot, just as with the drive but, in keeping with the

shorter arc of the swing, the right foot is moved much
closer to the left. On the normal approach there is one

thing to do before swinging at all. Since it is best to let the

ball roll on the green as far as possible, pick a spot about

eight feet into the green for the ball to land on. Now pre-

tend you are going to just toss the ball into the hole. Decide

how low you would haye to throw it to make it hit the spot

you have selected and roll to the hole, then use a club that

will give the ball the same trajectory which you envisioned.

CONTINUED
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HARMON continued

HIGH SHOTS and most backspin come from

weak grip, open stance and open club face.

Club head parallels a line from toe to toe.

A SWING FOR EVERY OCCASION

When pitching and chipping, the flight of the ball and

the length of the roll are governed by the grip you use

and the stance you take when you address the ball. In the

majority of cases you will want to use the normal, three-

knuckle grip, with the club head moving squarely away

from and then into the ball. Any deviations from this are

for unusual circumstances, and the more accustomed you

get to the square stance and normal grip, the better you

will be able to take advantage of the closed or open club

face when circumstances demand a change. In the previous

installment you saw how the weak grip and the open stance

produced a fade or a slice when you hit the full shot.

With the short shot, the same grip and stance serve to

pop the ball into the air with the maximum trajectory

that a given club can produce. The ball will also have

the maximum amount of backspin. When you assume

this open stance, you will find that your hands are well

behind the ball, almost over your right knee. Conversely,

the strong grip and the closed stance, with the hands al-

most over the left knee at address, will give the ball over-

spin, thus providing the most roll. On this page you can

see how changing your grip and stance changes the way

the club head comes into the ball. On the next page are

three important things to remember about all short shots.

LOW SHOTS and longer roll are the result

of a closed club face deft). Use a hooker's

grip, a closed stance and swing inside out.

NORMAL SHOTS come when club face is

square to ball. The grip is same as in nor-

mal long shot, and ball will have little spin.



BACKSWING LENGTH is what governs how far the shot

goes—the briefer the backswing, the shorter the shot. To
keep follow-through smooth, think of the club head as a

pendulum {right). Swing as far forward as you swung back.

WEIGHT TO THE LEFT is a cardinal rule on the short shot.

The shoulders make the same turn as on the long shot,

and the hips slide forward the same way to start the down-
swing, but the weight must remain forward throughout.

TENSION on short shots can be relieved by starting the

backsw ing (left) with the turn of the left shoulder. This pre-

vents jerking the club back and tends to keep the club head

close to ground, reducing the chances of stubbing the shot.



HARMON tontlniicil

A BLAST THAT BUILDS CONFIDENCE

Hitting the ball out of the sand frightens more golfers un-

necessarily than any other shot—but why? The sand shot

is far easier than a lot of pitch and chip shots off perfectly

good turf. By learning to hit the sand shot properly you

can not only save yourself a great deal of grief, but you can

gain a fine psychological advantage over an opponent who
is counting on winning a hole because you are in a trap.

That is why the shot is one of my favorites. It has enabled

me to win dozens of big matches—some of them in very

important tournaments. Essentially, the sand shot is the

same as the short pitch shot with the open club face that

we discussed on the previous pages. The main difference is

that when you hit the sand shot you arc not trying to hit

the ball. Your object is to throw a lot of sand out of the

bunker and have the ball fly with the sand. The face of the

club never touches the ball. You can almost always take a

lot more sand than you think. Most mistakes in a bunker

are made by hitting too close to the ball and either striking

it with the club head, sending it over the green, or else skull-

ing it into the bank in front of you.

Picture to yourself a strip of sand eight inches long

—

four inches behind the ball and four inches in front of it.

Now plan to swing the club in such a way that you are

going to throw that entire eight-inch strip of sand up in

the air and well ahead of you. If you fail to follow through,

the sand will not move; if you do follow through, it will

fly, and the ball will fly with it. As the ball drops on the

green it will have good backspin and stop fairly quickly.

Keeping this general theory of the shot in mind, you should

also follow these rules:

1) Test the texture of the sand by digging your feet into

it when assuming your stance. The heavier the sand, the

harder you must swing to move out that eight-inch strip.

2) When you have a slightly buried lie in hard sand, use

the pitching wedge rather than the sand iron; it will cut

through the sand more easily.

3) Always break your wrists at the start of the swing. This

lifts the club head abruptly and to the outside of the line

of flight of the ball. The proper shoulder turn then takes

the club around on the inside as the ball is hit. But don't

leave the club head outside; it won’t take enough sand.

4) The flange on the sand iron is going to prevent the club

from digging into the sand unless you mistakenly strike

sharply down on the ball as if you were trying to chop

wood. So you do not need to worry about going too deep

into the sand—unless your swing was an absolute disaster

to begin with.

5) Hit the sand shot with confidence. When you do, the

ball will almost surely act the way you want it to, but if

you do not, your hesitation will lead you to lose control.

OPEN STANCE is a must. The ball is played forward—off

left foot—and the plan is to blast eight inches of sand.

*

FOLLOW THROUGH must be complete to throw plenty

of sand—and ball. Club head travels along toe-to-toe line.
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UPHILL IN SAND

Here is u nuisance. If you are ever going to miss a shot in

a bunker—and by now you should feel you won’t— it is

likely to be one from either an uphill or. worse yet, down-

hill lie. But don't be concerned. The trick is to get the

club head moving parallel to the contour of the sand while

still executing the shot in the same way you would from a

good lie. You can accomplish this by taking a stance that

will put your shoulder line parallel to the contour of the

sand at the point where the ball rests. The same slanted-

shoulder principle applies, by the way, when you are play-

ing shots from an uphill or downhill lie in the fairway.

BURIED IN SAND

This is not an infrequent lie in a bunker, especially on

better courses, where the sand is kept loose and is dry, so

do not complain when your ball splashes its way into the

sand and stays where it lands. It will come out, but you

must make an adjustment. Hood the club face, thus creat-

ing a digging action. You hit the usual four inches behind

the ball, but it is not possible to follow through, because

the club is going to dig into the sand and stop. The ball will

come out much like a knuckle ball in baseball. It will have

virtually no spin, and it is going to roll considerably farther

than a shot hit from a good lie, so be sure to allow for this.

CONTINUED
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HAHMON ...nibmed

Putting is the most individual activity in golf. You have

probably noticed that you seldom see two golfers who putt

exactly alike. Arnold Palmer and Bill Casper, two of the

best in tournament golf, appear to putt quite differently

from one another, yet each gets marvelous results. The

point is that they both follow certain rules about putting

that every golfer has to obey to have consistent success.

As far as the movement of the club head goes, putting is

the same basic stroke as the drive. The face of the putter

must be taken back squarely, just as the club is on other

shots. The putter must also be taken back low, almost as

if you were trying to drag it along the grass. The most

common fault in putting is to lift up the head of the putter

on the backswing.

The stance and the grip in putting are a matter of indi-

vidual preference; the important thing is to find a position

and grip that are natural and comfortable. There are two

fundamental types of grip. With one, you turn your hands

more under the shaft of the putter and keep your wrists

relatively stiff. The swing is made largely with the shoulders

and arms. Among the touring professionals who prefer this

stroke are Jack Nicklaus and Phil Rodgers. The wrist put-

ter swings quite differently. He lends to keep his hands on

top of the shaft, and he assumes a more upright stance. He
moves his arms and shoulders somewhat, particularly on

the longer putts, but most of the action of the putter comes

from the wrists. Palmer and Dave Marr are two exam-

ples ofgood wrist putters. Whichever style and grip you use,

nothing is quite as important in putting as keeping your

head and body still. Everyone has an urge to look up after

stroking a putt—out of understandable curiosity about the

result—but you must not do this until you have completely

finished the swing. The minute you look up, your shoulder

line necessarily moves forward and you alter the line of

the putting stroke.

You have probably noticed that most professionals tap

at the ball when they putt, using little or no follow-through.

This is especially true on short putts, and it is all right for

them to do this because they practice their putting so much.

But 1 believe that the weekend golfer is better off if he lets

the head of the putter follow through on the exact line of

the putt. One good way to practice this is to drop three or

four balls about 12 inches from the hole. As you putt for

the hole, let the head of the putter go forward right over

the top of the hole, as in the illustration above. Do this

for a while, then use the same technique at greater and

greater distances. It will give you the sensation of chasing

the ball down the projected line and right into the cup

—

which is just the way you want to feel about your putting,

and about your golf in general. end
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HS&M Mohair/Worsted suits from about $90 to $130.

If suits were antiques, mohair would be a col-

lector’s item. Treasured stuff. Worthy of spe-

cial display.

It’s the summer suit for your important

moments. Crisp and cool, with an air of luxury.

Look closely. See how the lustrous mohair

threads give the cloth frosty highlights. Run
your hand over it. Silky soft. Light as a whis-

per. Gives you a cool, well-dressed feeling.

Good tailoring keeps it that way. Put your

finger behind the lapel. Flip it forward. See it

spring back. Lies flat every time. The secret?

Row upon row of interloop stitching inside

each lapel. Far more than in ordinary suits.

The look you buy is the look you keep.

Add a bit of Iu6ter to your collec- •kN
tion of fine summer suits. Discover '‘SSfflT

mohair by Hart Schaflner & Marx. j J



PEOPLE

“Lady,” snapped a fellow pe-

destrian to the woman step-

ping off a Park Avenue curb

against a red light and the

flow of New York traffic,

“you're going to get killed if

you do that.” The woman
stopped, looked, then smiled.

“I'm sorry. I should know

better, Mr. President,” she

said, after which Harry S

Truman, an old pro as a city

hiker, guided her across.

If there's anything the Holly-

wood crowd likes better than

tennis, it's a good cause cil
fe-

bre. So it didn't really mat-

ter too much when , because

of local zoning laws, civic

authorities refused to let Pat

Boone, James Franciscus,

Mrs. Robert Stack, James

Garner and a host of lesser

luminaries charge admission

for a tennis tournament they

were playing for charity at a

club owned by F.die Adams in

Cheviot Hills. The outlawed

tennis players just changed

their role to pickets and
marched up and down the

sidewalk in front of the club

waving their tennis rackets

in protest.

In the U.S. to dedicate his

nation's pavilion at the New
York World's Fair, Jordan's

motor-happy King Hussein

found time as well to jet to

Texas, talk engines with Indy

Racer A. J. Foyt at Houston

Oilman John W. Mecom's

Zapata ranch, inspect a sports

car named especially for him,

waltz Lady Bird Johnson

around a White House ball-

room and sample the water

skiing (below) at Florida's

Cypress Gardens.

When Goodyear Tire & Rub-

ber Company's basketball

team won its first AAU cham-

pionship, no one cheered

louder than rooter Victor

Holt Jr., a onetime All-Amer-

ica and star center on the less

successful 1930 Goodyear
team. “I hope,” crowed Holt

at the game’s end. “it is a

good omen for my new job.”

His job: president of Good-
year Tire & Rubber Co.

No one expected it to have

much impact politically but,

in the hope that it might give

a boost to fitness in an Olym-

pic year, RepublicanCongress-

men Robert T. Stafford (Vt.),

Donald Rumsfeld (III.) and

Silvio O. Conte (Mass.)
climbed on their bicycles and

pumped furiously around
Washington’s Ellipse in a race

against three counterparts

from the Democratic side. The

G.O.P. legislators won team

honors easily, but Rhode Is-

land's Senator Claiborne Pell

saved the Democrats' face

by pellmelling to individual

victory over all.

Horrified at the thought of

his star's magnificent nose be-

ing nicked by a brush-back

pitch from some chorine in

Hello, Dolly!, the producer

of Broadway's other big hit

musical refused to let Funny

Girl Barbra Streisand play

in the showgirls' weekly soft-

ball league. So. barred from

Central Park. Barbra decided

to play Yankee Stadium in-

stead and bought two season

tickets.

Shooting over a field pur-

portedly well scattered with

birdseed and other delicacies,

former Joint Chiefs Chair-

man General Nathan F.

Twining. USA (ret.). Con-

gressman Robert Sikes (D.,

Fla.), Financier Edward Ball

and Alcoa Veep R. A. Learn-

ard went after a nice bag

of wild turkey but were not

quick enough to elude the Al-

abama game wardens, who
nabbed them for shooting

over a "baited field.” A pity,

but, as Twining's successor.

General Curtis LeMay, said

only last week: “A military

commander must always de-

mand physical fitness and

mental alertness from his

men.”

For the hostess with the

mostes' it’s now all bets on

the Mets, according to the

latest intelligence from Wash-

ington. Presumably weary of

the lackluster game of politics,

Perle Mesta has transferred

her allegiance to baseball and

recently gave a party for all

Casey Stengel’s boysand their

wives. Perle journeys to New
York to watch the Mets play

“every time I get a chance.”

What's a good birthday pres-

ent for a queen who has ev-

erything? Obviously a victory

at the track—if she happens

to bea lurffan. Or so it seemed

to Queen Elizabeth’s 4-year-

old chestnut gelding. Gold

Aura, who romped home first

at Epsom to give Her Majesty

a surprise purse of $7,260 on

her 38th birthday.

“I note from the political col-

umns that you do not choose

to run,” wrote Democratic

Governor Grant Sawyer of

Nevada to Republican Gov-

ernor William Scranton of

Pennsylvania, “but will you

join me for a 10-mile walk?”

The challenge was issued to

help Nevada celebrate its

1 00th year of statehood, but

it had political overtones as

well. The loser will be expect-

ed to donate S500 to the cam-

paign fund of the winner's fa-

vorite candidate for President.
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First, it tells you that this

is a very exceptional Bourbon . .

.

handmade on an original sour

mash recipe. Of such excellence

that in Kentucky, home of the

finest Bourbons, it is the most

popular premium* whiskey by

far. Bourbon scholars use it

as a standard of comparison

by which all whiskey is

judged. A comparison which

we at America’s oldest

family distillery invite you

to make . . . soon.

ITS

PRICE

WHAT’S
SO SPECIAL
ABOUT THIS

NAME?

STITZEL-WELLER America’s Oldest Family Distillery • Estab. Louisville, Ky., 1849 • 100 Proof Straight Bourbon Whiskey



The beauty is,

the beauty lasts

with special steels in your new car
It used to be that the only time a car really sparkled

was while it was in the showroom. Now, you see that

sparkle everywhere. The designers are using special

steels that keep their good looks. Special body steels

have just the right surface texture to hold the better

new finishes. Special galvanized steels for rocker

panels and underbody parts have extra protection

against rust. Special stainless steels for wheel covers

and trim stay mirror bright. Special bumper steels

have increased strength to resist dents and scratches.

When you take a good long look at your new car, that

gleam in your eye is steel.

United States Steel



New steels from
U. S. Steel keep
the ’64 cars

good-looking longer
New trim stays trim—Have you ever seen

a worn-out wheel cover? There is no such

thing anymore because wheel covers, like

so much of the trim on the '64's, are made
of USS Stainless Steel. No other metal

combines the strength, corrosion resist-

ance, and lasting gleam of stainless steel.

It's extremely hard too, so it resists dents

and pock marks from flying gravel. For as

long as you own a '64, your stainless steel

trim will look showroom-new.

Better body steels—Galvanized steel has

been around for a long time—in fact it was
first made in 1884 by a company that later

became part of U. S. Steel. But there was
a problem in using this corrosion-resistant

steel for painted body parts, because the

spangles in the zinc coating showed
through the paint.

U. S. Steel solved this problem by devel-

oping a special finishing process which

eliminates the spangles. These specially

finished galvanized sheets can be used
side by side with regular body sheets, and
when they are painted, you can't tell the

difference, yet your car has additional pro-

tection against corrosion in those parts

where rust used to strike first.

Regular body sheet steels have also been
improved. U. S. Steel is using special
electronic testing equipment to make sure

that body steels are produced to specifica-

tions for better finishes.

Brighter, stronger bumpers—Car design-

ers wanted a decorative yet stronger

bumper. They got what they wanted with

USS PAR-TEN High-Strength Low-Alloy

Steel. It's about 40% stronger than normal
bumper steel, so it can shrug off the bumps
and gravel shots that mar other materials.

It also has a special surface that takes a

bright, long-lasting chrome coating.

Built to last— You'll hear a lot of praise for

the '64 cars. They deserve it. Classic styl-

ing. Performance. Road handling. Comfort.
And more. They're built to stay in shape
years longer with new and improved
steels produced by U. S. Steel. United
States Steel, 525 William Penn Place,

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. USS and PAR-TEN
are trademarks.

pro basketball/Frank Deford

Follow the bouncing ball from

Honolulu to Boston
After a seven-month tour that nearly spanned the seasons and the

globe, the NBA's road show ended with a dunk by big Bill Russell

I > ill Russell was chatting a few hours

before Boston was to play San Fran-

cisco in the third game of the National

Basketball Association finals. He looked

down at his watch. It said 5:30, which

meant that it was 2:30, because even

though he had been in San Francisco

for a day, Russell had not set his watch

back. Why bother? In the NBA. time is

not measured in hours. The season start-

ed back in September in Honolulu and

Salisbury, Md. There were weeks of ex-

hibitions, then 80 regular games and then

for the last five weeks, the playoffs. The

playoffs carried the NBA into Daylight

Saving Time, through 14 days of the

baseball season, and could have gone

into the month of May were it not for

the fact that Boston dispensed w ith San

Francisco in five games.

This sort of thing happens every year.

They play all those games from Septem-

ber to May, and it always turns out that

the Boston Celtics win. They are now
the only professional team in history to

win six straight championships. (The

Yankees won five, 1949-1953, and the

Montreal Canadiens five, 1956-1960.)

“The difference, you know," Russell

said, “between all the teams in this league

is very slight. All you need is an edge.

When the game starts there arc 10 guys

out there just look ing for an edge. That's

why one team can w in by 20 points and

then turn around and get beat by the

same team by 20 points—losing the edge."

Russell was quite the bearded prophet.

After trouncing the Warriors two in a

row, the Celts got beat by 24. It was their

last loss. The Celtics seldom get beat by

24, or beat at all. because they do not

have to find an edge. They have a built-

in edge named Bill Russell.

Russell played a routinely masterful

scries against San Francisco—and he

had to rise to heights against the War-

riors to neutralize Wilt Chamberlain,

who was finishing his finest year. This

was Wilt’s first championship. He re-

bounded magnificently, but it was not

often enough that he could work him-

self in when he got the ball in the pivot.

Russell forced him to depend on his fall-

away jumper, a shot that takes Cham-
berlain completely out of the action if he

misses. In addition, K. C. Jones helped

Russell when he could, pestering Wilt

with flailing arms and attempted steals.

Russell also had to contend with War-
rior Rookie Nate Thurmond, 6 feet 11,

an agile giant who complements Wilt

and gives the Warriors the equivalent of

the two-big-backs backfield with which

the Green Bay Packers shocked pro foot-

ball a couple of years ago.

Still, this awesome San Francisco

front-line power could not match the

overall Boston depth and aggressive de-

fense. and the intimidating presence of

Russell. "He never stops showing you

something new." Warrior ptaymaker

Guy Rodgers said after the fourth game.

“Once he blocked Wilt's big shot, and

then Thurmond got it and Russell came
over to the other side of the basket and

blocked Thurmond's shot, too."

A lot of players have begun to block

shots since Russell showed how it can

be done, but with most of them it is a

desperation move, and if it is success-

ful the ball is merely knocked out-of-

bounds. The other team still has the ball

and can try to score again. When Russell

blocks a shot, he nearly always sends

the ball, in the same motion, into the

arms of a free teammate. The Celtics

then have a four-point play: the oppo-

nents have lost two, and Boston has

gained two. Five such plays a game and

Boston has a 20-point edge.

The fourth was the key playoff game,

the first close one and the only one in

continued
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See the new shape in sunglasses.

They're distortion-free, too!
And who but American Optical could give

you such styling and quality?

The new Sunfarer (his) and Sunmate (hers)

beautifully combine today's smartest styling

with the finest in sunglass lenses — the new
Tru-Tone neutral gray. Scientifically designed

panoramic curves provide 180° distortion-

free vision, unmatched by any other deep-
curve lens.

Other AO sunglass styles are available in

Calobar* lenses, a restful green; Cosmetan*
lenses, a soft tan; or True Color* lenses, a

neutral gray. And any of these may be com-
bined with a Polaroid® polarizing filter that

eliminates reflected glare. AO lenses may
also be ground to your prescription.

The truth is, all dark glasses are not sun-

glasses. Many only shut out visible light and

create distortion, make it harder to see- But

AO sunglass lenses are made to the same

high-standards as prescription lenses, pre-

cisely ground and polished to give you un-

distorted vision, filter out harmful ultraviolet

and infrared rays, protect your eyes from

glare.

For the smartest styling and finest quality,

see a member of the Eye Care Professions

and ask about AO sunglasses.

(O AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
Since 1833 Better Vision for Better Living ^

*TM registered by American Optical Company ®by Polaroid Corp.

which the home-court advantage was

lost. The Warriors regrouped. Fought

off injuries and came back valiantly

in the fifth game, but it was not quite

enough. Down 100-92 with 1:55 left,

they cut it to 101 99 with 19 seconds to

go. Then Tom Heinsohn missed a driv-

ing hook, but Russell got the rebound

and stuffed away that sixth straight

championship.

It was a sudden burst of Heinsohn’s

shooting shenanigans that won the im-

portant fourth game, when the Warriors

still had a reasonable chance. Until mid-

way in the third quarter. Heinsohn had

not had a good series. His shooting was
off, and lie was definitely bothered by

Thurmond, who is four inches taller.

Heinsohn is the shooter in a city where

the glories of Cousy’s passing and Rus-

sell’s defense are as much a part of the

native folklore as the spirit of ’76 and

the MTA. Heinsohn is known, some-

times affectionately, as “Gunner," and

he is easy to spot on the court. He is the

guy with his hand up. waving at who-

ever on his team has the bail—because

he wants it. He is, actually, an outstand-

ing offensive rebounder, but his reputa-

tion is based strictly on his shooting and

his temper. Heinsohn is so intense that

he regularly draws technical fouls in

team scrimmages. All this is a far cry

from the off-court Heinsohn. who is a

most genial sort. The NBA players have

made him their league representative.

During Heinsohn’s shooting lapse in

the playoffs, roommate Frank Ramsey

had watched him closely from the bench.

"You know." Ramsey told him, “from

where I was sitting, a couple of times you

were driving directly at me. and 1 could

see your eyes. You are watching out for

I hurmond and Wilt so much that you

hardly even look at the rim before you

shoot." Heinsohn was trying to overcome

Thurmond's advantage in size with all

kinds of hesitation shots to fake him out.

“Thurmond doesn't play you so you can

feel him." Heinsohn said. “You have to

watch him."

But it was not until Heinsohn took

Ramsey’s advice and looked at his shoot-

ing target that he had any success against

Thurmond. In the most devastating per-

sonal streak of the scries, Heinsohn broke

open the big game. The Celtics were be-

hind 52-51 when Heinsohn. trailing on a

fast break, broke through for a three-

point play. He tipped in a basket sec-

onds later, and after Sam Jones stole the

• continued
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When you’re only No.2,
you try harder.

Or else.

Little fish have to keep moving all of

the time. The big ones never stop picking

on them.

Avis know s all about the problems of

little fish.

We’re only No.2 in rent a cars.We’d be

Avis can’t aiTord to relax. swallowed up ifwe didn’t try harder.

There’s no rest for us.

We’re always emptying ashtrays. Making sure gas tanks

are full before we rent our cars. Seeing that the batteries

arc full of life. Checking our w indshield wipers.

And the cars we rent out can’t be anything less than

lively new super-torque Fords.

And since we’re not the bin fish, you won’t feel like a

sardine when you come to our counter.

We’re not jammed w ith customers.

® 1964 AVIS,



Bolex doesn’t think
home movies

should look like

“home movies.”
Do you agree?

Most home movies arc sad. Not the

type of sad that makes you cry—the type that

bores you to tears. But home movies don’t

have to be sad. Not when they're taken and

shown with Bolex equipment. Take the

Bolex SI
,
for example. It just won’t let you

make a mistake. It has an f/ 1 .8 zoom lens. Expo-

sures are measured and automatically set by

electric eye. It has a 9 to 30mm zooming range

Reflex viewing, variable shutter, film rewind

—you name it, the SI has it. You can go as far into moviemaking as you want.

But a good camera isn’t all you need to take good pictures. You need skill.

And with every camera purchase we give away a Bolex Cine-Guide booklet

(tells you all you need to know). We’ve thought of just about everything.

By the way, if you’re going to show great films, show them on a great projector.

And it just happens that we make a great projector. The Bolex 1 8-5 automatic.

It threads itself automatically, has a great zoom lens, and simple controls.

With the flick of a switch you can cut the speed from 18 to 5 frames per

second slow motion (wait till you’ve seen your kid running in slow motion).

The same switch gives you reverse, rewind—even controls room lights.

If you feel the same way, stop

in at your local dealer's and ask

him to demonstrate the Bolex

camera and projector. Once
you see what they can do,

you’ll agree that home movies

are better than ever.

While you're there, enter the

Bolex 1 50th Anniversary Contest.

Trips to Europe are the prizes.

Look in the Yellow Pages for

the dealer nearest you. Or write:

Paillard Incorporated, 1900

Lower Rd., Linden, New Jersey.

PRO BASKETBALL continued

ball Hcinsohn hit a jump shot. Two free

throws by K.C. Jones made it 63-55, and

then Heinsohn went berserk. Consecu-

tively. he tossed in another jumper, a

hook driving down the middle, another

hook cutting across and finally a layup

on a fast break—the way it had all

started. By then it was 71-60 and time

for a rest.

Though they won only one game of

five, the Warriors still arc the latest of

those Teams of The Future that pop up

every year as a challenge to the Celtics.

"A lot of ball teams have come and gone

since we first beat St. Louis in ’57.” Frank

Ramsey said—more in amazement than

braggadocio— after it was all over. Ram-
sey was retiring, just as Cousy did last

year, with a picture-book finale. And
Ramsey's departure is, in a way, more

the end of an era than Cousy’s was.

Ramsey is the last of the 6-foot-3 for-

wards. In the playoffs, 6-foot-3 Forward

Ramsey guarded 6-foot- 1 1 Forward

Thurmond. There will be no more of

that. Last year the nine NBA teams

drafted six guards on the first round, and

let a sleeper like big. rugged Gus John-

son get through to the second. This year

no Johnsons will be missed. Muscle, best

exemplified by the Warriors’ Chamber-

lain-Thurmond-Tom Meschery front

yard, has taken over. Lithe but lean play-

ers like Terry Dischinger of Baltimore,

w ho is 6 feet 7 but only 190 pounds, are

being shifted to the back court. (Another

trend in this same area has begun: the

NFL and AFL are also trying to shift

the middle-size, fast athletes— into pro

football uniforms. The Cowboys drafted

ex-Utah State basketball star Cornell

Green and the Cleveland Browns have

signed Levcrn Tart of Bradley. A speedy

6-foot-4 man is ideal for pass defense.)

One ex-Tcam of The Future. Los Ange-

les. has discovered that superb shooting

is not enough to win in the NBA. even

if it is the Jerry West, Elgin Baylor and

Dick Barnett type of shooting. The Lak-

ers, except for those three and Rudy La-

Russo, are going to be rebuilt with tall

musclemen who can move like Fred

Astaire. If they can be found.

A fascinating exception to the new rule

is, of all teams, the Boston Celtics. Since

Jim LoscutofT started spending most of

his time on the bench, the Celtics have

had little muscle on the court. They win

with the wiry types like the Jones boys,

Havlicek and Ramsey. But then, they

have Bill Russell.
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Put on this classic Take off for classic

summer suit today Athens this summer

Win a trip to Europe
Pick up your "Destination Europe" contest entry form at any

store featuring the h.i.s* label. Nothing to buy! Easy to win!

h.i.s offers you your choice of seven different trips this summer
to your favorite European city by luxurious jet.

Meanwhile consider the local aesthetics of the situation. Every

line of the h.i.s suit shown here is fluid and flattering. Shoulders

are artlessly pure. Sculptured jacket narrows down to belted,

cuffed Post-Grad slacks. In featherlight Poplins, Bengalines,

Tropicals, Iridescents, Sharkskins; in all the new light tones.

Zipper by Talon. $29.95 to $39.95 depending on the fabric.

h.i.s
16 CAST 34 STREET. NEW YORK. N.Y.



WIN A
TRIP TO

A BOWL

ORANGE BOWL,SUGAR

BOWLROSE BOWL

PACK UPAND GO IN SAMSONITE'S *20,000 CONTEST!!
Here's an opportunity now for you to get away from it all this win

ter! Have a weekend packed full of fun and excitement, all on
Samsonite! It's the most exciting travel contest ever, a contest that

can mean a winter vacation for two, at one of the following fabulous

Bowl Game cities.

ORANGE BOWL. MIAMI. You’ll be whisked away to glittering Miami.

Florida where N. Y. Giant star, Frank Gifford and his wife. Maxine

will be your hosts. Your air transportation both ways, special seats

at the big game, your expenses, a full week-end of entertainment,

dancing, fishing, parades are on Samsonite.

ROSE BOWL. LOS ANGELES. With Los Angeles Ram halfback. Jon

Arnett and his wife, Yvonne, as your hosts, your exciting Winter

Vacation Weekend begins with a flight to Los Angeles, and contin-

ues through lavish dinners, dancing, sightseeing, and of course.

V.I.P. seats at the all-important Rose Bowl Game.

SUGAR BOWL. NEW ORLEANS. Here. Bart Starr, Green Bay Pack-

ers great, and his wife, Cherry play host to you. Fly to and from

fabled New Orleans, see*the sights, enjoy sports of your choice,

dine at famous eating spots and above all watch the New Year's

Day Classic Game as the guest of Samsonite.



GALA NEW
YEARS

FOR TWO
MIAMI,NEW ORLEANS
OR LOS ANGELES

M«n Utidreb* $40,00: 8*«lr Cau $25.00; 29' Pullman $52-50. MMKTTI.-24 Ce«i».i.c*C*»$32iO :-—u’-~CmK' C : »-*rj42.A0.

102 CHANCES TO WIN ! EASY! FUN ! OPEN TO EVERYONE!
In addition to the seven First Prize "Bowl Weekends" for two,

Samsonite will give away 10 RCA Victor Color TV sets, 10 Mink

Stoles, 25 Polaroid Land Cameras, and 50 General Electric Transis-

tor Portable Radios. 102 prizes in all.

IT'S EASY! HERE’S ALL YOU DO. When you’re buying luggage for

.vacations or gifts, make it Samsonite. You’ll get an entry blank with

any piece of Samsonite Luggage you buy between May 1 and July

15th, 1964. Then, describe the best vacation area you have ever

visited, and tell why you think it is the best. You should use at

least 50 words. Sounds simple doesn’t it? Entries will be judged by

Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation on the basis of conciseness, style

and interest. Get complete .rules, and your entry blank at any

Samsonite Dealer. You’ll find Samsonite in many styles. Streamlite,

the classic luggage that never goes out of style. Silhouette, trim,

elegant, sets the pace for luxury. Sentry, the new spirited luggage.

Contest subject to federal, state, and local regulations.

Samsonite Luggage



He used to take the 6:02. Now lie takes

his Solid, Silent Super Torque FORD 500/XL.
Because it’s fun to settle into a bucket seat,

handle a floor-mounted shift, command up to

425 horses...and a new kind of total performance ,

refined and perfected in open competition around

the world. (Besides: he #ets a kiss

from his conductor!)

TRY K )TAI. I’KRFOltMAXt'I

FOR A CHANGE!

FORD



HOCKEY/Tom C. Brody

How do you stop a Red Wing? Shoot
The Maple Leafs were the better team, but they could not elbow the eager Detroiters aside and they

could not skate around them. All they could do to win a third straight Stanley Cup was score more goals

Among the bright red equipment bags

outside the Red Wings’ dressing

room after a hockey game in Toronto

last week stood a big, black shipping

crate awaiting transportation to Detroit.

"What's in that?" asked Red WingCoach
Sid Abel, idly curious. "The Stanley

Cup," replied one of the porters. "Holy

cow," said Abel, backing off as if he had

come face to face with a kingcobra. "Get

it out of here. We haven’t won it yet.”

If superstitious Sid was as nervous as a

mongoose in the presence of the cup that

symbolizes National Hockey League su-

premacy, it was probably because neither

he nor his team had any reasonable

right to be so close to it in the first place.

"I hope it’s Detroit we meet," said Chi-

cago's top-scoring tough guy Bobby Hull

before the playoffs began. And he got his

wish, only to wish he hadn’t. With a col-

lection of very old players, a rambunc-

tious gang of very young ones and the

incomparable Gordie Howe—who is al-

ways at his best in Stanley Cup play

—

the Wings simply skated their fool heads

off in the preliminary round of the play-

offs, disposed of smug Chicago in seven

games and came close to doing the very

same thing to Toronto in the finals. In

the last game they failed to become the

second lourth-place team in history to

win the cup, but the failure was a glori-

ous one for the defeated Wings and a

genuine triumph for the Maple Leafs.

Up to the time they met the Red Wings,

the biggest problem faced by Toronto in

defending the championship it had won
two years in a row seemed to be the

Montreal Canadiens—a team that beat

the Leafs with clocklike precision during

the regular season. But the Leafs that fin-

ished third in the standings and the

Leafs that came snarling into the playoffs

were two different teams. There is a

continued

NEW for ’64

BagRoy
World’s Favorite Golf Cart

The sparkling new ’64 Bag Boy is perfect for

any golfer. One glance at the modern sports

styling of this new Bag Boy tells you this is the

^ finest. Once you try it you

Softpji Hide, know hcrc
,

is

t

the one
,;

hat is

engineered for excellence,

with more quality features that count. That's

why it is the world’s favorite golf cart. Avail-

r— .. able at leading golf

tQAmmmn and professional shops,
J sporting goods and de-

partment stores. Special $29.95; Deluxe $37.95.

Product of JARMAN-WILLIAMSON CO.

601 N.E. 28th Ave., Portland, Oregon 97232
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HOCKEY continued
Give bottles a sporting chance, we say. That’s why we
designed the Mead Bottle Master . It has separators that

protect bottles from foul play— all the way down. (Has any-

one ever thrown a six-pack at an umpire?) Not all good

ideas come Irom Mead. But you'd be amazed how many do.

MEAD
\packaging\

Money As You Like It.

More than 50 years ago we recognized the public need for

flexible life insurance. Mutual Benefit Life then created a

forward-looking option that has been of immense help to our

beneficiaries. It gives the beneficiary of an MBL policy the

right to receive a steady income -guaranteed for life -rather

than a lump sum settlement. Today, along with our “Seven

Significant Benefits,” we’re still advancing new flexible

options and the most liberal income plans.

MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY • NEWARK, NEW JERSEY • SINCE 1845

strong suspicion around ihc league that

Toronto spent the regular season just

warming up for the Stanley Cup.

Coach Punch Imlach moaned and

Fumed publicly during the season when
the Maple Leafs suffered such indignities

as an 11-0 loss to the last-place Boston

Bruins, but privately Imlach seemed un-

ruffled. “We weren't too concerned,"

said his assistant, Frank (King) Clancy.

"We knew we’d be ready when the play-

offs came." Imlach knew what an ex-

hausting fight for a high place in the

standingscould do to a team. He brought

along his players with the tender care of

a horse trainer nursing a Derby favorite.

After taking on opponents with leisurely

grace, winning only often enough to as-

sure themselvesa comfortable third-place

finish, the Maple Leafs got serious just

three weeks before the regular season

ended. To strengthen his already well-

stocked lines, Imlach talked the New
York Rangers into sending Toronto one-

time Bruins Captain Don McKenneyand
Andy Bathgate, one of the truly great

players in the NHL. The effect on the

Leafs was electrifying.

“Dick Duff and Bob Nevin. the play-

ers we gave up," said King Clancy,

"were pretty good defensively, but you

could take them for granted when they

had the puck. But just try taking Bath-

gate and McKcnney for granted and see

what happens."

What did happen wasa notable increase

in Maple Leaf goals. Bathgate tied the

league record for assists with 58. and

McKcnney scored nine goals in I6games.

exactly as many as he had all the rest of

the season with New York. Add to these

the suddenly improved performances of

Center Dave Keon, the finest of hockey 's

youngsters, and Frank Mahovlich, a

brooding wingman who suddenly flashed

fire when Imlach moved him to center,

and y ou had a team that disposed of the

Canadicns w ith relative case and seemed

eminently capable of coping w ith riffraff

like the Red Wings. Imlach's chief worry

at the start of the final cup series was how

to convince his talented players that they

could get clobbered by the Detroit team

if they loafed.

As for the Red Wings, their strategy

was simple: shoot the puck into the

Maple Leafs' zone at every opportunity

and then harry them into making mis-

takes. preferably right in front of the

goal. For the rest: bump, slash, harass

and. w hen all else fails, bite whatever un-
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Royal
announces:
the first

registered
golf ball

It never made sense to register a golf ball before. Be-

cause no top line ball was clearly better than another.

Now one is. It's the new Royal.

How is it made better? With extraordinary diligence,

talented people, and infinite precision, right down the

line.

Altogether, it takes 85 separate steps stretching over

9 days to make one candidate for Royal registration. And
even then, everything must wait while samples are tested.

1. Test balls are machine-driven over 400 yards, for

distance and accuracy.

2. Test balls are "hacked” by a pile-driver-like machine

to simulate months of hard abuse.

3. Test balls are dropped onto a slab of marble in a very

quiet room. They must "click" and bounce just right.

4. Test balls are measured with calipers and fluoro-

scoped to be sure they are round and perfect.

Finally, a registered number is put on each successful

ball, and the Royal seal on each package. This is your

guarantee that the new Royal you play has met the high-

e st standards ever set for a golf ball . (The demanding

standards of the Royal Golf Equipment Laboratories.)

The Registered Royal is only sold by your golf pro-

fessional. Buy it. Play it. It's built to go the distance.

Royjl Golf Equipment, Unil r. Rockefeller Conltf, New York. N. Y.
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Obviously . . . Johnny’s in

the wrong Scotch Foursome

but he’s always

in the right golf shirt

A Munsingwear Grand Slam golf shirt, of course. Hardy honeycomb cotton

mesh, sparked with stripe trim. Worn by professional golfer, Johnny Pott.

Style 2800. Patented nylon-reinforced underarm gusset*. 2' / longer shirt tail.

Machine washable, won’t shrink out of fit. S5.

unsingwe£LT

it’s worth the difference
Munsingwear. Inc.. Minneapolis 5. Minnesota

fortunate Maple Leafhappens to have the

puck.

!mlach planned to counter this anarchy

with the same strategy that had helped

his team beat the Red Wings eight times

in the regular season, hold them to a tic

three times and keep Gordie Howe from

scoring in 14 games—a feat that could

be matched only if one baseball team

(say the Red Sox) struck out Mickey

Mantle every time he stepped up to bat

against it.

“If we skate as hard as the Wings do.”

Imlach said, "we’ll win easy because we

have by far the better team."

But skate hard is just what the Maple

Leafs did not do in the first two games.

They ambled haughtily along the ice,

seemingly fearful of working up a sweat.

And while Imlach swilled milk lo appease

his ulcer, the wild-eyed Red Wings went

after the Toronto players relentlessly.

Leading the fray was Howe, still, at age

36, the best the NHL has, and close be-

hind him were eight young men whose

biggest assets are a swashbuckling aban-

don and the urge to skate full tilt every

second they are on the ice.

Typical of the young Red Wings is 23-

ycar-old Larry JefTrey, who has fallen

arches (he rolls a pop bottle endlessly

under his bare feet to strengthen them)

and the ability to ricochet off goal-

posts. side boards and opposing players

like an uncorked balloon zippingaround

a New Year's Eve ballroom. Jeffrey has

been knocked cold on three occasions

this year and has been flattened against

the boards by opposing defensemen

countless times. But his style is catching.

All the young Red Wings, and most of

the old ones, seem to have adopted it.

Bill Gadsby, for example, is a player who
has been employed as a defenseman for

18 seasons in the National Hockey

League. His special talent is getting in

front of a rapidly approaching puck with

w hatever part of his anatomy is handiest.

"I swear I'll never get in the way of a

puck again.” Gadsby once said after a

slap shot shattered his wrist. But after

watching Jeffrey and the other young

Red Wings cavort, Gadsby joyfully re-

entered the line of fire. “I like the life."

he said with a toothless smile.

During the last weeks of the season,

as it became fashionable for Red Wing
players to fling themselves recklessly into

the fray, the results became apparent

both in the win column (Detroit won
more games than any other team the last

, continued
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New Golden Meteor V-90—with Electramatic Drive. New Super Sea-Horse 40—with Electramatic Drive.

NOW, FUN COMES EVEN FASTER
WITH THESE '64 ELECTRAMATICS

Can you steer? Can you move a lever?

Then you can drive any boat shown
above, and a thousand others. All you
need is a Johnson motor with Electra-

matic Drive . . . outboarding's first truly

automatic transmission!

And that's easy. Electramatic Drive
comes as standard equipment on the 90
hp Golden Meteor. There is also an Elec-

tramatic model of the 75 hp Super Sea-
Horse and of the 40 hp Super Sea-Horse.
With all Electramatic motors the single

lever control comes at no extra cost.

And what a control. Johnson's Electra-

matic Drive is just like the automatic shift

in a car—only better! One lever controls

gears and gas. Push the lever forward to

go ahead. The farther you push, the
faster you go. Pull it back to slow down
and stop, farther back for reverse. With

Electramatic Drive, boating is more fun

. . . docking is easier . . . skiing is safer.

Your Johnson dealer is in the Yellow

Pages. All '64 Johnsons (13 new models

in 9 power classes: 90. 75. 60, 40, 28.

18, 9Vi, 5>/2 ,
and 3 hp) cut oil costs in

half with 50 to 1 gas-oil mix. and carry a

2-year warranty.* Johnson Motors. 1658
Pershing Road. Waukegan, III. Division

Outboard Marine Corporation.

•For twenty-four months after purchase,
Johnson Motors will replace, without cost to

the,original purchaser, any part of its manu-
facture which upon inspection proves to have

failed in normal use due to faulty material

or workmanship.

SEE YOUR JOHNSON DEALER FOR THE FABULOUS NEW LP JAZZ ALBUM "THE HOT ONES." ONLY SI.00

Johnson . . . first in dependability



perCLORon, the easy-to-use granular chlorine,

can make swimming in your pool as delightful

as a dip in Paradise Bay. It keeps water sparkling

fresh, pure . . . Caribbean clear. Nothing kills

bacteria faster! Prevents algae, too. perCLORon

is made by Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation,

experts in water purification for over half a

century. Available in 5,35 and 100-lb. containers.

perCLORon is one of the complete line of

Pennswim pool-care chemicals now at your

Pennswim dealer. Ask him for the new booklet,

"The A B C's of Pool Care." For the name of

the dealer nearest you, check

the Yellow Pages ... or write to:

Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation,

3 Penn Center, Phila., Pa. 19102



HOCKEY continued

half of the season) and in the hospital.

For a while Sid Abel seriously wondered

how he was going to get his team through

a season, let alone into the Stanley Cup
competition. As ankles, backs, cheek

bones, hands, knees, legs, toes and w rists

were cut. strained, wrenched, chipped,

fractured, pulled, bruised and generally

maltreated, the training room began to

resemble an army field hospital. Abel

had to employ 38 different players over

the season to keep his team up to full

strength. But. though the injuries hin-

dered their progress toward the playoffs,

it was the devil-may-care attitude behind

them that made the Red Wings too much
for the Black Hawks to handle w hen they

got there, and very nearly too much for

the Maple Leafs, too.

It was not until the fourth game, when

they were trailing two games to one, that

the Maple Leafs began to shake their con-

fident pose and play the hockey one

would expect of defending champions.

Before that game, Imlach took Mahov-

lich and Bathgate aside and suggested

that they stop passing the puck around

and start shooting. “You've got the best

shots in the league.” he reminded the

players. “So use them.” And at long last

the Maple Leafs came alive.

Midway through the third period of

the fourth game, Bathgate jumped clear

of the puck near Detroit's blue line,

poked it past Red Wing Defenseman

Marcel Pronovost, passed by the hapless

defenseman himself with a quick burst

and, just as Imlach suggested earlier,

fired. Sawchuk was crouched low in the

Detroit net. but Bathgate has just the

trick to handle such situations.

“The blade of my stick is curved." he

explained afterward. “When I slap a

puck from long range it rises and then

drops as it reaches the net. That is ex-

actly what happened." The former New
Yorker shot from 35 feet out, the puck

a rising blur that looked as if it were

going to miss the net entirely. But sud-

denly it dropped straight over the shoul-

der of a bewildered Sawchuk. “Damnd-
est thing I ever saw,” the Detroit goalie

said. Soon afterward Mahovlich also

disdained a pass, shot and scored. That

was the first game in the final scries to be

won by a margin of more than one goal,

and it was the crucial game. The teams

split the next two games, thanks largely

to the incredible goal-keeping of (first)

Sawchuk and (second) Toronto's John-

ny Bower.

But the soaring Red Wings, who had

flown high above their station, were ex-

hausted. In the seventh game Leaf De-

fenseman Allan Stanley gave notice of

w hat was to come at the very start of the

first period when he slammed frisky

young Jeffrey into the boards with a clas-

sic display of brute power. After that,

the Leafs simply skated away from the

drooping Wings for three periods.

After fighting through breathless

games marked by close scores and tic-

breaking overtime periods, the Maple

Leafs won their third straight Stanley

Cup with an anticlimactic 4 0 shutout.

The Wings were defeated, but they went

down with honor. end
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When Announcer I in Scully ( left ) came to Los

Angeles with the transplanted Brooklyn Dodgers,

he was a stranger in alien corn. But in the six

years since , he has become as much a part ofsouthern

California as the freeways (right), whose radio-

listening drivers form a huge part of his audience

by ROBERT CREAMER

THE TRANSISTOR KID
Give a word-association test to a baseball fan from Omaha
or Memphis or Philadelphia and suddenly throw in the

phrase “Los Angeles Dodgers" and almost certainly the

answer will be “Sandy Koufa.\"or “Maury Wills’" or “Don
Drysdale"oreven “Walter O’Malley" or “Chavez Ravine.”

Give the same test to a fan from Los Angeles and the

odds are good that the answer will be "Vin Scully."

Scully is the tall, slim, red-haired native of New York

City who has been broadcasting Los Angeles Dodger games

ever since there has been a team called the Los Angeles

Dodgers and who. for eight seasons before that, did the

play-by-play of Dodger games back in Brooklyn. This year,

at 36, he is in his 15th season of broadcasting major league

games, a statistic that is bound to startle anyone who ever

heard Red Barber turn the mike over to Scully in the old

Ebbets Field days with a cheery, “O.K.. young fella. It's

all yours.”

In the six years that he has been in California. Scully has

become as much a part of the Los Angeles scene as the

freeways and the smog. His voice reporting the play-by-

play action of the 162 games the Dodgers play during the

regular season, plus the few dozen extra in spring training.

plus playoff games (the Dodgers have been in two post-

season playoffs in six years ). plus World Series games, floods

southern California from March until October. He is seen

as w ell as heard on telev ision a few times a year (the Dodgers

usually telecast only the nine games the team plays against

the Giants in San Francisco). “Everybody" probably is not

a mathematically precise description of the number of peo-

ple who listen to Scully's broadcasts, but it is close enough.

When a game is on the air the physical presence of his voice

is overwhelming. H is pleasantly nasal baritone comes out of

radios on the back counters of orange juice stands, from

transistors held by people sitting under trees, in barber

shops and bars, and from cars everywhere—parked cars,

cars waiting for red lights to turn green, cars passing you at

65 on the freeways, cars edging along next to you in rush-

hour traffic jams.

Even during the off season, when baseball is wrapped

up and put away until spring, Scully's personality infil-

trates Los Angeles. He does a 15-minute afternoon sport

show five days a week, and he is a frequent guest on

television. This past w inter he was a regular irregular on a

TV panel show called First Impression: he was on for a

continued
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VI N SCULLY continued

couple of weeks. olT for a couple of weeks. Because of his

appearances on First Impression he is becoming a familiar

TV face and personality as well as a radio voice, and sev-

eral people have approached him with ideas for new TV
programs that would use him as master of ceremonies.

Vin Scully’s voice is better known to most Los Angelenos

than their next-door neighbor’s is. He has become a celeb-

rity. He is stared at in the street. Kids hound him for auto-

graphs. Out-of-town visitors at ball games in Dodger Sta-

dium have Scully pointed out to them—as though he were

the Empire State Building—as he sits in his broadcasting

booth describing a game, his left hand lightly touching his

temple in a characteristic pose that his followers dole on and

which, for them, has come to be his trademark.

Baseball broadcasts are popular in all major league cities,

but in Los Angeles they are as vital as orange juice. For one

thing, the Dodgers have been an eminently successful and

colorful club in their six seasons in Los Angeles (two pen-

nants and a tie for a third, two world championships, a

Maury Wills stealing 104 bases, a Sandy Koufax winning

25 games). For a second, the Los Angeles metropolitan

area is huge (6 million people in the 1 960 census, the biggest

in the country after New York). For a third, because of a

minimum of efficient public transportation, practically ev-

erybody drives to and from work and, for that matter, to

and from everywhere, and in almost every car there is a

radio and every radio is always on. When a home-rushing

driver bogs down in a classic freeway traffic jam, he finds

that nothing else is as soothing as Vin Scully's voice describ-

ing the opening innings ofa Dodger night game just getting

under way a few thousand miles and three time zones to the

east. This time difference has been a key factor in the

growth of Scully's audience. A man who drives home from

work listening to an exciting game is not about to abandon

it when he reaches his house. As a result, millions of south-

ern Californians have Vin Scully with their supper.

But it is not just the happy timing of road games that

endears Scully to his audience. He appeals to them when the

Dodgers arc home. too. In fact, he holds his listeners when

they come to the ball park to see games w ith their own eyes.

When the Dodgers are playing at home and Dodger Sta-

dium is packed to the top row of the fifth tier with spec-

tators, it seems sometimes as though every member of the

crowd is carrying a transistor radio and is listening to Scully

tell him about the game he is watching. Taking radios to

ball parks to listen to the game as you watch it is a fairly

common practice, but nowhere is it so pronounced a char-

acteristic as it is in Los Angeles, and has been since 1958,

the yearthe Dodgers left Ebbets Field and moved west. Los

Angeles was hungry for major league ball, and though the

Dodgers had a dreadful season that first year (they finished

seventh), the crowds jammed into Memorial Coliseum,

where the team played until Dodger Stadium in Chavez

Ravine opened in 1962. Perhaps their unfamiliarity with

major leaguers prompted so many fans to bring transistors

along at first in order to establish instant identification of

the players. But a large percentage brought radios not just

to identify players but to learn what they were doing. Scully

was talking to an audience that had not been watching base-

ball. The old minor league teams that Los Angeles and

Hollywood had in the Pacific Coast League seldom drew

more than a few hundred thousand spectators in their best

years. Now a million and a half, two million, two million

and a half were pouring into the ball parks. Through Vin

Scully they learned the fine points, the subtleties, the In

language of the game.

Scully was an instant success, and his hold on his near

and remote audiences became extraordinary. The thou-

sands of transistor radios in the stadium add up to sub-

stantial volume, and Scully, sitting in the broadcasting

booth, can hear his voice coming back at him from the

crowd around him. The engineers have to keep close watch

on field microphones (the ones designed to pick up the

background noise of the crowd ) to screen out the feedback.

Scully says, "I tell you one thing, it keeps you on your toes.

When you know that just about everybody in that ball

park is listening to you describe a play that they re watch-

ing, you’d better call it right. You can’t get lazy and catch

up with a pitch that you’ve missed. You can't fake a play

that you've called wrong. I guess the thing I’m proudest of

is the fact that in six seasons I have never gotten a letter

from a fan who had seen a game at the ball park and lis-

tened to it at the same time on a transistor telling me that

I’d been wrong on a play. I’ve gotten a few letters telling

me to go soak my head, but none that said I described a

play inaccurately.”

One day in I960 Scully did something on the spur of

the moment that provided extraordinary evidence

of his impact on his audience. It was a fairly drab

game, and Scully, as is his habit, was filling in the duller mo-

ments with stories and anecdotes and revealing flashes of

information. He began talking about the umpiring team,

one of whom was Frank Secory. Vin leafed through the

record books and cited a few bits and things about Secory.

He mentioned his age and then did a double take when

he noticed the date of Secory's birth. Over the micro-

phone he said. '"Well, what do you know about that? To-

day is Frank Secory’s birthday.” And because it was a dull

game and because he was acutely aware, as always, that

most of the people at the game were listening to him on

transistors, he said. "Let’s have some fun. As soon as the

inning is over I’ll count to three, and on three everybody

yell. ‘Happy birthday, Frank!"’

The inning ended. Scully said. "Ready? One, two, three!”

And the crowd roared. “HAPPY birthday, frank!"

Secory looked up, astounded, and the crowd sat back,

bubbling with self-satisfaction.

Early last season a similar incident revealed that Scully

had not lost his grip on his listeners. The National League

had told its umpires to enforce strictly the balk rule, which

provided that with men on base a pitcher had to stop for
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an electric toothbrush
and why they still can’t beat Broxodent, the one from Squibb)

Back in 1960, thousands of people started

trushing their teeth in an entirely new way. The
Squibb Division of Olin had just introduced

Jroxodent, the first automatic toothbrush.

They ran their tongues over their teeth and
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»rushing over the years.

Now everybody’s making automatic tooth-
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Brush head.
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and dislodge even the tiniest food particles. (It’s

good for tiny mouths, too.)

7. Broxodent was tested in dental clinics for

two years before Squibb would let you have it.

And Squibb never stops testing.

When you switch to automatic brushing, re-

member two things.

It’s our business.

•It's your teeth.
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VIN SCULLY conduct

one full second in the course of his windup before throw-

ing the ball to the plate. Many pitchers were violating the

rule unintentionally, and the umpires soon made so many

balk calls that they sounded like a flock of crows in a corn-

field. The league office eventually backed down and every-

thing became serene again, but before that happened one

of the real crises of the Great Balk War occurred at Los

Angeles during a game between the Dodgers and the Cin-

cinnati Reds. The Reds, the Dodgers and the umpires be-

came embroiled in a loud, long discussion on the question

of whether or not a pitcher had stopped Tor one full sec-

ond. The argument went on and on, and up in the broad-

casting booth Scully was obliged to keep talking. He re-

viewed the balk rule, the National League's effort to en-

force it, the numbers of balks that had been called thus far

in league play compared to the number of balks called in

previous seasons, and so on. Finally, with the argument

still dragging on down below, Scully brought up the obvi-

ous but intriguing fact that one second is a surprisingly

difficult length of time to judge. He asked his audience if

they had ever tried to gauge a second precisely. He said,

"Hey, let’s try something. I'll get a stopwatch from our

engineer . .
.” And with thousands of spectators watching

him as he sat in the broadcasting booth, he reached up and

back and took a watch from the engineer. “.
. . I'll push

the stopwatch and say, ‘One!’ and when you think one

full second has elapsed you yell, 'Two!' Ready? One!"

There was a momentary pause

and then 19,000 voices yelled,

"Two!" The managers, the um-

pires, the players, the batboys,

the ball boys all stopped and

looked around, startled. Scully

said into the microphone. "I'm

sorry. Only one of you had it

right. Let's try it again. One!”

And again, a great "Two!" roared

across Dodger Stadium and out

into Chavez Ravine. The ball-

players were staring up at the

broadcasting booth, and one of

them got on the dugoui phone,

called the press box and asked,

"What the hell is going on?" The

crowd, immensely pleased with

itself, waited patiently for the

argument on the field to end.

In talking about the two inci-

dents recently, Scully said, "You
can’t do things like that very

often. In fact, maybe in doing it

twice we have done it enough.

The first time, with Frank Seco-

ry, as I was counting one, two,

three. I suddenly got the feeling

that there wouldn't be a sound,

and that I'd be sitting there with a foolish grin and egg all

over my face. I felt a great wave of relief when those voices

shouted. 'Happy birthday.’ Last year, during the balk ar-

gument, it seemed a natural thing to do, and the crowd

really enjoyed it. 1 suppose it would work again, but you

could get an awful lot of people saying, ‘Who docs this

guy think he is?’
”

The loyalty of Scully’s listeners, who seem to feel very

close to him, and the accuracy with which he reports a

game can be traced to his training under Red Barber, the

first great baseball announcer and the man who broke Vin

into sports broadcasting. In the late 1930s Barber moved

from Cincinnati, where he had been doing the Reds’ games,

to Brooklyn. At Cincinnati, Barber had a relatively small

radio audience. At Brooklyn he had the biggest one in

America. He created thousands and thousands of new base-

ball Ians in the years when the Dodgers, under Larry Mac-

Phail and Leo Durocher, climbed from the second division

to the top of the National League. Barber’s homely coun-

try expressions, like "rhubarb" and "tearing up the pea

patch’’ and "the catbird scat," entered the language. His

influence on metropolitan New York (and despite legends

to the contrary, there were more Brooklyn Dodger fans

outside that colorful borough than there were in it) was

profound. He had the pitchman's gift of getting people on

the outskirts of the crowd to come closer. One of his con-

verts in those days was a pleasant middle-aged lady whose

Massachusetts, hefore the Dodgers moved west,

in the Brentwood hills west ofHollywood.

Scully married Joan Crawford, a modelfrom

With their sons, Mike, 4, and Kevin, 5 months, they li\
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VI N SCULLY continued

interest in baseball before Barber's voice began to sound

regularly in her home had been about as intense as her feel-

ing for the problems of Patagonian sheepherders. One Sun-

day afternoon her two teen-age sons were sprawled in the

living room listening to a Dodger game. The other team

got a man to first base, but the next batter hit a ground

ball to deep short. The ball was thrown to second base in

time for the forceout, but the relay on to first was not in

time and the batter was safe. As Barber was describing the

play, the mother hurried in from the kitchen, carrying a

mixing bowl and a spoon and wearing a concerned expres-

sion. She cocked her head, heard the end of the play,

shrugged and said, “Oh, well. We got the front man.”

B
arber later developed a tendency to preach to his lis-

teners about certain aspects of the game— his scath-

ing comments on people who would cheer when an

umpire got clipped by a foul ball were refined fire and brim-

stone— but even so he could make the complications of

baseball fascinatingly clear to the tyro without irritating the

knowledgeable fan. Scully, more relaxed on the air than

Barber, iscven more successful at doing this. Hisknow ledge

of the game is very broad. Counting World Series, playoffs,

spring training and regular seasons, he has watched at least

2.500 major league games over the past 14 seasons. That is

more than most players ever see, and it is more than a sports-

writer would have seen in the same period (since sports-

writers get a day or two off each week, whereas announcers

do not). Too. Scully devotes a good deal of his spare time

to conversation with players and managers, and most of

that is spent listening and learning.

Despite his long association with the Dodgers, he never

roots on the air. A Scully admirer has said, “If I tune in a

game in the middle I can never tell from the tone of Vin's

voice whether the Dodgers are ahead or behind. Oh. some-

times I can figure it out from the situation he describes— if

the Dodgers have a pinch hitter going up for the pitcher in

the fourth inning, say—but I can't tell from his voice. It

doesn't get gleeful, it doesn't get dull and flat. I like base-

ball, and I think he does, too. He tells me what is going on,

he tells me things about the game that I want to know.”

The fact that Scully docs not root for the Dodgers in his

broadcasts stems from a decision he made in his first winter

in Los Angeles. There was considerable discussion among

club officials about the “attitude" that the play-by-play

broadcasts should take. Although the broadcasts arc spon-

sored—Union Oil Company holds the rights and usually

sells half the commercial time to another advertiser— Vin

is an employee of the Dodgers. He is paid about S50.000 a

year and is responsible primarily to the club. In 195X some

of the Dodger officials thought that Scully might be wise to

adopt an all-out pro-Dodger tone over the air. Such an

approach had been considered impossible back in Brooklyn

because New York City at that time had three major league

teams (Yankees, Giants and Dodgers) and those tuned in

to any game always comprised a mixture of adherents of all

three clubs. An announcer Openly rooting for one team

would have quickly alienated a substantial part of his lis-

tening audience. But in Los Angeles, the pro-rooting faction

contended, the city was all ours! (And would be until the

American League Angels came into being in 1961.)

Scully spent weeks pondering the suggestion and finally

came to the conclusion that lie w ould be better off follow ing

the style he was used to—that is, to be as objective and

factual as possihle. “It turned out to be one of the luckiest

things that ever happened to me.” he said recently . “When
Los Angeles had minor league baseball the games were

broadcast on a frankly partisan basis. The announcer

rooted for the teams. But when major league baseball came

to Los Angeles and Jerry Doggclt and I did the games

straight, without rooting, it had a very favorable impact.

It was as if the city, without knowing it. had been waiting

for this kind of announcing. People were seeing major

league baseball for the first time. It was different, and they

liked it. When they heard us they assumed that this was

the way major league games were broadcast, and they liked

that, too. I think they appreciated the compliment— that

what they wanted was a factual report, and they didn't

have to be told how to root. Another thing, there are a

lot of people living here in Los Angeles who come from

back East, from the Midwest, from New York, from all

over. They were looking forward to seeing the teams they

used to follow back home, and they would have resented

it if we had knocked those teams in favor of the Dodgers.

"Besides. I had been brought up in that school of an-

nouncing. Brooklyn and the Dodgers meant more to Red

Barber than to almost anyone, but on the mike he was al-

ways objective, always fair. Barber has been the big influ-

ence in my life.”

Scully was born in New York City and grew up in Wash-

ington Heights, at the narrow northern end of Manhattan

Island. He went to Fordham Prep, entered Fordham Uni-

versity. took lime out for two years in the Navy, returned

to Fordham and graduated in 1949. He played some base-

ball there (he was a good-field no-hit outfielder), but by his

senior year Fordham's campus radio station had become

Vin's consuming interest. “I remember when I was in gram-

mar school in the 1930s.” he says, “when there couldn't

have been more than a couple of sports announcers around.

1 wrote a composition about what I wanted to be when I

grew up. I wanted to be an announcer.”

He studied speech. (When he was a small boy he and his

mother made a long visit to Ireland after his father died,

and when they returned Vin had a thick Irish brogue. Yet

despite that and despite his New York background. Scully 's

voice today has no noticeable accent or regional inflections.

)

Before his graduation from Fordham in 1949 he wrote doz-

ens of letters to radio stations up and down the Last Coast,

apply ing for a job. l ie did not really expect any results from

the letters, but to his surprise he landed a summer spot as an

announcer with a station in Washington, and there he

picked up his first professional experience. That position
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VIN SCULLY continued

ended when the summer did. and Scui-

l> returned to New York. One das he

walked into the Columbia Broadcast-

ing S>stcm office and asked to speak to

Red Barber, who at that time was also

sports director of the CBS network. Scul-

ls managed to see Barber and the> had

a pleasant, if brief, chat, but there was

no job available and. in fact. Scully did

not even fill out an application.

That fall CBS had a Saturday after-

noon college football program, which

Barber ran, that utilized a roundup

broadcast of several games from around

the country. Barber, on the air, would

contact the announcer at one of the

games, get a quick report from him and

perhaps a few minutes of play-by-play

and then switch to another game. One

week the announcer who was supposed

to handle the Notre Dame-North Car-

olina game in Yankee Stadium fell ill

at the last minute. Ernie Harwell, who
had broadcast Dodger games with Bat-

her. was scheduled to do the Boston

University -Maryland game in Boston,

but Barber switched him to New York

for the Notre Dame-North Carolina

game, which was supposed to he the big

game of the week. Then Red looked

around for someone to lake over the

game in Boston. No one was available.

Lsery experienced announcer was busy.

Barber thought fora while and then said.

“Who was that redheaded kid w ho came

in here that day looking for a job? Any-

body remember his name? Where was

he from? Fordham, wasn’t it?”

Barber knew Jack Coffey , director of

athletics at Fordham. and phoned him.

Coffey instantly recognized the “red-

headed kid" as Scully, and put Barber

in touch with him. Vin. of course, leaped

at the chance, and the next day. Sat-

urday. he was on a train for Boston. It

was a cold day. and Scully had packed

long underwear and extra sweaters, but

on the train he ran into some Fordham

men he knew who were on their way to

Boston for a game between Fordham

and Boston College. They told Scully

that there was going to be a party after

the game and they invited him to join

them when he finished his broadcast.

\ in checked into his hotel, decided not

to bother with the long johns and the
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sweaters so that he would not have to go

back to the hotel to change before going

on to the party, and went off to his first

job wearing a light topcoat.

The Boston University-Maryland

game was played at Fenway Park. Scully *

was directed to the roof of the stadium.

There he met his engineer, who had

rigged up a table for his equipment and

had strung a 60-watt bulb on a pole for

illumination, in case light was needed

later on. Scully was given a head set. a*

microphone, a program. 50 yards ofcable

and the run of the roof.

“Boy. it was cold,” Scully said re-

cently. remembering. "There I was with

my warm clothes back in the hotel and

the wind blowing across that roof. F

have never fell so cold in my life. I had

assumed that I’d be in a booth -not a

heated booth, but anyway a booth. But

no. sir. And it turned out to be a ter-

rific game. Harry Agganis was playing

for BL. and Maryland had come up'

w ith one of those good teams they had

—

with fcd Mod/elewski and those guy s.

I didn’t have any spotters, and I had to

identify the players from the program.

I'd hear Red Barber's voice say. ’And

now up to Vince Scully in Boston. Give

us a quick 15-second rundown, Vinny.’

I learned radio discipline fast that day.

You had to have your facts clear and

ready to say anything in 15 seconds:

there wasn’t time for any floss about the

clouds scudding across the cold New

England sky or any thing like that. I had

to say something like. ‘Maryland scored

in the middle of the first period after a

70-yard drive, mostly on the ground,

and leads 7-0. but here in the second

period, after an exchange of punts, Bos-

ton University has marched across mid-

lield and down to Maryland's 42. where

it is now first and 10. Back to Red

Barber in New York.’

“What happened then was that all the

other games on the roundup that day

turned out flat. Notre Dame beat North

Carolina 42 7. or something like that,

and the other games were just as one-

sided, while the game I was doing was

getting better and better. I’d finish a

60-second report and say. ‘Now back to

Red Barber in New York,’ and Red

would say, ‘Right back to you. Vinny.
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We make only one kind of tire. Nylon. Inspect each one 154 times. And still make them
one at a time, as we’ve been doing continuously since



These 3 tests prove

First National City Travelers Checks
are “BetterThan Money”

Why are Citibank Travelers Checks the best way to carry money
anywhere? Actual tests, shown below, demonstrate three specific

reasons: ready availability . . . immediate acceptability . . . on-the-

spot refundability. In case of loss, Western Union Operator 25

directs you to thousands of U.S. refund points. There are thou-

sands more abroad... and hotels there can direct you to the near-

est one. Backed by the bank that’s first in world-wide banking,

Citibank Travelers Checks cost just a penny per dollar.

Test No. 1—Refundability—in Karachi

$220 of Mrs. James Lee’s Citibank Travelers Checks were destroyed by fire to

make this test. Minutes later, this Madison, Wisconsin traveler was directed to

the Standard Bank Limited by her hotel. Result? An on-the-spot refund!

Test No. 2—Acceptability—in Mexico City

Pay for a guided tour of the famed Floating Gardens of Xochimilco? Buy a color-

ful scrape? No trouble at all for Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Sibley of Westport, Con-
necticut who found their Citibank Travelers Checks welcome throughout Mexico.

Test No.3-Availability-in San Francisco

Mr. & Mrs. Fred A. Armstrong arc a couple “on the

go” who find Citibank Travelers Checks make the

going easier. They buy theirs at First Western Bank.

It’s quick and simple at banks everywhere.

At the World’s Fair!

All three advantages. Here, too, you’ll find National

City Travelers Checks easy to buy ...speedily ac-

cepted ... fully refundable. When you “Come to the

Fair" carry them—relax and enjoy the fun!

OFFICIAL TRAVELERS CHECK
NEW YORK WORLD’S FAIR 196445
Member f ederal Deposit Insurance Corporation



VIN SCULLY oOntlnutd

l think we’ll stay with you for awhile

up there.’ So I was doing more and

more play-by-play. Whenever Red took

it back for a few minutes I’d go over to

the engineer’s table and cup my hands

around the electric light bulb to get

them warm. The game ended with Mary-

land leading 14-13 and Boston on their

eight-yard line. I think. It was really a

tremendous game. But. oh. I was cold.

“Yet the cold and everything else

turned out to be another lucky break.

I didn't say anything to Red during the

game about the conditions we were

working in. I didn't have time, for one

thing, but for another 1 thought it was

routine and that I hadn’t known about

things like roofs because I was inexperi-

enced. And when I got back to New
York I was so excited about having had

the chance to do the game that I didn’t

say anything about it then, either. But

the Boston University officials wrote a

note to CBS apologizing for not having

a booth for us and for having to stick

us up on the roof. Well, now. this im-

pressed Red—not so much the fact that

the conditions were bad but that I hadn't

said anything about it, that I hadn't

complained, and that I had gotten the

fob done. He was very pleased. A couple

of weeks later he called me up again and

said, 'Want to do another game for

us?’ I said, ‘Yes, sir.
-

He gave me the

Yalc-Harvard game.

‘‘That winter Ernie Harwell shifted

from the Dodgers to the Giants. Ernie

had come up to the Dodgers in the first

place when Red had gotten ill suddenly

In Pittsburgh during a road trip, and

when Red got better there were three of

them broadcasting. Red, Ernie and Con-

xtie Desmond, who had been with Red

for years. When Red came back, Ernie

more or less made a job for himself,

hut when he got the chance to go over

to the Giants he took it. Now the Dodg-

ers needed someone to take his place.

But they didn’t want anyone with a

jjreat deal of experience. They wanted

someone who could handle commercials

ftnd fill in for an inning or two now and

then. Red suggested me. The agency that

handled the advertising had some

doubts, but Red got the ball club to

let me go to spring training on a trial

basis. Then Red called me and asked me
if I’d be interested. Oh, boy! Here I was,

22, single, just out of college, and I'm

asked if I'd like to go to spring training

with the Dodgers!

"I had to go over and be interviewed

by Branch Rickey, who was president of

the Dodgers then. I spent three hours

with him: I remember that because he

had lunch brought in. He did most of

the talking. He talked about the pitfalls

a young man faced. He asked me, ‘You

married?' I said, ‘No, sir.' He said, ‘En-

gaged?’ I said, ‘No. sir.’ He said. ‘Go

steady?’ I said, ‘No, sir.' He said, ‘Got

a girl?’ 1 said. ‘Well, no.' He chewed

that cigar of his for a minute and then

he snapped, ‘Get a girl, go steady, get

engaged, get married. Best thing in the

world for a young man.”*

Scully worked with Barber and Con-

nie Desmond for four seasons. He says.

"I don't think anyone has ever been

better than Red when he was doing play-

by-play every day. He was so thorough.

He taught me to get out to the ball park

early, to talk to the players and to the

managers, to find out why someone was

not starting and why somebody else was,

to learn as much as you could about the

club and the visiting club so that you

weren’t surprised at anything when it

happened. He sometimes treated me like

a little boy—the first day I went into the

Ebbets Field press box he announced,

kiddingly, that they had hired me to

carry the bags—but he certainly was

good to me.”

A significant turning point in Scully’s

career came at the end of the 1953 sea-

son. The Dodgers had won the pennant

and would meet the New York Yankees

in the World Scries, but Red Barber

turned down the job of announcing the

Scries with Mel Allen because of a dis-

agreement with the sponsors concerning

his fee. Connie Desmond, the Dodgers'

No. 2 announcer, was ill, and the spon-

sors went to Walter O'Malley, who had

succeeded Rickey as president of the

Dodgers, to discuss the situation. O'Mal-

ley said, ‘‘I have nothing to do with how

much you pay whom, but I’ll tell you this

—there better be a Brooklyn announc-

er on that Series broadcast." The spon-

sors turned to the youthful Scully and.

continued
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Ever

drink

liquor

with a

head

on it?

Ever go to a bullfight? Or
the Indianapolis 500?

Colt 45 Malt Liquor is

like that. Unique.

Unlike liquor, it has a

full, rich foamy head.

It has the profile of

beer. But more malt

makes it smoother.

Full of flavor. A little

more backbone makes

it more masculine.

A completely unique

experience.

SKCIAL PRODUCT DIVISION 0T

TNI NATIONAL BRIWINC C0-. •ALTIHOM, KD.



VIN SCULLY

GREAT
JACK NICKLAUS
GOLF CART

Next to a caddy, the greatest

club carrier on any course.

Float over the roughest course, melt bag
weight away with Torsion Bar Suspension,

Wide Track Wheel Span and Velvet Ride,

oversized tires . . . Unifold leg folding

means both wheels open and close in tan-

dem, no need to adjust them individually.

See and compare the perfect balance
and handling ease of the Jack Nicklaus at

your favorite golf dealer. $37.95

A J INDUSTRIES CORP. ( Deiavan. Wisconsin

lust plug in

and Spray

I'ull trigger to spray paint
.-arnish. enamel, moth|iro«fers

I killers,

r that
brush, easier to clean.

Completely self

Sapphire nozzle, inst

or light spray adjust
Foolproof and trouble-free. I-ess

Burgess Vihrocrnfters Inc.. Grayslake, Illinois.

Yearlings, Two-year olds in training. Or will

custom-breed (in Cal., Fla., or Tenn.) and race

for you. Only $250 monthly (tax deductible)

covers everything. We specialize in the

World's Champion Bloodlines:

•NASRULLAH •PRINCEQ0ILL0
WAR ADMIRAL HYPERION

Harshmont Farms
381 Greenway Rd., Memphis 17. Tenn.
Proud bretdrrt of fine horsrt oror 30 yratt 'new
in Cal.. Fla., and Trnn.) — talii/irH ruUumrrt
throughout ISA and Canada.

as Vin likes to put it. they said, "Hey.

kid. You want io gel into the game for

nuttin’?”

Then, that winter. Barber switched

from the Dodgers to the Yankees in a

move that startled New Yorkers only

slightly less than Leo Durochcr's mana-

gerial transfer from the Dodgers to the

Giants live years earlier. Desmond was

ill and in semiretirement, and Scully

was defacto the No. I Dodger announc-

er. He was 26 years old.

After the 1957 season came the move

to California, the crowds, the transis-

tors. the overwhelming acceptance, the

establishment of Scully as a fixture in

the Los Angeles scene. "There are some

drawbacks.” he admits. "The travel is

difficult. You're away from home for two

and three weeks at a stretch half a dozen

times a year. And we have no short trips,

except San Francisco, and that's 400

miles away. There arc days when I'm

sitting in a hotel room in a city 2,000

miles away front my wife and nty kids,

and I say to myself, what am I doing

here? What kind of life is this? I guess

everybody does that once in awhile. I've

thought of other jobs. I know that I'd

enjoy being an MC on a television show,

and I think I'd be a good one. But if I

did. I'd be in show business, and that's

a strange world. You're flying high one

year, and the next year you’re out in

the cold. Baseball is different. For one

thing, the people in it are great. And

there’s a tremendous amount of security

for an announcer in baseball."

Scully lives in a house that is a strik-

ingly successful blend of eastern clap-

board and California glass, on the side

of a hill on a dead-end street ("In Los

Angeles we say cul-de-sac," Scully tells

his New York friends) in the Brentwood

hills. He lives in Brentwood, one of the

most attractive sections of Los Angeles,

because of another instance of his feel-

ing for luck and opportunity. "When I

was in the Navy I was stationed in San

Francisco for a time." he says, "and I

came down to Los Angeles on liberty

to meet a friend of mine who was a

marine at Camp Pendleton. Wc were

wandering around Hollywood one Sun-

day morning when a girl stopped in a

car and asked us if we'd like to come to
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her parents' house for Sunday dinner.

We said sure. Can you imagine that?

Inviting a couple of strangers off the

street for dinner? It was great—nice din-

ner. nice family, a very nice house. That

evening the girl drove us back to Holly-

wood and dropped us off w here she had

found us. But I asked her, 'Where were

we today? What’s it called?’ And she

said. ‘Brentwood.’ Well, when we came

out here in 1958. Joan and I had been

married only a few months. [Scully's

wife is a beautiful dark-haired Massa-

chusetts girl who was a model in New
York when they met and whose maiden

name was Joan Crawford. Thc> have

two sons. Mike. 4, and Kevin, who was

born last autumn.] We had never had a

home. We went to the West Indies on

our honeymoon and then on to Vero

Beach for spring training. When we

reached Los Angeles we started looking

for an apartment. The real estate man

said. 'Do you have any idea where \ou
'

want to live?' We looked at each other

and then I remembered the Sunday din-

ner in Brentwood. I said. "How about

Brentwood?’ He said fine and he found

us a nice apartment and we lived there

until Mike came along and then wc

bought our house. As far as I'm con-,

corned, that’s where we're staying from

now on. It’s only 25 minutes from Dodg-

er Stadium and about the same from

the broadcasting studios." He laughed.

"Wc had a pitcher on the Dodgers a few

years ago named Danny McDcvitu a,

little left-hander from New York. He

used to shake his head and say. ‘F.very-

thing in Los Angeles is just 25 minutes

away.'

"People from New York ask me if I

miss the East. I really don't. I like Los

Angeles. When I was in my 20s we

moved from Manhattan out to a town In

New Jersey, a very pretty town. Bui the

people there sort of resented all the New

Yorkers moving out and cluttering up

their nice roomy suburb, and I couldn't

blame them. Well, that’s the way 1 feel

about Los Angeles now. When my hew

York friends say. 'I don't sec how you

can live out there.' I nod my head and

say. 'You're right, it's terrible, don’t

move out.’ I don’t want things to

change." end
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The new HI Cub Cadet is no toy, it's a tractor

...with direct drive (no-belt) power train

and 2-minute change of attachments

You will mow with your International Harvester

Cub Cadet; of course. An acre or more an hour.

But that's just the beginning. You'll mulch leaves

at the same clip. You'll clean snow off a hundred

foot driveway in 30 minutes or so. You'll tow 800
pounds and dump it where you will. Or do any of

16 other jobs around your grounds, lawn or garden.

there are two new models with exclusive direct

drive, quick-change attachments and 2-wheel

brakes. Financing arranged on a personal basis with

your IH dealer. For his name, call Western Union

by number and ask for Operator 25.

International Harvester



His endless interests lead to endless pleasures.

Whether castling kings or casting flies. ..climbing

slopes or cleating sheets.. .he knows the importance of

relaxation and recreation ... the difference between

leisure time and wasted time.

Within these pages he finds ideas, information and

products that stimulate his inner self ...activate his

outer self.

He has a sound mind... an active body...

...and he reads this magazine, just as you do.

MACAZINES/VOUR WORLD Of IDEAS AND PRODUCTS!



BASEBALL’S WEEK
NATIONAL LEAGUE As PHILADELPHIA

Manager Gene Mauch sees it, his team's rise

to first place stems from its 23-game losing

streak in 1961. "It welded our club togeth-

er," Mauch said. However, three players

who helped most in winning three of four

games las\ week did not gothrough the v> end-

ing process. They were former Tiger Jim
Bunning (he shut out the Cubs 10-0) and

rookies Richie Allen (.421 BA and three

HRs) and John Hcrrnstcin (a game-winning

double and .500 BA), los angeles scented

to be trying a little of the win-by-wclding

theory itself. The Dodgers (1-5) managed to

end a seven-game losing streak but, ham-
pered by an injury list that made it look as

£hough they were fighting a small war, they

could do no more. Among the wounded
were Pitchers Sandy Koufax (muscle tear in

forearm), Johnny Podres (elbow bruise) and

Ron Perranoski (injured thigh), plus Out-

fielder Tommy Davis (strained ligament).

Milwaukee made the most of the Dodgers’

misfortunes, beating them four times. Add-
ing insult to the Dodger injuries was the fact

that one of the Braves' wins was by 34-year-

old Bob Ticfcnauer, who had beaten them

just once before in his career, and one was

by Warren Spahn, who a few days earlier

had been picked up in an after-hours bar

in Houston. Milwaukee's only loss was to

san Francisco, which had gone on a hit-

ting binge (41 runs in four wins) before los-

ing. At the head of the phalanx of hitters

were Willie Mays (.632) and Willie McCov-
ey (five homers, three in a row). The man
who stymied the Giants was Jim Maloney of

Cincinnati (3-4). He stopped them 3-1. It

took a five-hitter by Joe Nuxhall to over-

come the Colt .45s 1-0 the night that Ken
Johnson pitched his no-hitter against the

^cds. Houston did not waste all of its good

pitching. Dick Farrell beat the Cardinals

lwicc, and Bob Bruce, sipping medicine be-

tween innings to fight off the flu, shut out

the Reds with ninth-inning help from Hal

Brown. Last year st. louis (3-3) was the

best-hitting team in the majors, a fact hard

to believe last week. The Cardinals' seven

home runs were impressive, but their .224

BA was not. cwcago also had seven homers

but allowed nine. That is a sure way to lose

ball games—which is just what the Cubs did

in three of five tries. They even lost the day

they hit five homers. That was against Pitts-

burgh (3-2). The Pirates hit four that day,

the last a game-winning three-run drive by

Gene Freese, a pinch hitter, new York’s Al

Jackson had better luck against the Pirates,

shutting them out, but the Mets quickly re-

verted to form, losing three in a row and

slipping silently into last place.

AMERICAN LEAGUE Parlaying steady

pitching, a Dock of hit batsmen and some
timely hitting, Cleveland (4-0) moved into

first place. Successive games were won by

Leon Wagner (a two-run, sheep-scattering

home run in Kansas City), Woodie Held

(hit by a pitch in the ninth) and John Ro-

mano (a double in the 16th one day, a triple

in the 1 Ith the next). Those last three wins

came against los anc.eles (1-3). Angel

President Bob Reynolds, seeking a new
home for his club, talked with officials from

Anaheim, Calif. His conclusion: "Forward

to Anaheim." Charles O. Finley, Kansas

city owner, must keep his team in town

for a w hile and, if he cannot win, at least he

plans to have fun. His kind of fun calls for

flashing yellow and green lights and blaring

horns to celebrate each Kansas City home
run. Unfortunately for Finley, his players

were not hitting. Donna Axum (Miss Amer-
ica) ran her fingers through Manny Jime-

nez' hair during the ceremonies before the

team's home opener, a gesture that,ought to

be enough to inspire anyone at least to hit

a home run. Anyone but Jimenez, it seems.

He hit nothing. Orlando Pena beat the Sen-

ators on two hits, then five days later lost

to them in 10 innings; during the latter

game he was ordered by the umpire to stop

blowing bubble gum while pitching. Anoth-

er Cuban pitcher, Camilo Pascual of Min-

nesota (2-4). had his troubles, too. Pascual

dropped a pop-up against the Tigers, per-

mitting the batter, who had already headed

for the dugout, to return to first base. That

error led to a run and Pascual's defeat.

Sharp pitching earned new york victories

in three of four tries, with Pitcher-Coach

Whitcy Ford shutting out the White Sox

for his 200th win. Detroit (4-2) also got

good pitching. Dave Wickcrsham beat the

Twins twice, once with a four-hitter. Mickey

Lolich held the Twins to three hits. Frank

Lary, however, for the second time in a row

was unable to last more than three innings.

"Frank will be all right," Manager Charlie

Dressen insisted. "Drcssen would be opti-

mistic in the electric chair," said a listener.

Sitting in front of their lockers on canvas

chairs rather than the conventional stools,

Baltimore players felt relaxed. At the plate

they seemed to be almost asleep, getting

just six extra-base hits and six runs in four

games, three of them losses. Chuck Hinton

of Washington, sometimes accused of be-

ing too relaxed during a game, let two runs

score as he headed off the field after catch-

ing a fly ball for what he mistakenly thought

was the third out. Chastised, Hinton prom-

ised to "bear down every minute from now

on." He hit .333 thereafter and scored from

second base on a double play. Chicago (3-1

)

climbed from eighth place to fourth as John

Buzhardt beat the Red Sox twice and Juan

Pizarro did it once, boston, which scored

10 runs in six games, salvaged two wins

when Bill Monbouqucuc shut out the Yan-

kees and Jack Lamabe beat the Orioles.

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Pitcher Ken Johnson of Houston is a quiet,

philosophical man. His idea of having a wild

time is to talk in a Donald Duck voice, some-

thing he once did during a radio interview.

Johnson's record for the past two seasons is

18-33, good for a Houston pitcher, but it might

have been better if his team had been able to

score a little. A dozen times he lost because his

teammates were shut out, but Johnson felt con-

fident the breaks would change. Last week they

did, in an uneven sort of way. On the night be-

fore he was to have his aching elbow examined

by the team physician, Johnson pitched a no-

hitter against the Cincinnati Reds in Houston.

But Johnson did not win. For the unlucky 13th

time, his teammates failed to score, and because

of two ninth-inning errors, one his own, John-

son and Houston lost 1-0. Pitchers have lost

nine other no-hit games, all in extra innings.

Johnson became the first pitcher in the history

of baseball to lose a no-hitter in nine innings.

His was the ninth no-hitter in the major leagues

in less than 24 months and the seventh one in

a night game. Fans from all over the country

called, many not knowing whether to congrat-

ulate or cortsole him. But Johnson, far from

feeling discouraged, was almost buoyant: “If

I had won the game, people would soon have

forgotten all about it. This way they’ll talk

about it for years." Then, remembering his

medical appointment, Johnson told the doc-

tor, “I think we'd better leave my arm as it is."

Ill
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Designed for Day-to-Date Wear

UJC^tU
CLOTHING COMPANY. ST. LOUIS. MO.

Put on a CURLEE Suit, secure in the knowledge

that you are fashion fit wherever you go.

Tailored in the famous CURLEE tradition . .

.

made from the season’s most tasteful colors and

fabrics, Suits by CURLEE form the nucleus of

the wardrobe of every clothes-conscious man.

Write for name of nearest dealer



19 HOLE THE READERS TAKE OVER
BELLES ON THEIR TOES

Sirs:

Let the Russian amazons ha\e the Olym-

pics. Dames like "Flamin' Mamie's Bouf-

fant Belles" (April 20) can just stand in the

starting blocks and they'll get my vote for

first every time. NVow!

Eddii Smith

Beaumont, Texas

Sirs:

Mother! Where arc my track shoes’

William L. Mills

Philadelphia

Sirs:

When's Sadie Hawkins Day down there.'

Fre dijii Saiirso

Milton. Mass.

Sirs:

I'd be willing to bet that the main reason

those girls made your cover was because ol

their "looks." The article and pictures are

portrayed unrealistically. To think that a

female track star would run in a race with a

bracelet on, her hair combed like a movie

star and all made up for a beauty contest is

absurd. It's not the job of a sports magazine

to "make-up" their pictures.

Pat McG Rl I V V

Glen Ellyn, III.

Sirs:

In an Olympic year Spokis Ii llsirmi i>

could perform a much greater service to the

track and field community than by printing

trash like this.

Philip R.Com.iy
Palo Alto, Calif.

Sirs:

As a patriotic American in an Olympic

year. I would like to volunteer my services

as team trainer.

Eddie Sii inhi kc.

Brookline, Mass.

Sirs:

I don’t believe the Olympics have yet pro-

duced any medal w inners with bouffant hair-

dos, and I hope the Texas gals will provide

a first in that regard, but they won't be the

first glamour gals in the Games. A Tennessee

belle named Wilma Rudolph beat them to ii.

Bill Eisin

Nashville. Tenn.

Sirs:

As a track man and track fan I find little

consolation in the prospect of our women
finishing a beautiful Iasi in Tokyo.

Skip Si 01 Lr y

Aurora, III.

Sirs:

Is the gal in the middle balancing an oc-

topus on her head or is it a giant spider ’

Whatever it is have her keep it, send her to

Tokyo, glue it on real light and have her go

head first into the tape. She should hit 100

yards in nine seconds flat!

Hinry E. Mormmik
I os Angeles

Sirs:

Now that we've seen those hairdos on the

starting line, how about a shot of them in

mid-race?

Michael Rigan
New York City

• Here they are at the start of the last

leg of a 440-yard relay at Kansas (below)

as pouf-coifed Paula Walter passed olT

to Anchor Belle Sue Schexnayder. who
won the race.— ED.

STOOPS TO CONQUER

Sirs:

Gilbert Rogin's piece, (Confessions of a

Stoop Ball Champion, April 20) was excit-

ingly reminiscent and splendidly done. It

reminded me of an incident in the days be-

fore the Giants left New York but played

exhibition games in Los Angeles during

spring training. At a party that Manager

Leo Durocher gave there. Comedian Danny

Kaye was reminded of his Brooklyn child-

hood. Kaye brightened as he recalled stick

ball games in the street, then said, "I could

hit lor two sewers."

A proud boast. Sewer covers in the middle

of New York streets, spaced at regular in-

tervals. serve as home plate and second

base in a stick ball game. A two-sewer hit,

deep in center field, is an outstanding feat,

indeed. A two-sewer man like Kaye is en-

titled to hold his head high-

Stanley Saplis
New York City

Sirs:

Manhaltan's favorite childhood sport

may have been stoop ball. But in Brooklyn

our favorite game was punch ball, which

was like slick ball except that you punched
the ball instead of hitting it.

Like Gil Rogin. I was a bad athlete. How-
ever. I was always assured of "getting a

game," because I was the only one in our.

group who had the luck to own a football

and a basketball.

Larry Garden
Brooklyn

Sirs:

I loved the part about the words you
can't spell, "much of our language being

oral"—that passage, alone, lifted me about

four inches off the sofa. I'll bet you hear

about it for a long time to come. I recall

"younz": "Are youn/ goin' to the game?"

and others.

I was crazily elated for several hours the

other day when I read in Timi or somew here

a statement by some savant that smart kids

had all kinds of words they didn't know
how to say because they had never heard

anyone say them. I worked for Krcsgc's five

and ten as a stock boy (there's a story) and

I dashed up the stairs in my sneakers once

and proudly told the manager in his office

that I was going to take in-VENT-ory. Peo-

ple were rolling on the floor for several min-

utes after they learned what I meant to say.

Same thing happened with ar-MIS-tice and

the Pantom (i.e. Phantom).

Michael O'Malley
New Haven, Conn.

THE DEFENDERS

Sirs:

As a high school basketball coach it is

very refreshing for me to see credit given to

superb, unglamorous defense, such as is

played by the Celtics' K. C. Jones ( How
h. C. lion an Oscar in the NBA, April 20).

He was certainly a key factor in Boston's

conquest of Cincinnati. Yet most people

didn't realize this.

If more writers like Frank Deford would

put more emphasis on players like K. C.

Jones, defense would improve and basket-

ball would be a better game.

Thomas Chappf.lle

Lackland AFB, Texas
continued
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Will he win the big ones

like Tony Trabert?
It takes a lot of equipment to bring home the world’s

top tennis titles. And Tony Trabert had it: a big.

Spinning serve, an artful lob, a stinging volley. Add
fierce determination—and you’ll know why he won
theT'.S. Championship twice, the French title twice,

Ihe Wimbledon crown and played a big part in tak-

ing the Davis Cup.

4 Xot every youngster can be a Tony 'lrabert. In

fact, very few even participate in organized sporting

events, much less become stars. But every young

person— if only a spectator—can be as physically fit

its the star athlete.

Our national leaders have stated that physical

fftness, particularly the fitness of our young people,

has never been more important than it is today.

To supfiort the national fitnessprogram. Equitable

Ras prepared a special film: “Youth Physical Fitness

*—A Report to the Nation.” If you would like to bor-

row a print of this film for showing to community

groups, contact your nearest Equitable office or write

To Equitable's home office.

T>»e EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States

ll\.

Home Office: 1285 Avenue ol tho Americas. Now York. N.Y. 10019©'964

See the Equitable Pavilion when you visit the New York World's Fair.

For mi attractive 7% by 11 inch reproduction of

this drawing, send your name and address and

the uords Tony Trabert. to: Equitable,

G.P.O. Box lSdS. N. Y., N. 10001.
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STRETCH COTTON SHIRTS
Slip into a Carnegie Maximatic, the
tapered body stretch cotton shirt. Feel
the gentle hug. Admire the smart,
wrinkle-free fit. Yet, it stretches with
the greatest of ease for full-action
freedom. To a young man, Maximatic
means boundless comfort. At better
stores everywhere.

fashion comes from

Omeqie
MAXON SHIRT COMPANY, GREENVILLE, S. C,

rates

a big

hug!

WELL NAMED:

TACKLE/VI ASTER
No. 2006RL

with ROYALITE TRAY LINERS

“Think Big” To “Catch Big”!

46 vafi-sized compartments in 6
big trays

j , .
pliable Royalite Liners

protect hooks and plugs. Heavy-

gauge, corrosion-resistant alumi-

num in special space-age alloy

with unusually high strength-to-

weight radio. Waterproof. Two
keyed locks; solid brass hardware.
20” long, 1 0 % ” deep, 8 7

/$ " wide.

Only 6 V2 lbs.

See It At Your Favorite Sporting Goods Dealer

FALLS CITY DIVISION
Stratton A Terstegge Co., Inc.

P.O.BOX less LOUISVILLE, KY.

LOPSIDERS

Sirs:

In answer to Ralph Moody of Holman
& Moody < The Littie Engine that Could,

April 13) when he said, “Ifcompetition gets

too lopsided, racing ain't worth a damn."
I would consider 1

1

races won out of the

hist 12 of 500 miles or more damn lopsided!

In all of these races over the past two years

I would guess l ord had approximately 50'
,

or better of all entries. Very rarely would

Mercury even finish in lop positions and

Plymouth and Hodge were unheard of for

hack of power. Now that Chrysler cars have

something to compete with. Ford is really

crying.

I always like to cheer for the underdog,

so I guess, along with being a Yankcc-hater,

I'm going to be a Ford-hater.

T avi or Scott
Casey, III.

EYES ACROSS THE TABLE

Sirs:

Continually smoking cigars throughout

a bridge match for the purpose of irritating

your opponents is not "psychological war-

fare.” as Charles Goren seems to imply

( The U.S. Prepares an Assault on Bridge

Italian Stele, April 13); it is unsportsman-

like. discourteous and ungentlemanly con-

duct. particularly at an international event.

In addition, it is a violation of the proprie-

ties of duplicate contract bridge. T he section

of the proprieties dealing with observance

of proper etiquette specifically states, “A
player should maintain at all times a cour-

teous attitude toward his partner and op-

ponents. He should carefully avoid any re-

mark or action which might cause annoy-

ance or embarrassment to another player

or interfere with the enjoyment of the

game."

If the players on a team representing the

U.S. must stoop to such low tactics, and
their captain condone them, in an cITorl to

win an international bridge tournament,

there must 6c something wrong with Ameri-

can bridge that transcends system and tech-

nique. It is to be hoped that the American

Contract Bridge League will put an immedi-

ate halt to such disgraceful behavior.

Douglas B. Taylor
Ridgefield, N.J.

Sirs:

Doctors very often use belladonna in the

treatment of eyes. The team of bridge ex-

perts representing the U.S. throughout the

world treat Italy's Giorgio Belladonna with

smoke in the eyes. What a sporting twist!

If that's the best we can do against the

Italians, our team will once again be de-

feated. After reading this piece by Goren—
I'm glad.

Seymour Solomon, D.D.S.

Monroe, La.
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A Touch

for Teaching

Trouting

It is upsetting for a lifelong fly-

haster to watch amateurs do it all

wrong— but catch the fish anyway

by J. A. MAXTONE GRAHAM

That feels much better," said the

, hydraulic engineer’s wife as she

turned round away from the river, while

J gazed approvingly into her purple eyes.

I tightened my clasp ever so slightly

on her right hand, which itself grasped

the cork grip of my fly rod. This was a

new and not unpleasurable experiment

•-teaching by standing behind her with

my right arm encircling.

We made our combined cast for the

78th time.

It had been a long, hard day. I sup-

pose I learned to cast a fly when I was

about 9. in the wide open spaces of a

Scottish loch.

* Thirty years later, when I took a small

house and 700 yards of strictly dry fly

’water on the Wiltshire Wylye, friends

rallied to my aid. They arrived in car-

loads. bearing whisky, gin. tonic and

other staple foods such as green vege-

tables to make sure I did not go down
with scurvy. Naturally, in return they

^wanted to catch trout. And so I became

a teacher. Not for hire, mind you only

^for the fun of it.

I had little idea how to teach, but I

'picked it up bit by bit. with pupils like

Ifie hydraulic engineer's w ife. We started

in the traditional way. on the lawn with

'no fly on the cast. I gave a little demon-

stration, rather a good one I thought.

''Slowly back, let the rod do the wqrk,

, let the line extend almost full behind

you, then slowly forward—like that."
“ Next morning an American couple ar-

rived. The husband sloped away to pho-

tograph some thatched houses in the

tillage, and I undertook to teach fly-

casting to his wife.

Before long she started casting in

earnest, using an immense amount of

energy, and I devoted a full 20 minutes

-to extracting the hook from an intimate

iwHimwd
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More great

sports pictures

are made with

Nikon

because

more great

sports photographers

are Nikon users.

(Nikon F. ..world’s finest ’35’)
See your photo dealer, or write Dept. SI 5

NIKON INC. Ill FIFTH AVENUE, NEW VORK 3. N.Y. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries Inc.

the outdoorin' leisure-livin’ barbecuin grass-mowin'
spectator- sportin' comfort-lovin season starts today . .

.

There’s a new world of comfort afoot in genuine TYROLEANS, "the shoes that made comfort

famous". For rjgged good looks, wear the original oxfords with jumbo rib crepe soles . . .

for a new sensation in light-footedness, slip on the new Tyroleans casual. You'll be wearing

the most walked-about, talked-about name in outdoor footwear, Dunham's Tyroleans®.

. . . here are your season tickets !

DUNHAM’S TYROLEANS



Teaching Trouting

GREEN
AMBER

7 m
r Green \

Y
•

3 colors

only: showing:

you'll you'll

slice hook to

to the the left.

right.

OUR IMPORTED ENGLISH LEATHER

GOLF GLOVE WITH PERFECT GRIP

6.50

Our Holdrite Golf Glove allows you to

obtain the 2 knuckle left hand grip at

a glance. Just note what colors are in

view as you address the ball. Men's sizes

1M, 8 , 8 '/2 , 9,

9

1
/Z; women s, 6 , 6^2 , 7, 7V£;

all in left and right handed gloves.

Mail order to Jordan Marsh,

1501 Biscayne Blvd., Miami, Florida.

Add 25c for postage. Gloves shipped
to Florida add 20c state sales tax.

section of the upper leg of her priceless

Abercrombie & Fitch stretch pants.

Shortly afterward various things oc-

curred which finished my stock of Gold-

Ribbed Hare’s Ears, and wc went back

to the house so that I could nip into

Salisbury for another dozen or so. My
other guests, including the American

camera buff, were sunning themselves on

the terrace.

I handed the rod to the camera-be-

decked American. "You have a try."

He could not understand how it could

be so difficult. The river was only 12

yards w ide.

I led him to the water's edge at the

garden and hurried away out of range.

An hour later, on my return from

Salisbury, he was still at it and had not

moved a yard from w here I had left him.

"I think I've got it now," he said, and

performed a perfect cast, the fly landing

like thistledown 15 yards upstream.

"Well, why don't you try for a fish?

There's some better water upstream."

"No. I'm not interested in fish. I just

wanted to get this damned casting right.

Hey. what does it mean when you get

those rings round the bug— fly. I mean?

I had a lot of those earlier on."

At cocktails that evening. I realized

that the hydraulic engineer's wife was

not among us. At 8:30 she drifted cas-

ually through the French windows, car-

rying a fat trout of a pound or more.

"You know. I've discovered some-

thing. You've been instructing us all

wrong. This casting's easy if you do it

down the stream. That way. the current

straightens the line out for you. But of

course, the fly sinks a bit."

That was the last day. A week later,

back at home in Streatlcy, I found

myself talking in the pub to two strang-

ers. a married couple who had just re-

turned from a week's salmon fishing in

the west of Ireland. I told them my
troubles as an instructor.

"Oh. but it's so easy." said the wom-
an. "An old ghillie in Scotland taught

me in no time—no time at all.

"He used to say. “Noo, imagine that

se hae a sticky sweet on the end o' the

line, and ye’re trying to flick it off afore

ye.'
"

I rested my elbow on the bar and

moved my forearm back and forth a

number of times, while the barmaid eyed

me strangely.

The ghillie was right. Clearly, there

could be no other way. end
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What every bartender knows about people

&//uu/u/// {/////>'

“The Best In The House” in 87 lands

Hf knows volumes.

There's no subject too deep for him
to discuss. Philosophy. History. Love.

Sound him out about sports or politics

•or local lore. You'll find that he's a veri-

table library of information.

But his real strong point is human re-

lations. Just watch the good-humored

way he listens to the “latest
-

’ story

again, lends an car to troubles, or

smooths out an argument. No wonder

his tavern is such a cheerful place to

meet and enjoy a friendly drink.

May is National Tavern Month—

a

good time to stop by and see him.

Make it a point to do it tonight.
6 YEARS OLD. IMPORTED IN BOTTLE FROM CANADA BY HIRAM WALKER IMPORTERS INC.

DETROIT. MICH. 66.8 PROOF BLENDED CANADIAN WHISKY.



Pennant— Pre-season favorite! This
rookie has everything it takes to grab the style lead—new polished

black grain leather and handsome stitching that’s strictly big

league. See your Pedwin retailer and walk away with the Pennant.

999 Other style* 8.99 to 12.99. Pedwin Jr*. for boy*

7.99 to 9 99. All higher Denver West ond Canada.

pedwin
young ideas in shoes


